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Critical data from different fields such as health-care, finance, and
governance is being stored digitally. Given that even well prepared events
such as Super Bowls and large data-centers experience power-loss, it is
important to protect storage systems against the threat of power loss and
system crashes.
Current solutions for maintaining file-system crash consistency, such as
journaling and copy-on-write, cause significant performance degradation.
As a result, practitioners disable these solutions to increase performance.
In this dissertation, we present crash-consistency solutions that offer both
excellent performance and strong guarantees after a crash.
In the first part of this dissertation, we analyze the factors that lead to
file-system inconsistency in the event of a crash. We show that for certain
workloads, a crash will rarely leave the file-system inconsistent. Other
workloads such as database update queries have a significant risk of filesystem inconsistency upon crash. We define persistence properties, aspects
of file-system behavior that affect application-level crash consistency. We
build a tool named the Block-Order Breaker, and study how persistence
properties vary across sixteen file-system configurations.
In the second part of this dissertation, we design two new crashconsistency protocols: backpointer-based consistency and optimistic crash
consistency. Backpointer-Based Consistency is the first protocol to provide
strong crash-consistency guarantees without flushing the disk cache. Optimistic Crash Consistency eliminates flushes in the common case, and
decouples ordering from durability. Both protocols increase performance
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significantly. We also introduce a new primitive, osync(), that applications can use to order writes.
Our dissertation shows that is possible to build crash-consistent systems that obtain excellent performance. The techniques introduced in this
dissertation can be applied broadly in various contexts. The principles of
Optimistic Crash Consistency have already been applied in distributed
systems. With new storage technologies around the corner, existing crashconsistency solutions will prove too expensive: we show that orderless,
asynchronous writes can be used as foundation to build storage systems
that offer high performance and strong guarantees.
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1
Introduction
Data is being generated at unprecedented rate today [162, 169, 306]. Apart
from personal information [32, 74, 182], we trust digital storage services
with financial data [28, 95, 125], medical information [69, 110, 127], and
even government information [147, 189]. Widely used applications such
as cloud services [1, 6, 13, 14, 74, 143, 315], mobile applications [36, 233,
241], key-value stores [66–68, 80, 90, 154, 300], and traditional database
services [39, 43, 70, 104, 202, 227, 244, 263, 269, 271] all need to interact
with and manage storage. Thus, storage services form a crucial part of
everyday life for both individuals and businesses.
All storage services must solve a crucial problem: how to safely update
data in the presence of interruptions? An update could be interrupted
by a power loss or a system crash. Power-loss events have occurred at
critical infrastructure buildings like hospitals [192], at major events such
as the Super Bowl [53], and inside datacenters [148, 176, 183–186, 292, 307].
System crashes may result from bugs in the operating system [26, 129,
136, 152, 313] or in device drivers [131, 132, 178]. Carelessly updating data
could result in data loss [120, 146] or corruption [61, 262].
Given that most applications access data via a file system such as
Windows NTFS [191], Linux ext4 [167], or Apple HFS+ [18], the problem
of file-system crash consistency (i.e., preserving the integrity of file system
in the face of crashes) becomes important. File systems update their state
on storage carefully: the updates are sequenced so that the file system can
recover correctly after a crash in the middle of the sequence. Ordering
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updates to the storage lies at the heart of most existing crash-consistency
techniques such as journaling [220] or copy-on-write [114, 234].
Ordering updates to disk was a simple task when disks were first
introduced [40, 107, 118, 267]. All writes were synchronous; the write
command would not return until the data was written on the non-volatile
surface (i.e., persisted). The order in which writes were submitted to the
disk was the same order in which writes became persistent.
Unfortunately, the introduction of write buffering [260] in modern disks
greatly complicates this apparently simple process. With write buffering
enabled, a write submitted to the disk is first stored in on-board volatile
RAM, and later written to the non-volatile surface. Thus, disk writes may
complete out of order, as a smart disk scheduler may reorder requests for
performance [124, 250, 308]; further, the notification received after a write
issue implies only that the disk has received the request, not that the data
has been written to the disk surface persistently.
Write ordering is achieved in modern drives via expensive cache flush
operations [264]; such flushes cause all buffered dirty data in the drive to
be persisted immediately. To ensure A is written before B, a client issues
the write to A, and then a cache flush; when the flush returns, the client
can safely assume that A reached the disk; the write to B can then be safely
issued, knowing it will be persisted after A.
Unfortunately, cache flushing is expensive, sometimes prohibitively so.
Flushes make I/O scheduling less efficient, as the disk has fewer requests
to choose from. A flush also unnecessarily forces all previous writes to
disk, whereas the requirements of the client may be less stringent. In
addition, during a large cache flush, disk reads may exhibit extremely
long latencies as they wait for pending writes to complete [255]. Finally,
flushing conflates ordering and durability; if a client simply wishes to order
one write before another, forcing the first write to disk is an expensive
manner in which to achieve such an end. In short, the classic approach
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of flushing is pessimistic; it assumes a crash will occur and goes to great
lengths to ensure that the disk is never in an inconsistent state via flush
commands. The poor performance that results from pessimism has led
some systems to disable flushing, apparently sacrificing correctness for
performance; for example, for a significant amount of time, the Linux ext3
default configuration did not flush caches [58, 59].
The high cost of ordering writes has resulted in most file systems being run in one of two configurations: high performance with no crash
consistency, or low performance with strong crash consistency. In this dissertation, we seek to answer the question: is strong crash consistency possible
with high performance? In the first part of this dissertation, we analyze the
behavior of applications and file systems. In the second part, we build on
the insights gained from our analysis to develop new techniques that show
it is possible to build systems that provide both strong crash consistency
and high performance.

1.1

Crash-Consistency Analysis

Given the high cost of flushing, several systems disable flushing to increase
performance [58, 59]. Some practitioners have reported that after disabling
flushes, a crash does not always lead to file-system inconsistency [286]. It
is important to understand the factors that affect whether a crash leads
to file-system inconsistency. Our approach is to collect traces of the disk
blocks written by different workloads, and examine the results of a crash
at different points in the trace; this allows us to determine the probability
of a crash leading to inconsistency for the given workload. We present the
results of this analysis in this dissertation.
Apart from file-system crash consistency, users care about applicationlevel crash consistency; for example, the contents of a user’s browsing history
in Google Chrome should only include web pages that they have visited. It
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is possible to have a consistent file system and an inconsistent application
after a crash. Similar to file systems, applications need to order their writes
to maintain crash consistency. Since ordering writes is expensive, applications avoid doing so, and instead depend on the file system to persist
writes in the “correct” order. However, the correct order is applicationspecific, and different file systems persist writes in different ways, thus
compromising application crash consistency. To better understand this
problem, we define persistence properties – how file systems persist dirty
writes – and examine how they vary among different file systems.

1.1.1

Probabilistic Crash Consistency

When disk flushes are disabled, there is the risk of file-system inconsistency
after a crash; an inopportune crash could lead to corruption in user data
or file-system internal structures [226]. We refer to such an approach as
probabilistic crash consistency [46], in which a crash might lead to file system
inconsistency, depending on many factors, including workload, system
and disk parameters, and the exact timing of the crash or power loss.
Some practitioners observed that most crashes did not cause file-system
inconsistency for some workloads [286]. Such observations further embolden other practitioners to disable flushes and risk corruption to gain
performance. In this dissertation, one of our first contributions is the careful study of probabilistic crash consistency, wherein we show which exact
factors affect the odds that a crash will leave the file system inconsistent.
Our approach is to collect the block traces (i.e., the list of disk blocks
written) of various workloads, and try to determine the windows of vulnerability: points in the workload’s lifetime when a crash would have resulted
in file-system inconsistency. For example, if data was added to the end of
a file, there is a window of vulnerability in the time between the write of
the file’s book-keeping structure (e.g., inode) that points to the new data
block, and the write of the new data block. The re-ordering depends on a
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number of factors, such as the workload being used, the file-system layout
on disk, and the size of the disk queue. We run experiments varying these
factors and determining the resulting windows of vulnerabilities.
We find that for some workloads, such as large sequential writes or
static web servers, the chances of file-system inconsistency are quite low.
For other workloads, such as database update queries or email servers,
there is a significant chance of inconsistency upon crash. Thus, although
the probabilistic approach suffices for certain simple workloads, increasing
performance while maintaining file-system consistency requires additional
crash-consistency techniques.

1.1.2

Persistence Properties

Application-level crash consistency depends upon the order in which application writes are persisted on disk. Ideally, applications would carefully
control the order of writes. Unfortunately, the only primitive available
to applications to order writes is the fsync() system call [73, 153]. The
fsync() call guarantees that when the call returns, all dirty data associated with the file (passed as an argument to fsync()) is persistent on the
storage device. To ensure that the data is persistent, fsync() flushes the
disk cache, thereby inheriting the performance penalties associated with
the disk-cache flush.
Due to the high performance cost of fsync(), many applications do
not invoke fsync() between two writes that need to be ordered, instead
relying on the file system to persist writes in the correct order. Since the
POSIX standard [278] does not define the order in which file systems
should persist dirty writes (in the absence of fsync()), each file system
persists dirty writes in a different fashion.
In this dissertation, we seek to define and understand the persistence
behavior of file systems. We define persistence properties that capture the
persistence behavior of the file system [216]. They break down into two
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global categories: the atomicity of operations (e.g., does the file system
ensure that rename() is atomic in the event of a crash? [172]), and the
ordering of operations (e.g., does the file system ensure that file creations
are persisted in the same order they were issued?).
To analyze file-system persistence properties, we develop a simple tool,
known as the Block Order Breaker (Bob). Bob collects the disk blocks written
by the file system, and creates new crash states by persisting subsets of the
collected disk blocks onto the initial disk state. With this simple approach,
Bob can find which persistence properties do not hold for a given system.
We use Bob to study six Linux file systems (ext2, ext3, ext4, reiserfs, btrfs,
and xfs) in various configurations.
We find that persistence properties vary widely among the tested
file systems. For example, appends to file A are persisted before a later
rename of file B in the ordered journaling mode of ext3, but not in the same
mode of ext4, unless a special option is enabled. Furthermore, persistence
properties vary between different configurations of the same file system.
Applications should not assume that the underlying file system provides specific persistence properties. Instead, the application should use
ordering primitives to ensure that the on-disk state is updated correctly.

1.2

New Techniques for Crash Consistency

We believe our analyses illustrate that current techniques that depend on
flushing disk caches do not satisfy the needs of file systems and applications. File systems require new techniques that offer high performance
while providing strong crash-consistency guarantees. Applications require
new primitives that allow them to maintain crash consistency efficiently.
In the second part of the dissertation, we present our solutions to these
problems. We present Backpointer-Based Consistency [47], a new crashconsistency technique that does not require any disk flushes in the file-
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system update protocol. We describe Optimistic Crash Consistency [46], a
new crash-consistency technique that decouples ordering and durability.
We introduce a new primitive, osync(), that allows applications to order
their writes without making the writes immediately persistent.

1.2.1

Backpointer-Based Crash Consistency

As mentioned before, most file systems use ordered updates to maintain
crash consistency. Thus, their update protocol (i.e., the sequence of writes
used to update on-disk state) has many ordering points. In the event of a
crash, ordering points allow the file system to reason about which writes
reached the disk and which did not, enabling the file system to take corrective measures, such as replaying the writes, to recover. Unfortunately,
ordering points are not without their own set of problems. By their very
nature, ordering points introduce waiting into the file-system code, thus
potentially lowering performance. They constrain the scheduling of disk
writes, both at the operating system level and at the disk driver level. They
introduce complexity into the file-system code, which leads to bugs and
decreased reliability [220, 221, 311, 312]. The use of ordering points also
forces file systems to ignore the end-to-end argument [237], as the support of lower-level systems and disk firmware is required to implement
imperatives such as the disk cache flush. When such imperatives are not
properly implemented [247], file-system consistency is compromised [226].
In today’s cloud computing environment [19], the operating system runs
on top of a tall stack of virtual devices, and only one of them needs to
neglect to enforce write ordering [294] for file-system consistency to fail.
We can thus summarize the current state of the art in file-system crash
consistency as follows. At one extreme is a lazy, optimistic approach that
writes blocks to disks in any order (e.g., ext2 [38]); this technique does not
add overhead or induce extra delays at run-time, but requires an expensive
(and often prohibitive) disk scan after a crash. At the other extreme are
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eager, pessimistic approaches that carefully order disk writes (e.g., ZFS or
ext3); these techniques pay a perpetual performance penalty in return for
consistency guarantees and quick recovery. We seek to obtain the best of
both worlds: the simplicity and performance benefits of the lazy approach
with the strong consistency and availability of eager file systems.
In this dissertation, we present the No-Order File System (NoFS) [47], a
simple, optimistic, lightweight file system which maintains consistency
without resorting to the use of ordering. NoFS employs a new approach
to providing consistency called backpointer-based consistency, which is built
upon references in each file-system object to the files or directories that
own it. We extend a logical framework for file systems [256] to prove that
the incorporation of backpointer-based consistency in an order-less file
system guarantees a certain level of consistency. We simplify the update
protocol through non-persistent allocation structures, reducing the number
of blocks that need to reach disk to successfully complete an operation.
Through reliability experiments, we demonstrate that NoFS is able to
detect and handle a wide range of inconsistencies. We compare the performance of NoFS with ext2, an order-less file system with no consistency
guarantees, and ext3, a widely-used file system with strong consistency
guarantees. We show that NoFS has excellent performance overall, matching or exceeding the performance of ext3 on various workloads.

1.2.2

Optimistic Crash Consistency

While backpointer-based consistency provides excellent performance, it
does not support atomic primitives such as the rename() system call [101].
As the name suggests, the rename() call is used to atomically change the
name of a given file. Since a large number of applications use rename() to
atomically update files, the usability of NoFS is limited. Thus, we sought to
develop new crash-consistency techniques and application-level primitives
that meet our twin goals of providing high performance and enabling
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applications to build meaningful, efficient crash-consistency protocols.
We introduce optimistic crash consistency [46], a new approach to building a crash-consistent journaling file system. This optimistic approach
takes advantage of the fact that in many cases, ordering can be achieved
through other means and that crashes are rare events (similar to optimistic
concurrency control [113, 142]). However, realizing consistency in an optimistic fashion is not without challenge; we thus develop a range of novel
techniques, including a new extension of the transactional checksum [222]
to detect data/metadata inconsistency, delayed reuse of blocks to avoid
incorrect dangling pointers, and a selective data journaling technique to
handle block overwrite correctly. The combination of these techniques
leads to both high performance and deterministic consistency; in the rare
event that a crash does occur, optimistic crash consistency either avoids
inconsistency by design or ensures that enough information is present on
the disk to detect and discard improper updates during recovery.
We demonstrate the power of optimistic crash consistency through the
design, implementation, and analysis of the optimistic file system (OptFS).
OptFS builds upon the principles of optimistic crash consistency to implement optimistic journaling, which ensures that the file system is kept
consistent despite crashes. Optimistic journaling is realized as a set of modifications to the Linux ext4 file system, but also requires a slight change
in the disk interface to provide what we refer to as asynchronous durability
notification, i.e., , a notification when a write is persisted in addition to
when the write has simply been received by the disk. We describe the
implementation of OptFS and evaluate its performance. We show that for
a range of workloads, OptFS significantly outperforms classic Linux ext4
with pessimistic journaling. Despite ensuring crash consistency, OptFS
performs almost identically to Linux ext4 with probabilistic journaling.
Central to the performance benefits of OptFS is the separation of ordering and durability. By allowing applications to order writes without
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incurring a disk flush, and request durability when needed, OptFS enables
application-level consistency at high performance. OptFS introduces two
new file-system primitives: osync(), which ensures ordering between
writes but only eventual durability, and dsync(), which ensures immediate
durability as well as ordering.
We show how these primitives provide a useful base on which to
build higher-level application consistency semantics. Specifically, we show
how a document editing application can use osync() to implement the
atomic update of a file (via a create and then atomic rename), and how
the SQLite database management system can use file-system provided
ordering to implement ordered transactions with eventual durability. We
show that these primitives are sufficient for realizing useful applicationlevel consistency at high performance.
Of course, the optimistic approach, while useful in many scenarios, is
not a panacea. If an application requires immediate, synchronous durability
(instead of eventual, asynchronous durability with consistent ordering),
an expensive cache flush is still required. In this case, applications can use
dsync() to request durability (as well as ordering). However, by decoupling the durability of writes from their ordering, OptFS provides a useful
middle ground, thus realizing high performance and meaningful crash
consistency for many applications.

1.3

Contributions

We describe the main contributions of this dissertation:
• We design a framework to investigate probabilistic crash consistency.
We enumerate the ordering relationships that need to hold among
different kinds of blocks in the journaling protocol to maintain crash
consistency. We present the reasons why file-system inconsistency
is rare upon crash for certain workloads.
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• We define persistence properties, capturing the aspects of file-system
behavior that affect application-level consistency. We study the persistence properties of sixteen file-system configurations and show
that they vary widely.
• We design a new crash-consistency protocol, Backpointer-Based
Crash Consistency, that provides strong guarantees without requiring the disk cache be flushed.
• We design Optimistic Crash Consistency, a new crash-consistency
protocol that decouples ordering and durability, providing strong
guarantees and excellent performance.
• We introduce osync(), a new ordering primitive that allows applications to build correct, efficient update protocols.
• We introduce Asynchronous Durability Notifications, a new disk
interface that allows file systems and applications to discern the
durability status of writes in the disk cache.
• We contribute open-source implementations of the Optimistic File
System [277] and the No-Order File System [276], embodying the
principles of optimistic crash consistency and backpointer-based
consistency, respectively.

1.4

Overview

We briefly describe the contents of the different chapters in the dissertation.
• Background. In Chapter 2, we provide background on file-system
data structures, and how applications interact with the file system.
We define crash consistency for applications and file systems. We describe how crash consistency depends on ordering writes, and finally
describe the journaling technique for file-system crash consistency.
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• Analysis. In Chapter 3, we show the high performance cost of flushing disk caches. We analyze the effect of disabling cache flushes
on crash consistency for different workloads, and describe the farreaching effects of the expensive nature of flushes. In Chapter 4, we
examine how application-level crash consistency depends upon specific behaviors of file systems. We define these behavior as persistence
properties, and build a tool, the Block-Order Breaker [216], to analyze
file-system persistence properties.
• Solutions. The next two chapters describe our new techniques for
file-system crash consistency. In Chapter 5, we describe BackpointerBased Consistency [47], a new technique that allows file systems to
maintain crash consistency without ordering writes. In Chapter 6,
we describe Optimistic Crash Consistency [46], a new form of crash
consistency that decouples ordering from durability. In Chapter 7,
we discuss how these new techniques compare with each other, and
how they could be used in other contexts.
• Related Work. In Chapter 8, we describe prior work about crash
consistency. We discuss work related to our specific techniques, and
describe efforts similar to the Block-Order Breaker in analyzing crash
behavior.
• Future Work, Lessons Learned, and Conclusions. In Chapter 9, we
describe avenues in which our work could be extended. We describe
how we can remove limitations of our work and apply our techniques
in new contexts. In Chapter 10, we highlight the lessons learned and
summarize our work. We believe our contributions will be valuable
to a broad range of systems in the future.
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2
Background
In this chapter, we provide background required for various aspects of
this dissertation. First, we define terms that are used throughout the dissertation (§2.1). We then describe the environment in which applications
interact with storage (§2.2) and how an application write propagates down
the stack to the storage device (§2.3). We discuss the failure model (§2.4)
and then describe file-system structures that are relevant to this dissertation (§2.5). We define crash consistency for applications and file systems
(§2.6), and explain how crash consistency depends upon ordering writes
to storage. We discuss how ordering is achieved at different levels in the
storage stack (§2.7). Finally, we describe standard journaling as used in
current file systems and explain why it is pessimistic (§2.8).

2.1

Definitions

Process Crash. A process crash is defined as the sudden termination of
the process. There is no opportunity for clean-up activities. While any
system calls in progress complete, all data in the process buffers are lost.
For example, a process may be killed using the kill -9 command.
System Crash. A system crash is defined as the sudden termination of
the entire operating system. A system crash may occur due to bugs (in
the kernel [49, 152, 156, 311, 312] or device drivers [132, 178]) or due to
a power loss. If the whole system loses power, data in operating-system
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buffers and in volatile storage caches are lost. Otherwise, only data in the
operating system buffers are lost. In the rest of this dissertation, we use
“crash” to indicate a system crash with the whole system losing power.
Durability. Data is defined to be durable if it can be read back correctly
from a storage device after a power loss. For example, data stored in
volatile RAM is not durable, while data stored on magnetic media or solid
state drives is usually considered durable.
Atomicity. An update is atomic with respect to failure if after a crash, the
user obtains either the old version of the data in its entirety, or the new
version of the data in its entirety. In the rest of this dissertation, we refer
to such “failure-atomicity” as atomicity.

2.2

The Environment

Most applications persist their state on storage devices such as SATA
drives [137]. There are many software layers between the application
and the raw storage device. The raw storage and the software layers
are collectively termed the storage stack. We briefly describe the major
components of the environment that are of interest in this dissertation.
The File System. The file system presents the file abstraction to applications. Applications can read and write files without worrying exactly
where the data is stored. Files can be logically contiguous even when
physically stored at non-contiguous locations. Most applications use files
to store their data. Some applications, such as Oracle’s database products,
can directly run on raw storage for increased performance [121]. This
dissertation mainly deals with applications that use the file system.
The Page Cache. The Page Cache is a system-wide kernel-space cache for
data read from or written to storage devices. The data is read or written in
terms of pages or buffers (each of size 4096 bytes). Each page has metadata
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associated with it (e.g., whether it is dirty). The page cache allows repeated
access to pages to be significantly faster.
The I/O Subsystem. When pages are written from the page cache to
the storage device, they go through the I/O subsystem [30]. The I/O
subsystem comprises of several layers such as the block layer, the I/O
scheduler, etc. These layers break up the pages into sector-sized requests
and pass them to the device. For the purposes of this dissertation, we need
to understand only two aspects of the I/O subsystem: that write requests
(even a single page) will be broken up into smaller requests as they pass
down the stack, and that requests will be re-ordered as they pass through
the stack.
The Storage Device. The I/O subsystem submits read and write requests
to the storage device. There are a number of storage devices available,
ranging from the cheap SATA disk drives [137] to SCSI drives [81, 140, 304],
SSDs [9] and RAID arrays [211]. PCM-based devices [144, 149], memresistors [270], and other new technology will be available soon. In this
dissertation, we focus on the cheap, commodity drives (such as SATA)
meant for server and desktop usage.
Storage Device Cache. Most storage devices available today include a
small, on-board volatile RAM cache [226, 235, 260, 308]. These caches
range in size from 8–128 MB. The caches are used both for buffering writes
and caching reads; typically, the sizes of the read and write caches are not
revealed by the manufacturer. If the device loses power, all dirty data in
the cache is lost.

2.3

The Path of a Write

We now describe the path of a write from the application to storage. We
describe the path in the context of the Linux Operating system [20, 30],
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but other operating systems such as Windows and Mac OSX behave in a
similar manner.
Most applications use library functions (e.g., fwrite from libc) to write
to files. Before writing to a file, the application must open the file and get a
handle to it (e.g., a file descriptor). Arguments to the open() call determine
how the write is performed: direct I/O, synchronous I/O, etc. In this
section, I describe one particular case that is common in applications:
asynchronous, buffered I/O.
After obtaining a handle to the file, the application calls a library function such as fwrite using the file handle as an argument. The library
function in turns invokes a system call such as write(). The application’s
data is transferred from user-space buffers to system-wide buffers in the
page cache. At this point, the write() system call completes.
Transferring the data from the buffer cache to the storage device happens at a later point of time. The background write-out is performed by
the pdflush threads, and is triggered by multiple factors such as memory
pressure, the amount of time the data has been dirty in memory, etc. The
background threads submit the data to the storage device. The background
threads do not submit the data in the order it was dirtied; the blocks are
sorted and submitted such that performance is maximized [250].
Most storage devices today (such as SATA or SCSI drives) are equipped
with small, on-board volatile caches. A write submitted to the device is
first stored in the cache, and at a later point written to the non-volatile
storage media. The storage device aims to write data to the non-volatile
media in the most efficient manner possible; for example, a SATA drive
tries to re-order writes so that disk seeks are minimized [308]. Thus, the
order in which writes are submitted to the drive is not necessarily the
order in which the writes are made durable.
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2.4

Failure Model

In this dissertation, we are concerned mainly with fail-stop crashes that
result in all volatile data being lost. Thus, the system has to recover based
on data that was persisted on storage. Note that the data could be volatile
at several layers in the storage stack – in the buffer cache, in I/O scheduler
queues, in the storage device cache etc.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all data in volatile memory
is lost in the case of crash. The techniques presented in this dissertation
can be extended to handle cases where some subset of volatile data is lost,
and some subset is later persisted to storage.
We do not handle a wide range of errors such as Latent Sector Errors [22] and silent data corruption [23]. We view such problems as orthogonal to crash consistency; existing solutions [221] can be adopted in
addition to the techniques proposed in this dissertation.

2.5

File-System Data Structures

In this section, we introduce file-system data structures that we refer
to throughout the dissertation. We define structures such as the inode
that are generic and used by many existing file systems; we also define
structures specific to the ext family of file systems, as most of the work in
this dissertation involves ext2 [38], ext3 [288, 289], and ext4 [167].
Inode. An inode is a data structure that contain metadata about a user file,
a directory, and or other special files (e.g., symbolic links). The metadata
includes file attributes (e.g., size, access control lists) as well as pointers to
data blocks on disk.
In ext2 and ext3 file systems, an inode has 12 direct pointers to its data
blocks. If its data needs more blocks, the inode will use its indirect pointer
that points to an indirect block which contains pointers to data blocks. If
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the indirect block is not enough, the inode will use a double indirect block
which contains pointers to indirect blocks. At most, an inode can use a
triple indirect block which contains pointers to double indirect blocks.
In ext4, block pointers are replaced by extents representing a contiguous
region of disk blocks.
Directory. A directory is a list of references to files and other directories.
Most file systems are organized as a tree of directories, with empty directories or files forming the leaves of the tree. The root of file-system
hierarchy is referred to as the “root” directory. A “directory entry” is a
single reference to another file or directory.
In ext2 and ext3, directory entries are managed as linked lists of variable
length entries. Each directory entry contains the inode number, the entry
length, the file name and its length. In ext4, hash tables are used for storing
directory entries.
Data Block. A data block can contain user’s data or directory entries. If
an inode represents a user file, its data blocks contain user’s data. If an
inode represents a directory, its data blocks contain directory entries.
Superblock. The superblock contains important layout information such
as inodes count, blocks count, and how the block groups are laid out. Without the information in the superblock, the file system cannot be mounted
properly.
File-System Layout. Figure 2.1 (from Haryadi Gunawi’s disseration [103])
depicts the ext2/3 on-disk layout. In this organization (which is loosely
based on FFS [172]), the disk is split into a number of block groups; within
each block group are bitmaps, an inode table, and data blocks. Each
block group also contains a redundant copy of crucial file-system control
information such as the superblock and the group descriptors.
The ext2 and ext3 file systems maintain bitmaps that store the allocation
information of inodes and data blocks. There is a single bit representing
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track allocations and regions for inodes and data blocks. The figure at the bottom shows
the organization of an inode. An ext2/3 inode has twelve direct pointers to data blocks. If
the file is large, indirect pointers are used.

Figure 2.1: Ext2/3 Layout.

each inode or data block present on disk. A group descriptor describes
a block group. It contains information such as the location of the inode
table, block bitmap, and inode bitmap for the corresponding group. In
addition, it also keeps track of allocation information such as the number
of free blocks, free inodes, and used directories in the group. The inode
table consists of an array of inodes (as defined above), and it can span
multiple blocks.
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2.6

Crash Consistency

We first define crash consistency, and describe application-level and filesystem crash consistency, and their relation to each other. We discuss
existing solutions for application-level and file-system crash consistency.
Crash Consistency. A system is consistent if certain system-specific invariants are maintained. A system is crash-consistent if the required invariants
are maintained after a crash. The crash may be either a system crash or a
process crash. Note that crash consistency applies to file systems and any
application that requires invariants to be maintained for correct operation.

2.6.1

Application-Level Crash Consistency

Modern applications employ a large number of data structures to achieve
good user experience. These data structures are persisted in a large number of files. We ran strace -e trace=file when starting up the Google
Chrome browser (64-bit version 43.0.2357) [94]. We observed that Chrome
accesses over 960 files under the home directory alone while starting up.
Applications must maintain invariants over their persistent data structures. For example, the contents of a user’s browsing history in Google
Chrome should only include web pages that they have visited. Another
invariant is that the history should contain all the web pages previously
visited. When all the invariants of an application hold, it is deemed consistent.
Many applications are required to be consistent (after recovery) even
if the process or the entire system crashes or loses power. After a system
crash, the application must recover using only the on-disk state. Hence,
the on-disk state must be kept consistent at all times.
Applications achieve crash consistency by carefully designing application update procotols that update the on-disk state one piece at a time [216].
The order in which on-disk state is updated is fixed; based on this, ap-
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propriate recovery code is written. For example, assume triplet (A, B, C)
needs to be updated to (X, Y, Z), and that only one item in the triplet can
be updated at a time. If the order of updates is fixed as X, then Y, and
finally Z, the recovery code needs to handle intermediate states such as
(X, B, C) and (X, Y, C). Thus, the order in which on-disk application state is
updated is crucial; re-ordering them could lead to inconsistent application
state after recovery [216, 316].
Existing Solutions. Application-level crash consistency is implemented
in an ad-hoc manner, with several applications re-using the same techniques (such as atomically updating the whole file using rename() or logging) [216]. Applications could use existing databases such as SQLite [207]
to consistently store and update their state; however, this usually comes at
a heavy performance cost [126].

2.6.2

File-System Crash Consistency

We first describe invariants that file systems seek to maintain across crashes.
We then discuss different levels of file-system crash consistency. We discuss
how file-system crash consistency is related to application-level crash
consistency, and finally describe existing solutions for crash consistency
in file systems.
File-System Crash Invariants
A file system’s metadata structures (e.g., allocation structures) need to be
kept consistent in the event of a crash. Actions such as creating a new file
require several separate on-disk metadata structures (e.g., the file inode,
the directory, etc.) to be updated in an atomic fashion. Thus, a file system’s
crash invariants involve relationships between different on-disk metadata
structures. For example, there are three invariants mentioned in the Soft
Updates paper [86, 87, 251]:
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1. A pointer always points to an initialized structure (e.g., an inode
must be initialized before a directory entry references it).
2. A resource must be used only after nullifying all previous pointers
to it (e.g., a pointer to a data block must be nullified before that disk
block may be reallocated for a new inode).
3. The last pointer to a resource must be reset only after a new pointer
has set to the same resource (e.g., when renaming a file, do not remove
the old name for an inode until after the new name has been written)
Crash-Consistency Levels
There are three different levels of crash consistency in file systems, depending upon the invariants that are maintained [47, 256]. We describe
each in turn, starting with the weakest.
Metadata consistency: The metadata structures of the file system are
entirely consistent with each other. There are no dangling files and no
duplicate pointers. The counters and bitmaps of the file system, which
keep track of resource usage, match with the actual usage of resources on
the disk. Therefore a resource is in use if and only if the bitmaps say that
it is in use. Metadata consistency does not provide any guarantees about
data.
Data consistency: Data consistency is a stronger form of metadata consistency. Along with the guarantee about metadata, there is the additional
guarantee that all data that is read by a file belongs to that file. In other
words, a read of file A may not return garbage data, or data belonging to
some file B. It is possible that the read may return an older version of the
data of file A.
Version consistency: Version consistency is a stronger form of data
consistency with the additional guarantee that the version of the metadata
matches the version of the referred data. For example, consider a file with
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a single data block. The data block is overwritten, and a new block is
added, thereby changing the file version: the old version had one block,
and the new version has two blocks. Version consistency guarantees that
a read of the file does not return old data from the first block and new
data from the second block (since the read would return the old version
of the data block and the new version of the file metadata).

Relation with Application-Level Crash Consistency
Note that application-level crash consistency is quite different from filesystem crash consistency. File-system crash consistency is primarily concerned with file-system metadata; as long as the various invariants about
file-system metadata structures are satisfied, the file system is consistent. For example, even an empty file system is consistent. In contrast,
application-level consistency is concerned with application-level invariants, and do not care about the file-system structures. It is possible to
have an application be consistent while running on top of an inconsistent
file system. For example, after a crash, ext2 is inconsistent until fsck is
run [175]. If the application does its own logging or journaling (and depending on the inconsistencies introduced by the crash), it is quite possible
the application is consistent while the file system is not.

Existing Solutions
There have been a number of techniques developed over the years to
maintain file-system consistency after a crash. We briefly describe each of
these techniques.
Ordered Writes. The most basic technique to maintain crash consistency
is to order file-system updates such that the sequence does not violate
crash invariants at any point. Early file systems such as the Unix 4.2 BSD
File System [204], the Fast File System [172], the DOS file systems [77],
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and VMS file system [170] sequenced metadata updates with synchronous
writes. Synchronous writes result in significant performance degradation [177, 203, 249], prompting file systems to not maintain some or all
crash invariants, choosing instead to fix the file system on reboot using
a utility such as fsck [175, 213, 232]. Instead of synchronously writing in
the desired order, another approach is to pass the required order down
to the disk scheduler, and allow the scheduler to make write durable in
the correct order [37, 87]; the drawback is that this greatly increases the
complexity of the driver, since detailed dependency information must be
passed down to the scheduler to increase performance.
Using a file-system checker has two main disadvantages. First, the
checker must be run on the entire disk, causing file-system activity to
be halted for a significant amount of time (especially for large RAID arrays [211]). Although several optimizations were developed to reduce the
running time of the file-system check [111, 173, 213], it is still too expensive for large volumes, prompting the file-system community to turn to
other solutions. Second, file-system checkers are often complex, containing thousands of lines of code; unsurprisingly, they often contain bugs
leading to corruption and data loss [102, 311, 312].
File systems that depend upon on the file-system check alone for consistency cannot provide data consistency, since there is no way for the file
system to differentiate between valid data and garbage in a data block.
Therefore, file reads may return garbage after a crash. At the end of the
scan, the checker holds complete information about every object in the
file system: it knows all the files that are reachable through the directory hierarchy, and all the data blocks that are reachable through the files.
Hence, duplicate resource allocation and orphan resources can be handled,
ensuring metadata consistency.
Journaling. Journaling uses the idea of write-ahead logging [51, 106] to
solve the consistency problem: metadata (and sometimes data) is first
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logged to a separate location on disk, and when all writes have safely
reached the disk, the information is written into its original place in the file
system. Over the years, this technique has been incorporated into a number
of file systems such as NTFS [191], JFS [27], XFS [272], ReiserFS [229], and
ext3 [288, 289].
Journaling file systems offer data or metadata consistency based on
whether data is journaled or not [220]. Both journaling modes use at
least one ordering point in their update protocols, where they wait for the
journal writes to be persisted on disk before writing the commit block.
Journaling file systems often perform worse than their order-less peers,
since information needs to be first written to the log and then later to the
correct location on disk. Recovery of the journal is needed after a crash,
but it is usually much faster than the file-system check.
Copy-on-Write. Copy-on-write file systems use the shadow paging technique [42, 44, 234, 269]. Shadow paging directs a write to a metadata or
data block to a new copy of the block, never overwriting the block in place.
Once the write is persisted on disk, the new information is added to the
file-system tree. The ordering point is in-between these two steps, where
the file system atomically changes between the old view of the metadata
to one which includes the new information. Copy-on-write has been used
in a number of file systems [114, 234], with the most recent being ZFS [29]
and btrfs [166].
Copy-on-write file systems provide metadata, data, and version consistency due to the use of logging and transactions. Modern copy-on-write
file systems like ZFS achieve good performance, though at the cost of high
complexity. The large size of these file systems (tens of thousands of lines
of code [242]) is partly due to the copy-on-write technique, and partly due
to advanced features such as storage pools and snapshots.
Soft Updates. Soft updates involves tracking dependencies among inmemory copies of metadata blocks, and carefully ordering the writes to
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disk such that the disk always sees content that is consistent with the
other disk metadata. In order to do this, it may sometimes be necessary
to roll back updates to a block at the time of write, and roll-forward the
update later. Soft updates was implemented for FFS, and enabled FFS
to achieve performance close to that of a memory-based file system [87] .
However, it was extremely tricky to implement the ordering rules correctly,
leading to numerous bugs. Although the Featherstitch project [84] reduces
the complexity of soft updates, the idea has not spread beyond the BSD
distributions.
Soft updates provide metadata and data consistency at low cost. FFS
with soft updates cannot tell the difference between different versions
of data, and hence does not provide version consistency. Soft updates
also provide high availability since a blocking file-system check is not
required; instead, upon reboot after a crash, a snapshot of the file-system
state is taken, and the file-system check is run on the snapshot in the
background [173].
Battery-backed RAM. Another solution is to simply use a battery-backed
RAM cache [57]. The file system can then simply use the synchronous
writes approach, but achieve significantly higher performance. Batterybacked RAM has been used in systems such as eNVy [309], Rio File
Cache [45], Lucent DNCP [33], Conquest [299] and RAMCloud [201]. The
disadvantages of this approach include the higher cost of the batterybacked RAM and managing the data transfer between the RAM cache and
non-volatile storage.
Every technique we have described in this section is built upon carefully
ordering writes to a cache or to storage. Just as file-system crash consistency
is built upon ordering writes to storage, application-level crash consistency
is built upon ordering operations to files. In the next section, we describe
how file systems and applications order their requests.
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2.7

Crash Consistency and Ordering

We now describe how applications and file systems order their updates.
Application-Level Ordering. Applications update their on-disk state via
file metadata operations (e.g., creating a file, linking a file, renaming a file,
etc.) and file data operations (e.g., writing to a file, truncating a file, etc.).
To maintain crash consistency, applications require that these operations
be performed on disk in a specific order. For example, many applications
atomically update multiple blocks of a file using the following sequence:
1. Create temporary file tmp
2. Write new contents into tmp
3. Rename tmp over original file
In this sequence, it is vital that step 2 occur before step 3. Otherwise, a crash could lead to an empty original file; this has been observed
in practice [59]. Applications use the fsync() system call to order updates [216, 217, 257, 275]. The fsync() system call ensures that when it
returns successfully, dirty data and metadata associated with the file has
been flushed to storage [278]. The above sequence then becomes:
1. Create temporary file tmp
2. Write new contents into tmp
3. Persist tmp using fsync()
4. Rename tmp over original file
File-System Level Ordering. File-system operations such as appending
to a file involve updating multiple data structures on disk. For example, a
file append involves changes to the file inode, the appended data block,
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and an allocation structure for data blocks. Most file systems carefully
order updates to these data structures to maintain crash consistency. File
systems submit writes to the I/O subsystem, which in turn submits writes
to the storage device. Thus, the writes could be re-ordered by either the
I/O subsystem or the storage device itself.
The I/O subsystem, or more specifically, the I/O scheduler, may reorder writes to achieve better performance [21]. To preserve ordering,
barriers are provided: no I/O before the barrier may complete after the
barrier, and vice versa. Barrier flags can be attached to I/O requests, and
barrier semantics are respected by I/O scheduler as they re-order requests.
Barriers are a construct of the I/O subsystem; storage devices do not
understand barriers, and hence they need to be translated into lower-level
commands by the I/O subsystem. On devices such as IDE, SATA, and
SCSI, a barrier command translates into a FLUSH command [137, 264]. As
the name indicates, the FLUSH command ensures that all dirty data in
the device cache is written to non-volatile storage. The FLUSH command
is coarse-grained: the caller cannot pick what must be made durable; the
whole cache is flushed, often at high performance cost [226]. Using finergrained interfaces such as Tagged Queuing [174, 266] has met with limited
success [60].
In 2010, the Linux kernel stopped using barriers to order requests (as
of version 2.6.36) [60]. Pushing down ordering information down into the
I/O subsystem via barriers was found to reduce performance significantly.
Since file systems were the layer that had the most context for ordering
decisions, it was decided to retain ordering information at that level. File
systems now issue writes in the correct order and wait for them to complete.
Ordering was achieved by tagging requests with the Forced Unit Access
(FUA) flag [266]. The FUA flag forces the request to by-pass the cache
entirely. When a write request tagged with FUA completes, it indicates
that the write has been made durable on stable storage. The FUA flag is
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used in conjunction with the FLUSH flag to effectively order requests. For
example, to write A before B, but to also ensure that both A and B are
durable, a client might write A, then write B with both cache flushing and
FUA enabled; this ensures that when B reaches the drive, A (and other
dirty data) will be forced to disk; subsequently, B will be forced to disk
due to the FUA. On devices that do not support FUA, an extra FLUSH
request is used to achieve the same effect.
When applications issue a fsync() system call, it results in the file
system issuing a FLUSH request in turn. File systems submit all the dirty
data and metadata associated with the file to the storage device, and
then issue a FLUSH request to ensure that the file becomes persistent.
The application-level ordering primitive is connected to the file-system
ordering primitive in this manner.
Thus, ordering is an important primitive on which application-level
and file-system crash consistency depends. The correctness, usability, and
performance of ordering primitives significantly affects how easy it is to
build correct, crash-consistent applications and file systems.

2.8

Pessimistic Journaling

Given the ordering mechanisms described in Section 2.7, we now describe
how a journaling file system safely commits data to disk in order to maintain consistency in the event of a system crash. We base our discussion
on ordered-mode Linux ext3 and ext4 [287, 288], though much of what
we say is applicable to other journaling file systems such as SGI XFS [272],
Windows NTFS [258], and IBM JFS [27]. In ordered mode, file-system
metadata is journaled to maintain its consistency; data is not journaled, as
writing each data block twice reduces performance substantially.
When an application updates file-system state, either metadata, user
data, or (often) both need to be updated in a persistent manner. For
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Symbol
D
JM
JC
M

Blocktype
Data block
Metadata block
that has been journalled
Transaction commit block
Metadata block
written to file-system

Must be persisted before
–
–
D, JM
D, JM , JC

Table 2.2: Different parts of a journaling transaction. The table lists the
different kinds of blocks that make up a journaling transaction [20]. In the case of data
journaling mode, M can also include data blocks being checkpointed to their final location
in the file system.

example, when a user appends a block to a file, a new data block (D) must
be written to disk (at some point); in addition, various pieces of metadata
(M) must be updated as well, including the file’s inode and a bitmap
marking the block as allocated.
We refer to the atomic update of metadata to the journal as a transaction. Before committing a transaction T x to the journal, the file system
first writes any data blocks (D) associated with the transaction to their
final destinations; writing data before transaction commit ensures that
committed metadata does not point to garbage. After these data writes
complete, the file system uses the journal to log metadata updates; we
refer to these journal writes as JM . After these writes are persisted, the
file system issues a write to a commit block (JC ); when the disk persists
JC , the transaction T x is said to be committed. Finally, after the commit, the
file system is free to update the metadata blocks in place (M); if a crash
occurs during this checkpointing process, the file system can recover simply
by scanning the journal and replaying committed transactions. Details
can be found elsewhere [220, 288].
We thus have the following set of ordered writes that must take place:
D before JM before JC before M, or more simply: D → JM → JC → M.
Note that D, JM , and M can represent more than a single block (in larger
transactions), whereas JC is always a single sector (for the sake of write
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atomicity). Table 2.2 summarizes the different blocks in journaling and
their ordering requirements. To achieve this ordering, the file system
issues a cache flush wherever order is required (i.e., , where there is a →
symbol).
Optimizations to this protocol have been suggested in the literature,
some of which have been realized in Linux ext4. For example, some have
noted that the ordering between data and journaled metadata (D → JM ) is
superfluous; removing that ordering can sometimes improve performance
(D|JM → JC → M) [220].
Others have suggested a “transactional checksum” [222] which can be
used to remove the ordering between the journal metadata and journal
commit (JM and JC ). In the normal case, the file system cannot issue JM
and JC together, because the drive might reorder them; in that case, JC
might hit the disk first, at which point a system crash (or power loss)
would leave that transaction in a seemingly committed state but with
garbage contents. By computing a checksum over the entire transaction
and placing its value in JC , the writes to JM and JC can be issued together,
improving performance; with the checksum present, crash recovery can
avoid replay of improperly committed transactions. With this optimization,
the ordering is D → JM |JC → M (where the bar over the journal updates
indicates their protection via checksum).
Interestingly, these two optimizations do not combine, i.e., , D|JM |JC →
M is not correct; if the file system issues D, JM , and JC together, it is possible that JM and JC reach the disk first. In this case, the metadata commits
before the data; if a crash occurs before the data is written, an inode (or
indirect block) in the committed transaction could end up pointing to
garbage data. Oddly, ext4 allows this situation with the “right” set of
mount options.1
We should note that one other important ordering exists among up1

The options are journal_checksum and journal_async_commit.
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dates, specifically the order between transactions; journaling file systems assume transactions are committed to disk in order (i.e., , T xi → T xi+1 ) [288].
Not following this ordering could lead to odd results during crash recovery. For example, a block B could have been freed in T xi , and then reused
in T xi+1 ; in this case, a crash after T xi+1 committed but before T xi did
would lead to a state where B is allocated to two files.
Finally, and most importantly, we draw attention to the pessimistic
nature of this approach. Whenever ordering is required, an expensive
cache flush is issued, thus forcing all pending writes to disk, when perhaps
only a subset of them needed to be flushed. In addition, the flushes are
issued even though the writes may have gone to disk in the correct order
anyhow, depending on scheduling, workload, and other details; flushes
induce extra work that may not be necessary. Finally, and perhaps most
harmful, is the fact that the burden of flushes is added despite the fact that
crashes are rare, thus exacting a heavy cost in anticipation of an extremely
occasional event.

2.9

Summary

In this chapter, we presented background material essential for this dissertation. We described how a write propagates down the storage stack
from the application to the storage media. We introduced the relevant
file-system data structures. We defined crash consistency, and explained
how crash consistency is maintained in applications and file systems. We
described how crash consistency is dependent on ordering writes; we
discussed mechanisms available to applications and file systems to order writes. Finally, we provided an overview of the standard journaling
protocol used in file systems such as ext3.
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3
Motivation
We use the background material presented in Chapter 2 to motivate this
dissertation. We saw that ordering primitives are crucial to crash consistency on both file systems and applications. On current systems, the
most common ordering primitive that is used is the FLUSH command.
Thus, the performance of both applications and file systems is tied to the
performance of the FLUSH command.
In this chapter, we first demonstrate the significant performance degradation due to flushing disk caches (§3.1). We discuss the numerous and
complex implications of the high cost of flushing (§3.2). One effect of the
high performance cost is that some practitioners turn off flushing; we analyze the result of disabling flushes on different workloads (§3.3). Finally,
we describe what is required to solve this problem (§3.4).

3.1

Flushing Performance Impact

To better understand the performance impact of cache flushing during
pessimistic journaling, we performed a simple experiment. Specifically,
we ran the Varmail benchmark (from the Filebench suite [82]) atop Linux
ext4 [167] running on a SATA disk drive, both with and without cache
flushing; with cache flushing enabled, we also enabled transactional checksums [221] to see their performance impact. Varmail is a good choice
here as it simulates an email server and includes many small synchronous
updates to disk, thus stressing the journaling machinery described above.

Throughput (IO/s)
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Figure 3.1: The Cost of Flushing. The figure shows the performance of Filebench
Varmail on different ext4 configurations. Performance increases 5X when flushes are
disabled.

The experimental setup for this benchmark and configuration is described
in more detail in Section 6.4.2.
From Figure 3.1, we observe the following. First, transactional checksums increase performance slightly, showing how removing a single ordering point (via a checksum) can help. Second, and most importantly, there
is a vast performance improvement when cache flushing is turned off, in
this case nearly a factor of five. Given this large performance difference, in
some installations, cache flushing is disabled, which leads to the following
question: what kind of crash consistency is provided when flushing is
disabled? Surprisingly, the answer is not “none”, as we now describe.

3.2

Implications of High Flushing Cost

The FLUSH command is the primary ordering primitive that is used by
applications and file systems today. The fsync() system call results in
one or more flushes, depending upon the file system being used. The high
performance cost of the flush has resulted in several implications.
Systems Turn Off Flushing. First, as we saw in Section 3.3, several systems
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simply turn off flushes, choosing to risk corruption and data loss, rather
than have their systems run so slowly. For a number of years, the default
distribution of Linux ext3 had barriers turned off [58]. This was not an
accident; the Linux kernel maintainers choose this dangerous default
intentionally:
Last time this came up lots of workloads slowed down by 30 percent
so I dropped the patches in horror. I just don’t think we can quietly
go and slow everyone’s machines down by this much... There are no
happy solutions here, and I’m inclined to let this dog remain asleep
and continue to leave it up to distributors to decide what their default
should be.
As another example, the fsync() system call on Mac OS X does not
flush the disk cache [153]. The system call ensures that the data is pushed
to the storage device, but does not flush the device cache. Quoting from
the man page:
Note that while fsync() will flush all data from the host to the drive (i.e.
the “permanent storage device”), the drive itself may not physically
write the data to the platters for quite some time and it may be written
in an out-of-order sequence. Specifically, if the drive loses power or
the OS crashes, the application may find that only some or none of
their data was written. The disk drive may also re-order the data so
that later writes may be present, while earlier writes are not. This is
not a theoretical edge case. This scenario is easily reproduced with
real world workloads and drive power failures.
For developers that seek to ensure durability of the data, Apple provides the F_FULLFSYNC flag to be used with the fcntl system call.
Drives Lie About Flushing. Since the performance of applications depends directly upon the performance of the FLUSH command, drives can
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seem faster on application benchmarks by having the FLUSH command
return before the data was made durable. Users have reported seeing this
behavior [247, 262]. Recent work on power-fail testing of drives has also
confirmed this behavior [317].
Application Developers Avoid Using Fsync. If implemented correctly,
fsync() is extremely expensive; therefore, application developers avoid
using it. However, without fsync(), application updates could get reordered on different file systems. File systems such as ext4 support the
most common update patterns (e.g., atomically updating a file using
rename()), erroneously leading developers to believe their application
is correct on all file systems [216, 275]. When the file-system behavior
changes, it leads to applications breaking. For example, when ext4 introduced delayed allocation, it resulted in widespread data loss because
applications were not using fsync() [146, 280].
Virtualized Stacks Disable Flushing. With the advent of virtualization
and cloud computing [19], applications run inside virtual machines on
tall storage stacks. For example, the Windows I/O stack contains 18 layers
between the application and the storage [283]. For applications to be
crash consistent on virtualized I/O stacks, every layer in the stack has to
obey ordering primitives. Unfortunately, some layers do not honor flush
requests. For example, VirtualBox ignores flush requests for increased
performance [294].
In summary, the high cost of flushing has led to the situation where all
the major actors in the storage world – drive manufacturers, file-system
developers, and application developers – have stopped using flushes (and
ordering primitives built upon flushes) correctly. As a result, the crash
consistency of applications and file systems has been severely compromised.
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3.3

Probabilistic Crash Consistency

Given the potential performance gains, practitioners sometimes forgo the
safety provided by correct implementations that issue flushes and choose
to disable flushes [58]. In this fast mode, a risk of file-system inconsistency
is introduced; if a crash occurs at an untimely point in the update sequence,
and blocks have been reordered across ordering points, crash recovery as
run by the file system will result in an inconsistent file system.
In some cases, practitioners observed that skipping flush commands
sometimes did not lead to observable inconsistency, despite the presence
of (occasional) crashes. Such commentary led to a debate within the Linux
community as to underlying causes. Long-time kernel developer Theodore
Ts’o hypothesized why such consistency was often achieved despite the
lack of ordering enforcement by the file system [286]:
I suspect the real reason why we get away with it so much with ext3
is that the journal is usually contiguous on disk, hence, when you
write to the journal, it’s highly unlikely that commit block will be
written and the blocks before the commit block have not. ... The most
important reason, though, is that the blocks which are dirty don’t get
flushed out to disk right away!
What the Ts’o Hypothesis refers to specifically is two orderings: JM →
JC and JC → M (refer to Table 2.2 for terminology). In the first case, Ts’o
notes that the disk is likely to commit JC to disk after JM even without an
intervening flush (note that this is without the presence of transactional
checksums) due to layout and scheduling; disks are simply unlikely to
reorder two writes that are contiguous. In the second case, Ts’o notes that
JC → M often holds without a flush due to time; the checkpoint traffic
that commits M to disk often occurs long after the transaction has been
committed, and thus ordering is preserved without a flush.
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Figure 3.2: The Probability of Inconsistency (Pinc ). An example of a window
of vulnerability is shown. Blocks 1 through 6 were meant to be written in strict order to
disk. However, block 5 (dark gray) is written early. Once 5 is committed, a window of
vulnerability exists until blocks 3 and 4 (light gray) are committed; a crash during this
time will lead to observable reordering. The probability of inconsistency is calculated by
dividing the time spent in such a window (i.e., , W = t2 − t1 ) by the total runtime of the
workload (i.e., , tworkload ).

We refer to this arrangement as probabilistic consistency. In such a configuration, typical operation may or may not result in much reordering,
and thus the disk is only sometimes in an inconsistent state. A crash may
not lead to inconsistency despite a lack of enforcement by the file system
via flush commands. Despite probabilistic crash consistency offering no
guarantees on consistency after a crash, many practitioners are drawn to
it due to large performance gains from turning off flushing.

3.3.1

Quantifying Probabilistic Consistency

Unfortunately, probabilistic consistency is not well understood. To shed
light on this issue, we ran simulations to quantify how often inconsistency
arises without flushing. To do so, we disabled flushing in Linux ext4 and
extracted block-level traces underneath ext4 across a range of workloads.
We analyzed the traces carefully to determine the chances of an inconsistency occurring due to a crash. Our analysis was done via a simulator built
atop DiskSim [35], which enables us to model complex disk behaviors
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(e.g., scheduling, caching).
The main output of our simulations is a determination of when a
window of vulnerability (W) arises, and for how long such windows last.
Such a window occurs due to reordering. For example, if A should be
written to disk before B, but B is written at time t1 and A written at t2 ,
the state of the system is vulnerable to inconsistency in the time period
between, W = t2 − t1 . If the system crashes during this window, the file
system will be left in an inconsistent state; conversely, once the latter block
(A) is written, there is no longer any concern.
Given a workload and a disk model, it is thus possible to quantify
the probability of inconsistency (Pinc ) by dividing the total time spent in
windows of vulnerability by the total run time of the workload (Pinc =
∪ Wi /tworkload ); Figure 3.2 shows an example. Note that when a workload
is run on a file system with cache-flushing enabled, Pinc is always zero.

3.3.2

Factors affecting Pinc

We explored Pinc in a systematic manner. Specifically, we determined
sensitivity to workload and disk parameters such as the queue size and
the placement of the journal relative to file-system structures. We used the
validated Seagate Cheetah 15k.5 disk model [35] provided with DiskSim
for our experiments. Table 3.3 provides the parameters of the disk model.

Workload
We first studied how the workload can impact Pinc . For this experiment,
we used 6 different workloads described in the caption of Figure 3.4. We
chose a mix of workloads with different characteristics: for example, there
are read dominated workloads, workloads with different mixes of sequential and random writes, workloads with and without fsync() calls, and
workloads using different number of threads.
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Parameter
Total Capacity
Scheduling Policy
Spindle Speed
Average Latency
Average Read Seek Time
Average Write Seek Time
Cache Size
Number of discs
Number of heads
Number of buffer segments
Maximum number of write segments
Segment size (in blks)
Queue length

Value
146.8 GB
SPTF-OPT1
15K RPM
2 ms
3.5 ms
4.0 ms
16 MB
2
4
32
11
1200
8

Table 3.3: Disk Model Parameters. The table lists the parameters for the Seagate
Cheetah 15k.5 disk model used in our experiments.

From Figure 3.4, we make the following observations. Most importantly, Pinc is workload dependent. For example, if a workload is mostly
read oriented, there is little chance of inconsistency, as file-system state is
not updated frequently (e.g., Webserver). Second, for write-heavy workloads, the nature of the writes is important; workloads that write randomly
or force writes to disk via fsync() lead to a fairly high chance of a crash
leaving the file system inconsistent (e.g., random writes, MySQL, Varmail).
Third, there can be high variance in Pinc ; small events that change the
order of persistence of writes can lead to large differences in chances of
inconsistency. Fourth, although concurrent writes from multiple threads
increases the probability of inconsistency, the increase is not significant;
although the File Server workload uses multiple threads to write different
files, the sequential nature of the writes results in low probability of inconsistency. Finally, even under extreme circumstances, Pinc never reaches
100% (the graph is cut off at 60%); there are many points in the lifetime of
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Figure 3.4: Workload Study of Pinc . The figure shows Pinc for six workloads.
The first two workloads are sequential and random writes to a 1 GB file. Createfiles uses
64 threads to create 1M files. Fileserver, Webserver, and Varmail are part of the Filebench
benchmark suite [171]. Fileserver performs a sequence of creates, deletes, appends, reads,
and writes. Webserver emulates a multi-threaded web host server, performing sequences of
open-read-close on multiple files plus a log file append. Varmail emulates a multi-threaded
mail server, performing a sequence of create-append-sync, read-append-sync, reads, and
deletes in a single directory. MySQL represents the OLTP benchmark from Sysbench [12].
Each bar is broken down into the percent contribution of the different types of misordering.
Standard deviations are shown as well.

a workload when a crash will not lead to inconsistency.
Beyond the overall Pinc shown in the graph, we also break the probability further by the type of reordering that leads to a window of vulnerability. Specifically, assuming the following commit ordering (D|JM →
JC → M), we determine when a particular reordering (e.g., JC before
D) has resulted. The graph breaks down Pinc into fine-grained reordering categories, grouped into the following relevant cases: early commit
(e.g., JC → JM |D), early checkpoint (e.g., M → D|JM |JC ), transaction misorder
(e.g., T xi → T xi−1 ), and mixed (e.g., where more than one category could
be attributed).
1

Shortest Positioning Time First
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Our experiments show that early commit before data, (JC → D), is
the largest contributor to Pinc , accounting for over 90% of inconsistency
across all workloads, and 100% in some cases (Fileserver, random writes).
This is not surprising, as in cases where transactions are being forced to
disk (e.g., due to calls to fsync()), data writes (D) are issued just before
transaction writes (JM and JC ); slight re-orderings by the disk will result
in JC being persisted first. Also, for some workloads (MySQL, Varmail), all
categories might contribute; though rare, early checkpoints and transaction
misordering can arise. Thus, any approach to provide reliable consistency
mechanisms must consider all possible causes, not just one.

Queue Size
For the remaining studies, we focused on Varmail, as it exhibits the most
interesting and varied probability of inconsistency. First, we studied how
disk scheduler queue depth matters. Most storage drives can accept a fixed
number of requests at the same time (until their queue is full) [308]. Storage
drives re-order requests in the queue to increase performance. Thus, the
queue size represents the amount of re-ordering the disk performs even if
the cache is switched off; furthermore, large sequential requests (a disk
write request may contain upto 128 MB of sequential data on modern
SATA drives) will by-pass the write cache on many modern drives [226].
Figure 3.5 plots the results of our experiment. The left y-axis plots Pinc as
we vary the number of outstanding requests to the disk; the right y-axis
plots performance (overall time for all I/Os to complete).
From the figure, we observe the following three results. First, when
there is no reordering done by the disk (i.e., , queue size is 1), there is no
chance of inconsistency, as writes are committed in order; we would find
the same result if we used FIFO disk scheduling (instead of SPTF). Second,
even with small queues (e.g., 8), a great deal of inconsistency can arise;
one block committed too early to disk can result in very large windows of
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Figure 3.5: The Effect of Queue Size. The figure shows Pinc (left y-axis) and
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(x-axis). For this experiment, we use the Varmail workload.
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Figure 3.6: The Effect of Distance. The figure shows Pinc (left y-axis) and total
I/O completion time (right y-axis) as the distance (in GB) between the data region and
the journal of the simulated disk is increased (x-axis). For this experiment, we use the
Varmail workload, with queue size set to 8.

vulnerability. Finally, we observe that a modest amount of reordering does
indeed make a noticeable performance difference; in-disk SPTF scheduling
improves performance by about 30% with a queue size of 8 or more.

Journal Layout
We studied how distance between the main file-system structures and the
journal affects Pinc . Figure 3.6 plots the results of varying the location of
Varmail’s data and metadata structures (which are usually located in one
disk area) from close to the journal (left) to far away.
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From the figure, we observe distance makes a significant difference in
Pinc . Recall that one of the major causes of reordering is early commit (i.e., ,
JC written before D); by separating the location of data and the journal,
it becomes increasingly unlikely for such reordering to occur. Secondly,
we also observe that increased distance is not a panacea; inconsistency
(10%) still arises for Varmail. Finally, increased distance from the journal
can affect performance somewhat; there is a 14% decrease in performance
when moving Varmail’s data and metadata from right next to the journal
to 140 GB away.
We also studied a number of other factors that might affect Pinc , including the disk size, the journal size, and the placement of the journal
as it relates to track boundaries on the disk (since the SPTF policy may
result in re-ordering among journal writes on different tracks to minimize
rotational delay) . In general, these parameters did not significantly affect
Pinc and thus are not included.

3.3.3

Summary

Classical journaling is overly pessimistic, forcing writes to persistent storage often when only ordering is desired. As a result, users have sometimes
turned to probabilistic journaling, taking their chances with consistency in
order to gain more performance. We have carefully studied which factors
affect the consistency of the probabilistic approach, and shown that for
some workloads, it works fairly well; unfortunately, for other workloads
with a high number of random-write I/Os, or where the application itself
forces traffic to disk, the probability of inconsistency becomes high. As
devices become more sophisticated, and can handle a large number of outstanding requests, the odds that a crash will cause inconsistency increases.
Thus, to advance beyond the probabilistic approach, a system must include machinery to either avoid situations that lead to inconsistency, or be
able to detect and recover when such occurrences arise.
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3.4

Required Solutions

The high cost of flushing has resulted in file-system and application crashconsistency being compromised. Flushing is an extremely inefficient ordering primitive because it provides ordering via durability of writes. To
order write A before write B, the file system submits A to the drive, flushes
the drive cache, and then submits B to the drive. If the application does
not need to make either A or B durable (for now), flushing is an inefficient
way to obtain the required ordering.
Crash consistency requires ordering updates. Making the updates
durable is not required for maintaining consistency (although it may be
required for usability). Thus, if a low-cost ordering primitive was available,
which decoupled ordered from durability, applications and file systems
could maintain crash consistency without suffering significant performance degradation.
In this dissertation, we design new crash-consistency techniques and
ordering primitives to achieve this goal. Backpointer-Based Consistency
System [47] maintains crash consistency without using any ordering primitives (Chapter 5). Optimistic Crash Consistency introduces new techniques
that decouple ordering and durability, and a new primitive, osync(), that
allows applications to order writes without making them immediately
durable (Chapter 6).

3.5

Summary

We motivated the techniques and interfaces developed in this dissertation.
We first presented the significant performance cost of flushing the disk
cache, and discussed its far-reaching implications. We then described
Probabilistic Crash Consistency, and presented our analysis of various
factors that affect whether a crash leads to file-system inconsistency. Finally,
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we discussed how this dissertation presents solutions to the different
problems described in this chapter.
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4
Studying Persistence
Properties
Many important applications, including databases such as SQLite [263]
and key-value stores such as LevelDB [93], are currently implemented on
top of file systems such as ext4 instead of directly on raw disks. Such datamanagement applications must also be crash consistent, but achieving this
goal atop modern file systems is challenging for two fundamental reasons.
The first challenge is that the exact guarantees provided by file systems are unclear and underspecified. Applications communicate with
file systems through the POSIX system-call interface [278], and ideally, a
well-written application using this interface would be crash-consistent on
any file system that implements POSIX. Unfortunately, while the POSIX
standard specifies the effect of a system call in memory, specifications of
how disk state is mutated in the event of a crash are widely misunderstood
and debated [3]. As a result, each file system persists application data
slightly differently, leaving developers guessing.
To add to this complexity, most file systems provide a multitude of configuration options that subtly affect their behavior; for example, Linux ext3
provides numerous journaling modes, each with different performance
and robustness properties [288]. While these configurations are useful,
they complicate reasoning about exact file-system behavior in the presence
of crashes.
The second challenge is that building a high-performance application-
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level crash-consistency protocol is not straightforward. Maintaining application consistency would be relatively simple (though not trivial) if all state
were mutated synchronously. However, such an approach is prohibitively
slow, and thus most applications implement complex update protocols to
remain crash-consistent while still achieving high performance. Similar
to early file system and database schemes, it is difficult to ensure that
applications recover correctly after a crash [257, 275]. The protocols must
handle a wide range of corner cases, which are executed rarely, relatively
untested, and (perhaps unsurprisingly) error-prone.
In this chapter, we seek to answer the following question: what are the
behaviors exhibited by modern file systems that are relevant to building
crash-consistent applications? In section 4.1, we describe how applicationlevel crash consistency is dependent on file-system behavior. We motivate
why persistence properties are required in section 4.2. We define persistence properties in section 4.3. In section 4.4, we then describe the
Block Order Breaker (Bob), a tool we built to analyze file-system persistence
properties. Finally, we present the results of the study in section 4.5 and
conclude in section 4.6. This chapter is based on the paper, All File Systems Are Not Created Equal: On the Complexity of Crafting Crash-Consistent
Applications, published in OSDI 14 [216].1

4.1

Background

We begin by describing how applications use update protocols to safely
update on-disk state. We then define crash states, and describe how crash
states complicate writing update protocols that are both correct and efficient.
1

Work done in collaboration with other students in Wisconsin Madison. This chapter
represents my contribution to the paper.
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[Protocol (a)]
lock(application_lock);
write(user.db);
unlock(application_lock);

[Protocol (b)]
lock(application_lock);
write(journal);
write(user.db);
unlock(application_lock);

[Protocol (c)]
lock(application_lock);
write(journal);
fsync(journal);
write(user.db);
fsync(user.db);
unlock(application_lock);
The figure shows pseudo-code for
three different update protocols for SQLite (Version 3.7.17). Protocol (a) corresponds to using
compilation option SQLITE_ENABLE_ATOMIC_WRITE. Protocol (b) corresponds to using option
PRAGMA database.synchronous = OFF. Protocol (c) corresponds to using option PRAGMA
database.synchronous = FULL. The first protocol is vulnerable to either a process or system
crash. The second protocol is correct in the face of a process crash, but vulnerable in the event of a
system crash. The last protocol is correct in the face of both process and system crashes.

Figure 4.1: Application Update Protocols.

4.1.1

Application Update Protocols

Each application persists its state using a sequence of system calls. We
term this sequence the update protocol. The update protocol determines
whether the application is consistent across crashes and thus is critical for
over-all application correctness.
Figure 4.1 shows three application update protocols. These protocols
represent simplified versions of update protocols used by SQLite in different configurations. The protocols use different mechanisms to update
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state on storage, and differ in how vulnerable they are to crashes.
Protocol (a) updates the database file using a single write. This protocol
is vulnerable to either a process or system crash: if the write() call is
interrupted, the database could be partially updated (e.g., only the first
4096 bytes) leading to corruption.
Protocol (b) first writes to an application-level journal, and then to
the actual database. If a process crash interrupts the journal write, the
database in unaffected; if the process crashes in the middle of database
write, SQLite can use the journal to restore the database to a consistent
state. However, the protocol is not correct in the event of an inopportune
system crash. Upon completion of the write() call, the data is stored in
operating system buffers, and can be written to disk in any order. Consider
that the operating system chooses to write out the database data first, and
the system crashes in the middle of the write. Since the database is partially
updated, it is in an inconsistent state. Furthermore, since the journal data
was not written to disk, the journal cannot be used to restore the database
to a consistent state.
Protocol (c) solves this problem by using fsync() to ensure that the
journal is persisted before writing to the database file. A system crash can
only lead to one of two states. In the first case the journal was not completely persisted. In this case the update failed and the database remains
in the old, consistent state. In the second case the journal was completely
persisted, but the database may not have been completely updated. The
journal is read, and the database updated to the new consistent state. In
either case, the database remains consistent. Thus the protocol is not
vulnerable to either process or system crashes.

4.1.2

Crash States

We define the crash state as the on-disk state after a crash. It is comprised of
the directory hierarchy and the data of all the files in the hierarchy. After
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a crash, an application uses the crash state to recover to a consistent state.
The consistency of an application update protocol depends upon the
developer correctly handling all possible crash states, which is challenging
for two reasons. First, there are a large numbers of possible crash states
for even simple protocols. Second, the crash states that are possible vary
from file system to file system.
Ideally, it should be possible to determine which crash states are possible by examining the system calls in the update protocol. Unfortunately,
the POSIX standard defines how each system call should modify in-memory
state; it does not specify what happens to the on-disk state in the event of
a crash. Each file system implements system calls differently, leading to
different behavior in the event of a crash.

4.1.3

Protocol Goals

Ideally, application update protocols should satisfy two goals: they must
be correct, i.e., maintain application consistency in the face of a process or
system crash at any point; and they must have good performance.
Naturally, there is a tension between these two requirements. For
example, protocol (a) has the best performance of the three protocols in
Figure 4.1; however, it is vulnerable to process and system crashes.
Crash-consistent update protocols are hard to write because programmers normally reason about in-memory application state. For an update
protocol to be correct in the face of process and system crashes, the developer needs to reason about all the different possible crash states.

4.2

Motivation

To motivate persistence properties, we analyze the update protocol used by
a simple application to update its state in a crash consistent manner. The
protocol, shown in Listing 4.1, consists of only 4 operations. Since there
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Listing 4.1: Example Update Protocol. The listing shows part of the update protocol
of HSQLDB.

# F i l e o v e r w r i t e . P r e v i o u s l y c o n t a i n s “old”
1 write(log, "new")
# New f i l e c r e a t e
2 creat(newfile)
# Append t o t h e new f i l e
3 write(newfile, "data")
# F i l e rename
4 rename("newfile", "existing_file")

is no fsync() in the protocol, the updates are stored in the buffer cache
when the protocol completes, and written to storage in the background.
Even this simple protocol can lead to many different on-disk states
after a crash. Some of these crash states are listed in Table 4.2. State #0
is the initial state. States #1, #2, and #3 occur as the protocol proceeds in
order. These states occur in all file systems.
States #4 and #5 can occur in the ordered and writeback mode of
journaling file systems like ext3 and ext4. In these states, the overwritten
data is not persisted before the crash, as these modes arbitrarily delay
persisting overwrites that do not cause metadata changes.
States #6 and #7 can occur in file systems with delayed allocation (e.g.,
ext4, xfs, btrfs), where the append is persisted after the rename. State #8
represents the rename not being atomic – this can happen only in ext2.
State #9, where stmp ends up with data from another file, can happen with
file systems such as ext3, ext4, and reiserfs that have a writeback mode.
Thus, we have shown that the crash states possible for an update protocol vary widely by file system. We have ascertained that certain properties
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#
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

log
newfile
existing_file points to:
old
φ
old contents
new
φ
old contents
new
data
old contents
new
data
new contents
old
data
old contents
old
data
new contents
old
φ
empty file
new
φ
empty file
old
φ
Missing!
old your_password data from /etc/passwd

The table shows
different crash states for the update protocol in Listing 4.1. The second and third columns show
the contents of the files log and newfile. The last column represents what the directory entry
existing_file is pointing to.

Table 4.2: Possible Crash States for Example Protocol.

of a system call’s implementation (and how system calls interact with one
another) determine the possible on-disk crash states.
Although application-level consistency depends upon how system
calls are persisted, there are no standards that talk about how file systems
should persist them. Indeed, before this work, there was no term to refer
to the particular aspects of a file system that affected application crash
recovery. We believe that defining and studying persistence properties is
the first step towards standardizing them across file systems.
There are several ways of changing a file-system implementation that
leads to weakening the same persistence properties. When thinking about
the details of the implementation, it may be hard to see that this change
weakens property X, which results in applications A, B and C breaking.
For example, XFS introduced delayed allocation in 2004, breaking many
applications [290]. XFS introduced code fixes in 2006 that supported applications who used truncate() for atomic updates [165]. Ext4 introduced
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delayed allocation in 2008, resulting in significant data loss [146]. Later
in 2009, ext4 introduced changes similar to the ones XFS had introduced
three years earlier [282]. By abstracting away implementation details, we
hope that persistence properties allow developers of different file systems
to communicate about the effect of changes to persistence properties.

4.3

Persistence Properties

Each file system implements system calls in a different manner. The crash
consistency of applications is affected by some aspects of the implementation of each system call. Modelling the implementation as persistence
properties allows us to abstract away the aspects of the implementation
that do not affect application-level consistency, while capturing all the
relevant aspects.
In this section, we first present the intuition behind persistence properties. We then formally define persistence properties and provide a few
examples.

4.3.1

Intuition

Application-level consistency is affected by the on-disk state after a crash.
Hence, aspects of the implementation that affect the on-disk state should
be captured. For example, persistence properties should capture whether
the changes made via a system call are all atomic, or whether a file is
visible to applications after a crash. On the other hand, implementation
aspects that relate to how on-disk changes are made are irrelevant: it is
enough to know that a system call is atomic; it does not matter whether
the atomicity is provided through journaling, copy-on-write, or some
other mechanism. Two file-system implementations that have the same
persistence properties are equivalent through the lens of application-level
consistency, even if they differ in other aspects.
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The on-disk state is modified by a stream of I/O resulting from system
calls: hence it is enough for persistence properties to capture what I/O
becomes persistent on disk.

4.3.2

Definition

A persistence property is an assertion about how I/O resulting from certain
system calls is persisted. It has three components:
1. The group of system calls it operates on. For example, all I/O resulting from operations such as rename() might be persisted in a certain
way in a file system.
2. The characteristic of I/O it refers to. The characteristic could either
be atomicity or ordering. For example, rename() operations are
persisted atomically in the given file system.
3. The arguments to the system call. For example, rename() might only
be atomic if both source and target files are in the same directory.
We first describe the groups of system calls that we used when defining
persistence properties. We then use an example to illustrate the atomicity
and ordering characteristics. Finally, we provide examples of persistence
properties.
System-Call Groups
For the sake of convenience, we broadly group system calls into three: file
operations, directory operations, and sync operations.
File operations are concerned with only a single file and do not affect directories. The write() and truncate() system calls fall into this category.
Writes to an mmap()-ed file are also considered as file operations.
Directory operations are only concerned with the directory hierarchy.
They do not cause file data to be written. The following system calls
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File F1. Size: 0

File F2. Size: 0

Initial
State

Size: 2

Size: 1

X X

p

Size: 2

Size: 1

Size: 2

Size: 2

X X

q

q q

q q

Intermediate
State #C

Final
State

Intermediate
State #A

Intermediate
State #B

Size: 0

Size: 2

p p

The figure
shows the initial, final, and some of the intermediate crash states possible for the workload described
in Section 4.3.2. X represents garbage data in the files. Intermediate states #A and #B represent
different kinds of atomicity violations, while intermediate state #C represents an ordering violation.

Figure 4.3: Illustrating Atomicity and Ordering Properties.

are directory operations: link(), unlink(), creat(), mkdir(), rmdir(),
mknod(), symlink(), and rename().
Sync operations persist the contents of a file or a directory. fsync(),
fdatasync(), sync_file_range(), and msync() are treated as sync operations. Writes to file opened with O_SYNC are also treated as if they were
followed by sync_file_range() for the write.
Illustrating Atomicity and Ordering
We consider the following pseudo-code snippet:
write(f1, "pp");
write(f2, "qq");
In this example, the application first appends the string pp to file descriptor f1 and then appends the string qq to file descriptor f2. Note that
we will sometimes refer to such a write() as an append() for simplicity.
Figure 4.3 shows a few possible crash states that can result.
Atomicity. If the append is not atomic, for example, it would be possible
for the size of the file to be updated without the new data reflected to disk;
in this case, the files could contain garbage, as shown in State A in the
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diagram. We refer to this as size-atomicity. A lack of atomicity could also
be realized with only part of a write reaching disk, as shown in State B.
We refer to this as content-atomicity.
Ordering. If the file system persists the calls out of order, another
outcome is possible (State C). In this case, the second write reaches the disk
first, and as a result only the second file is updated. Various combinations
of these states are also possible.

Examples of Persistence Properties
Multi-block file writes are atomic. This atomicity persistence property indicates whether file operations such as write() that operate on more than
a single block of data are atomic. This property has a general scope: a
similar property with smaller scope would be single sector over-writes are
atomic. Note that the second property has smaller scope for two reasons:
it operates on a smaller set of operations (overwrites vs. all file operations)
and only on single sector writes versus all writes larger than a block.
Directory operations are ordered. This ordering persistence property indicates whether all directory operations are persisted in program order
in the file system. A similar property of narrow scope would be directory
operations on the same directory are ordered.

4.4

Block Order Breaker

To study persistence properties, we built a tool named the Block Order
Breaker (Bob). We first describe the goals of Bob (§4.4.1). We then explain
our approach to studying persistence properties (§4.4.2). We describe
how Bob tests file-system persistence properties. Finally, we discuss the
limitations of Bob.
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4.4.1

Goals

Having defined persistence properties (§4.3), we sought to answer three
questions:
1. Which persistence properties are upheld by widely used file systems?
2. How do persistence properties vary among different file systems?
3. How do persistence properties vary among different configurations
of the same file system?
The first question allows developers of applications targeted at specific
file systems to know what properties are provided by each file system.
The second question allows developers of portable applications (meant
for multiple file systems) to infer whether their application will break
when it is moved from one file system to another. The third question
allows developers to know how sensitive their application is to the exact
configuration of the underlying file system.

4.4.2

Approach

Unfortunately, it is extremely hard to identify the properties that each file
system provides. One source of such knowledge could be the developers of the file system. Unfortunately, due to the complexity of modern
file systems, and multiple developers working on different parts of the
file system, it is hard to for developers to state with any confidence the
properties provided by their system [50].
Another source of knowledge about persistence properties could be
file-system documentation [135]. However, file-system documentation
is typically extremely high-level, and does not provide details such as
persistence properties provided. Moreover, the documentation may not
be in sync with the implementation.
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Persistence properties provided by a file system could be inferred from
the source code itself. Although there have been a number of attempts
at extracting the high-level architecture of software systems in a semiautomatic manner [31, 76], extracting lower-level details like persistence
properties still remains a hard problem.
In this dissertation, as a first step towards studying persistence properties, we tackle a slightly different question: which persistence properties
are not provided by a given file system? Unlike establishing the persistence property supported by a file system, finding properties that fail is
significantly easier (as a single counter test-case is sufficient). Knowing
which persistence properties are not supported helps us compare various
file systems and different configurations of the same file system.
Identifying persistence properties that are not supported will only be
useful if the properties that are examined are chosen carefully. To this end,
we have used our knowledge of application-level crash consistency [275]
to investigate persistence properties that are commonly assumed to be
provided by many file systems [155].

4.4.3

Testing Persistence Properties with Bob

We first provide an overview of how Bob works, and describe how persistence properties are tested in detail. For the sake of convenience, we refer
to the storage state as the “disk state”. Bob is not specific to disks in any
manner, and will work on any storage device.
Overview. Bob first runs a simple user-supplied workload designed to
stress the persistence property tested (e.g., a number of writes of a specific
size to test overwrite atomicity). Bob collects the block I/O generated by
the workload, and then re-orders the collected blocks, selectively writing
some of them to disk to generate a new legal disk state (disk barriers are
obeyed). In this manner, Bob generates a number of unique disk images
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corresponding to possible on-disk states after a system crash. Bob then
runs file-system recovery on each resulting disk image, and checks whether
various persistence properties hold (e.g., if writes were atomic). If Bob
finds even a single disk image where the checker fails, then we know that
the property does not hold on the file system.
Test Workloads. Bob uses a different workload to test each persistence
property. Figure 4.4 shows a sample of the code used in Bob. First, the
disk state is initialized with a number of files containing well-known
data. The workload then does a number of metadata operations, mixing
synchronous and asynchronous operations. The block traffic generated
by the file system (due to the workload) is captured. A number of crash
states are generated, and specific invariants are checked (e.g., is a later
metadata operation persisted before an earlier operation?). If such a crash
state is found, Bob reports that the file system does not support the specific
persistence property being tested.
Generating Crash States. A crash state is generated by taking the initial
disk state, and applying a subset of writes from the collected block trace.
Given the block trace generated by the file system, Bob first looks for flush
requests (e.g., requests tagged with the REQ_FLUSH flag). It divides the trace
into different phases delineated by flush requests. Within a phase, it is legal
to re-order write requests: for example, if a phase contains writes A, B,
and C (in that order), it is legal to generate a crash state with writes A and
C. We call this “re-ordering” since B preceded C in program order, but C
was persisted first. Bob does not re-order writes across flush requests or
barriers.
Note that given a block trace, a large number of legal crash states can
be generated. With Bob, we do not aim to exhaustively test all possible
crash states. In preliminary experiments, we had observed that simple reorderings lead to significant changes in observed disk state [275]. Thus, we
generated crash states corresponding to the following simple re-orderings:
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[Initialization]
def init_state():
print("Initiating directory")
disk_state = {}
for fname in ["01","02","03","04","05",\
"11","12","13","21","22","23"]:
disk_state = create_file( \
fname, 6, "a", disk_state, False)
# Store the disk state on file.
pickle_file = open("init_pickle", ’wb+’)
pickle.dump(disk_state, pickle_file)

[Sample Workload]
UNLINK("01")
RENAME("02")
UNLINK("03")
RENAME("04")
UNLINK("05")
CREAT("0-end", True)
RENAME("21")
CREAT("2a", True)
RENAME("22")
CREAT("2b", True)
RENAME("23")
CREAT("1-end", True)

Figure 4.4: BOB Workloads. The figure shows some of the code used in BOB Workloads.
The first snippet shows that the directory is initialized with a number of files. The sample workloads
does a number of metadata operations, both in synchronous (the True argument to CREAT) and
asynchronous fashion. BOB would then generate different crash states and check if any of them
contains re-ordered operations. For example, if the rename of file 02 is present but the unlink of 01
is not.

1. Crash states with a prefix of the block trace applied. Note that the
trace consists of write requests, and each request may consist of
multiple blocks. We generated crash states with both a prefix of
write requests applied, and a prefix of blocks applied.
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2. Crash states with a single legal write request applied.
3. Crash states with all but a single write request applied.
As our results show, even these simple crash states were sufficient to
show that several persistence properties are supported by widely-used
file systems.
Implementation. Bob uses Blktrace [34] to collect the block-level trace.
It uses SystemTap [78] to interpose on the blk_add_trace_rq_issue()
function call and collect block data. The utility dd is used to copy disk
states and create crash states. The workloads and the verification checks
are written in Python.

4.4.4

Limitations

Bob is meant to be a first step in the exploration of persistence properties.
We do not intend to use Bob to identify all the persistence properties that
fail on a given file system. Bob does not generate all the crash states given
a block trace – a given persistence property could fail on the tested file
system, but Bob may not identify this. Although Bob is sound (it does not
falsely report a property as being violated), it is not complete.

4.5

Study of Persistence Properties

We study the persistence properties of six Linux file systems: ext2, ext3,
ext4, btrfs, xfs, and reiserfs. A large number of applications have been written targeting these file systems. Many of these file systems also provide
multiple configurations that make different trade-offs between performance and consistency: for instance, the data journaling mode of ext3
provides the highest level of consistency, but often results in poor performance [220]. Between file systems and their various configurations, it is
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File System
ext2
ext2
ext3
ext3
ext3
ext4
ext4
ext4
ext4
btrfs
xfs
reiserfs
reiserfs
reiserfs
reiserfs

Version
d211858837
d211858837
d211858837
d211858837
d211858837
5a0dc7365c
5a0dc7365c
5a0dc7365c
5a0dc7365c
827fa4c762
be4f1ac828
bfe8684869
bfe8684869
bfe8684869
bfe8684869

Mount Options
None
sync
data=writeback
data=ordered
data=journal
data=writeback
data=ordered
nodelalloc
data=journal
None
wsync
nolog
data=writeback
data=ordered
data=journal

Table 4.5: File-System Configurations. The table shows the file-system configurations tested using the Block-Order Breaker. All file-system versions correspond to the
versions released with Linux 3.2. The Git commit number of the latest patch applied to
each file system is also provided to identify the file-system version. All mount options
other than those explicitly mentioned are set to their default values.

challenging to know or reason about which persistence properties are provided. Therefore, we examine different configurations of the file systems
we study (a total of 16). Table 4.5 lists the file-system configurations that
we examined.
Note that different system calls (e.g., writev(), write()) lead to the
same file-system output. We group such calls together into a generic filesystem update we term an operation. We have found that grouping all
operations into three major categories is sufficient for our purposes here:
file overwrite, file append, and directory operations (including rename,
link, unlink, mkdir, etc.).
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4.5.1

Persistence Properties Tested

Based on our experiments with investigating application-level crash consistency [216, 275], we select persist properties to test.
Atomicity. A number of applications (e.g., PostgreSQL [279], LMDB [273],
and ZooKeeper [16]) depend upon small, atomic, in-place writes to maintain crash consistency [219]. Hence, we first examine whether file systems
provide this property (single sector overwrite and single block overwrite).
Applications such as LevelDB [93] append to logs as part of their operations: in certain configurations, they assume the append will be atomic.
Hence, we examine whether appends of various sizes are atomic on different file systems (Single sector append, single block append, multi-block
appends). It is interesting to note that applications like HSQLDB [117],
Mercurial [168], and LevelDB work correctly if a prefix of the append is
persisted correctly. For example, if a crash leaves the appended portion
filled with garbage or zeroes, the Mercurial repository is corrupted; no
error is caused if the crash results in a prefix appended to the file [216].
Therefore, we test this persistence property as well (multi-block prefix
append). Many applications (e.g., GDBM [92], HSQLDB, LevelDB) depend
on operations such as rename() being atomic; consequently, we include
this property in our tests. Although applications do not directly use multiblock overwrite operations, it is a primitive that will be very useful [187].
Hence, we test whether file systems provide multi-block overwrites.
Ordering. Many applications use rename() or appends (with the O_TRUNC
flag) to atomically update a files. For rename(), the sequence involving
writing to a temporary file, then renaming it over the old file. The O_TRUNC
flag involves a similar sequence. If the sequence is persisted out of order
(e.g., if the file is renamed without the new data being persisted), data
could be lost; this has happened with XFS and ext4 in the past [146, 165].
Therefore, we test whether appends and renames are persisted in order on
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different file systems. Since file systems such as ext4, btrfs, and xfs have
different heuristics about re-ordering operations [165], we test variations
such as appends being followed by a rename() operation. For the sake
of completeness, we test whether overwrite operations are re-ordered as
well. POSIX does not guarantee that a new file is created until the parent
directory is explicitly flushed [278]; since applications depend on this
property [216], we included it in our tests.

4.5.2

Results

Table 4.6 lists the results of our study. The table shows, for each file system
(and specific configuration) whether a particular persistence property has
been found to not hold; such cases are marked with an ×. Note that the
absence of an × does not mean that the property is provided by the tested
file system; Bob simply may not have found a crash state where it fails.
We first describe how persistence properties are violated by file systems.
For each property we tested, we describe the violation case found by Bob.
We describe violations of atomicity and ordering persistence properties in
turn. We then broadly discuss the results of our study.
Atomicity
For testing atomicity of different operations, we first store the initial disk
state. We perform the operation, and capture the final disk state. We then
test that for each crash state that Bob produces, the file system recovers
to the initial state or the final state. For the multi-block prefix append
test, there are a number of intermediate states that are also acceptable.
Our initial disk state for these experiments consisted of ten empty files, a
couple of directories, and four 1 GB files.
Single sector overwrite. In this experiment, we overwrote a sector at an
aligned position (i.e., the 512 bytes do not cross disk sector boundaries)
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File system
ext2
ext2-sync
ext3-writeback
ext3-ordered
ext3-datajournal
ext4-writeback
ext4-ordered
ext4-nodelalloc
ext4-datajournal
btrfs
xfs
xfs-wsync
reiserfs-nolog
reiserfs-writeback
reiserfs-ordered
reiserfs-datajournal

Persistence Property

Atomicity
Single sector overwrite
Single sector append
× ×
×
Single block overwrite
× × ×× ×××
××
Single block append
× ×
×
Multi-block append/writes
× × ×× × ××× × ×× ×
Multi-block prefix append
× ×
×
Directory op
××
Ordering
Overwrite → Any op
× ×× ×××
×
Append(file) → rename(file) × ×
×
×
O_TRUNC Append → close
× ×
×
×
Append → Append (same file) × ×
×
Append → Dir op
× ×
××
××
Dir op → Any op
×
×

×
× ××
××
× ×× ×
××
×
× ××
××
××
××
××
×

Table 4.6: Persistence Properties. The table shows atomicity and ordering persistence
properties that we empirically determined for different configurations of file systems. X → Y
indicates that X is persisted before Y. [X,Y] → Z indicates that Y follows X in program order,
and both become durable before Z. A × indicates that we have a reproducible test case where the
property fails in that file system.

picked at random in a 1 GB file. We observe that all tested file systems seemingly provide atomic single-sector overwrites: in some cases (e.g., ordered
mode of ext3), this property arises because the underlying disk provides
atomic sector writes. Note that if such file systems are run on top of new
technologies (such as PCM) that provide only byte-level atomicity [56],
single-sector overwrites will not be atomic.
Singe sector append. In this experiment, we appended 512 bytes of data
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to a file containing 40960 bytes (ten 4K blocks). On all the file systems we
tested, allocating a new sector involves allocating a new 4K data block.
Thus, there are at least two structures that must be updated on storage:
the new data block, and the file inode. In this experiment, even though an
entire block is being allocated, we only care about the first sector; the data
in the other sectors in the block do not affect this persistence property.
Since ext2 relies on fsck [175] for recovery after a crash, it does not
constrain the order of writes at run times. Hence, Bob finds a crash state
where the inode is updated, but the data block is not. Since ext2 only
provides metadata consistency (§2.6.2), recovery leaves the data block
attached to the inode (potentially causing security problems if the block
was previously part of a sensitive file such as /etc/passwd).
In the writeback modes of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs, metadata may be
persisted before data blocks. Thus, Bob finds a crash state where the inode
is persisted, while the data block is not.
Single block overwrite. In this experiment, we overwrote a block at an
aligned position (i.e., the 4096 bytes overwritten do not cross disk block
boundaries) picked at random in a 1 GB file. Most disks have an atomic
write unit of 512 bytes. Thus, writing a single 4K block requires writing
eight sectors. The system may crash in the middle of writing these eight
sectors; special machinery is required to guarantee the atomic write of
even a single block. In the data journaling mode of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs,
the overwritten data block is first written into the journal; thus, a crash
while writing into the journal does not affect the atomicity of the overwrite.
Similarly, btrfs writes a new copy of the data block and atomically switches
pointers to the new block, thus providing an atomic block overwrite. For
all other file-system configurations tested, Bob finds a crash state where
some of the sectors (but not all) in the block were updated, violating the
persistence property. Note that synchronously writing the sectors (as in
ext2’s sync mode) does not help.
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Single block append. Similar to the single sector append experiment, we
appended 4096 bytes of data to a file containing 40960 bytes (10 4K blocks).
We tested only with the simple case of a new pointer being added to the
inode; we did not test with cases where indirect blocks were allocated for
the file. We believe that the relevant persistence behavior will be exposed
even for the simple append case. The major difference of this test with the
single-block overwrite is that partially writing a block is not a problem if
the inode does not point to the block yet. In other words, as long as the
inode write is ordered after the data block write, the fact that the block is
written one sector at a time does not matter.
In the ordered mode of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs, the nodelalloc mode
of ext4, and the sync mode of ext2, the data writes are ordered before
metadata writes. Thus, the property is not violated in these configurations.
In the nolog mode of reiserfs, journaling is turned off. In this configuration,
and in writeback journaling modes of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs, and in ext2’s
default configuration, this persistence property is violated. Bob finds a
crash state where some of the sectors (but not all) in the new data block
were updated, violating the persistence property.
Multi-block append or writes. In this experiment, we overwrote/appended 50 MB to a 1 GB file. We chose 50 MB since this is above the
maximum size of a transaction in the default configuration of ext4. None
of the file-system configurations tested provided multi-block atomic appends or writes. Interfaces to request such atomic operations are currently
not available to applications. In some cases, in the data journaling configurations, the data and metadata would be part of the same transaction, and
thus the write/append would be atomic; however, this is not guaranteed,
and Bob finds cases where the property is violated.
Multi-block prefix append. Similar to the multi-block append experiment, we appended 50 MB to a 1 GB file. We define a prefix append in the
following manner: a crash results in the file containing a consistent prefix
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(e.g., the first 2 blocks) of the append data. A prefix append does not result
in the user reading garbage data at the tail of the appended data. File
systems can provide this property by first persisting a prefix of the append
data to storage, updating metadata to point to the newly persisted data,
and then continuing with the rest of the append operation. File systems
in most journaling modes (other than writeback) and copy-on-write file
systems support this property. Thus, it is only violated in orderless file
systems like ext2 (and reiserfs in nolog mode) and in the writeback modes
of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs.
Directory operations. Bob tested that directory operations creat, link,
unlink, and rename were atomic. rename is an interesting case because
it involves changes to both the source and destination directories. In
ext2 (default mode and in sync mode), Bob finds crash states where the
file is missing in both directories. A similar crash state is found when
journaling is turned off in reiserfs (nolog mode). In all other tested filesystem configurations, the directory operations were found to be atomic.

Ordering
We tested whether operations were re-ordered in the following manner.
We captured the initial state of the disk. After each operation was performed, we emulated a new disk state where that operation was persisted
onto the previous disk state. Thus, after each operation, our list of acceptable disk states grew by one. We consider partial persistence of an
operation equivalent to non-persistence of that operation. For each crash
state created by Bob we check whether it is present in our list of acceptable
crash states; otherwise we signal that the persistence property is violated.
We used the same initial disk state as the atomicity tests.
Overwrite → any operation. We tested whether overwrites are re-ordered
after other operations by first overwriting a block at an aligned position
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picked at random in a 1 GB file, and then performing data operations
such as appends (to a different file) and directory operations (creat, link,
rename, and unlink). Data overwrites are special operations because they
don’t necessarily cause metadata changes (unless options such as atime,
mtime are enabled). Dirty data blocks are treated differently from metadata in most file-system configurations. The orderless configurations (ext2,
reiserfs nolog) will persist the second operation before the overwrite. Bob
finds crash states where both metadata and data operations are persisted
before the overwrite in these file systems. Since the writeback configuration of journaling file systems does not order data writes before metadata
operations, Bob finds crash states where a later metadata operation was
persisted, but the over write was not. In the ordered mode (and the similar
nodelalloc), data is persisted before metadata; however, this is only true
for data blocks connected to the later metadata options. Overwritten data
blocks are not connected to any other metadata blocks, and hence they are
not persisted first. Thus, this persistence property is violated in writeback
and ordered modes of ext3, ext4, reiserfs, and xfs.
Append(file) → rename(file). In this experiment, we first appended a
4K block to the one of the empty files in our initial disk state, and then
renamed the file. Many applications use the technique of appending
to a temporary file, and then renaming it over the old file to atomically
update a file [146, 216]. On file systems with delayed allocation (such as
the ordered mode of ext4), the appended data may be persisted after the
rename, leading to an empty renamed file in the event of an inopportune
crash. Therefore, some file systems recognize when the application is using
this technique, and treat the rename similar to fsync(): both the append
and the rename are persisted before any other operation [59]. Among file
systems with delayed allocation, xfs is the only file system that does not
treat this case specially [165]. Thus, in the case of ext2, the writeback
configurations of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs, the nolog mode of reiserfs, and
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xfs, Bob finds crash states where the rename is persisted, but the appended
data is not.
O_TRUNC Append → close. In this experiment, we open one of the 1 GB
files in the initial disk state with the O_TRUNC flag, write ten 4K blocks to the
file, and then close the file. Appending to a file opened with the O_TRUNC
flag is another mechanism used by applications to atomically update a
file. Similar to the append-rename case, most file-systems recognize this
technique and handle it correctly by forcing the appended data to storage
before the file is closed. In contrast to the append-rename case, xfs handles
this correctly, but btrfs does not. The other violations are exactly the same
as the append-rename case. In the case of violations, Bob finds crash states
with empty files and later metadata operations persisted.
Append → Append (same file). In this experiment, we append ten 4K
blocks (in separate operations) to one of the empty files in the initial disk
state. When two appends to the same file are not ordered explicitly by
fsync() calls, most file systems still order them internally. We believe
this is because the same file metadata is being affected in both operations.
Even on file systems with delayed allocations, appends were persisted in
the correct order. Thus, only order-less configurations (ext2 and nolog
reiserfs) and writeback configurations of ext3, ext4, and reiserfs violate
this property. In case of violation, Bob finds a crash state with the tail of
the append persisted, but some earlier part containing random data.
Append → Directory Operation. In this experiment, we first append a
single 4K block to an empty file in the initial disk state, and follow it up
with a mix of directory operations such as link, mkdir, and synchronous
file creations. On file systems with delayed allocation, the append is
persisted after other metadata operations. For example, if the append is
followed by the synchronous creation of another file, Bob will find crash
states with the new file created, but the appended data not persisted.
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This persistence property is violated on orderless configurations (ext2 and
nolog reiserfs), writeback configurations, and journaling configurations
where delayed allocation is active (e.g., ext4 ordered mode). In addition,
since btrfs persists metadata operations on the root directory before other
operations, a rename operation on the root is persisted before the append
in a crash state.
Directory operation → any operation. In this experiment, we first perform directory operations to a set of files in our initial disk state. We then
perform overwrites and appends to a 1 GB file. Finally, we once again
perform directory operations to a different set of files (in different directories). Directory operations are usually handled with care by most file
systems, and persisted in order. Orderless file-system configurations (ext2
default mode and reiserfs nolog mode) re-order directory operations as
well. Among modern file systems, btrfs re-orders directory operations
to increase performance [50]. Bob found crash states where a rename()
involving the root directory were persisted before an earlier metadata
operation on a child of the root.

4.5.3

Discussion

From Table 4.6, we observe that persistence properties vary widely among
file systems, and even among different configurations of the same file
system. The order of persistence of system calls depends upon small
details like whether the calls are to the same file or whether the file was
renamed. From the viewpoint of an application developer, it is risky to
assume that any particular property will be supported by all file systems.
It might seem strange that persistence properties vary so much between different file-system configurations. The primary motivation for
file-system developers to design configurations with different persistence
properties is performance. Providing strong persistence properties is costly
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in terms of performance. For example, a file system where all data and
metadata writes are totally ordered is severely constrained in exploiting
parallelism provided by the storage device, or allowing the device to come
up with optimal I/O schedules. Hence, developers weaken persistence
properties to increase performance.
There is a natural tension between providing strong persistence properties, and providing high performance. Strong persistence properties allow
application developers to reason easily about crash states and applicationlevel crash consistency. On the other hand, weakening persistence properties allow the file system to provide high performance to a range of
different applications.
This tension is further compounded by the lack of communication
between file-system developers and application developers. Both parties
believe that their stance is correct, and want the burden of changing the
software (either file systems or applications) to fall on the other group.
Historically, it has been the file-system developers who have changed
the file system to accommodate application developers [59]. There are
hundreds of thousands of applications, and tens of file systems; hence, it
makes sense that the file-system code change when there is a mismatch of
expectations. Furthermore, Linus Torvalds, who functions as the “benevolent dictator” of the Linux Kernel development, strongly believes that file
systems should “just do the right thing” [59].

4.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we show how application-level consistency is dangerously
dependent upon file system persistence properties, i.e., how file systems
persist system calls. We develop Bob, a tool to test persistence properties
among different file systems. We use Bob to study a total of sixteen configurations of six widely-used file systems, and show that such properties
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vary widely.
Our results show that applications should not be written assuming the
underlying file system will have specific persistence properties. Unfortunately, this is often the case; applications are developed and tested mainly
on a single file system. We have taken the first steps towards solving this
problem: we built Alice, a framework that pin-points application code that
would work incorrectly on different file systems [216]. Others are working
towards building tools that will allow applications to be crash-consistent
on any given file system [301].
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5
The No-Order File System
In Chapter 3, we described how disk-cache flushes are used to order writes,
and the high performance cost of flushing the disk cache. In this chapter,
we attempt to answer the question: can a file-system maintain crash consistency without ordering writes? We present a new crash-consistency protocol,
Backpointer-Based Consistency, that does not require any ordering among
writes to storage. Backpointer-Based Consistency embeds a backpointer
into each file-system object, and builds consistency by mutual agreement
between objects. We demonstrate the power of Backpointer-Based Consistency by designing and implementing the No-Order File System. This
chapter is based on the paper, Consistency Without Ordering [47], published
in FAST 12.
In the rest of this chapter, we first describe the goals of NoFS and its
assumptions about the storage device (§5.1). We then present the highlevel design of NoFS (§5.2), and discuss its implementation (§5.3). We
present an evaluation of NoFS (§5.4), and describe its limitations, uses
cases, and implementation challenges (§5.5). Finally, we present a formal
proof that NoFS provides data consistency (§5.6), and conclude (§5.7).

5.1

Goals and Assumptions

We motivate why we designed the No-Order File System (NoFS). We then
describe the goals of NoFs, and our assumptions about the storage device.
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The problem with ordering points. Current file systems use a number
of techniques to ensure that the file system is consistent in the face of a
crash. Almost all of these techniques require carefully ordering writes
to storage. We term as an ordering point every point in the file-system
update protocol where write X must be persisted before write Y.
In the event of a crash, ordering points allow the file system to reason
about which writes reached the disk and which did not, enabling the file
system to take corrective measures, such as replaying the writes, to recover.
Unfortunately, ordering points are not without their own set of problems:
1. By their very nature, ordering points introduce waiting into the filesystem code, thus potentially lowering performance. They constrain
the scheduling of disk writes, both at the operating system level and
at the disk driver level.
2. They introduce complexity into the file-system code, which leads to
bugs and lower reliability [220, 221, 311, 312].
3. The use of ordering points also forces file systems to ignore the endto-end argument [237], as the support of lower-level systems and
disk firmware is required to implement imperatives such as the disk
cache flush. When such imperatives are not properly implemented
[247], file-system consistency is compromised [226]. In today’s cloud
computing environment [19], the operating system runs on top of a
tall stack of virtual devices, and only one of them needs to neglect to
enforce write ordering [294] for file-system consistency to fail.
Although file systems that use the file-system check [175] for crash consistency do not need to use ordering points, they lead to another problem:
unavailability. On today’s high-capacity disks, a crash results in the filesystem being un-available for hours or days while the file-system check is
running. Businesses cannot afford to lose access to data for such extended
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periods of time. Furthermore, file-system checkers are often complex, and
often contain bugs leading to corruption and data loss [102, 311, 312].
Goals. Our goals for the No-Order File System follow naturally from the
problems outline above:
1. Remove all ordering points in the file-system protocol. Disk flushes
or barriers should not be issued to maintain file-system crash consistency. Thus, the file system does not depend on lower-level storage
correctly implementing the disk-cache flush [226].
2. Provide strong crash-consistency guarantees, equivalent to ext3’s
ordered journaling mode. Specifically, we seek to provide data consistency (§2.6.2).
3. Provide access to files immediately upon mounting. A long filesystem check should not make the file-system unavailable.
4. Create a crash-consistency protocol that is simple, understandable,
and hopefully easy to implement. Our hope was that this would
reduce bugs in the implementation.
Assumptions. The key assumption on which the consistency of NoFS
rests is that the storage device allows the file system to write an object
and its 8-byte backpointer together in an atomic fashion. Current SCSI
drives allow a 520-byte atomic write to enable checksums along with each
512-byte sector [274]; we envision that future drives with 4-KB blocks will
provide similar functionality.
We also assume that the file system has a fixed data layout that is wellknown. For example, when the file system is mounted, inodes should
be located at a well-known location. For copy-on-write file systems such
as WAFL [114] or btrfs [166], this assumption does not hold, and other
mechanisms to find the location of inodes and other metadata is required.
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5.2

Design

We present the design of the No-Order file system (NoFS), a lightweight,
consistent file system with no ordering points in its update protocol. NoFS
provides access to files immediately upon mounting, with no need for a
file-system check or journal recovery.
In this section, we introduce backpointer-based consistency (BBC), the
technique used in NoFS for maintaining consistency. We use a logical
framework to prove that BBC provides data consistency in NoFS. We
discuss how BBC can be used to detect and recover from inconsistencies,
and elaborate on why allocation structures are not persisted to non-volatile
storage in NoFS.

5.2.1

Overview

The main challenge in NoFS is maintaining file-system crash consistency
without ordering points. Crash consistency is closely tied to logical identity
in file systems. Inconsistencies arise due to confusion about an object’s
identity; for example, after a crash, two files may each claim to own a data
block. If the block’s true owner is known, such inconsistencies could be
resolved. Associating each object with its logical identity is the crux of the
backpointer-based consistency technique.
Employing backpointer-based consistency allows NoFS to detect inconsistencies on-the-fly, upon user access to corrupt files and directories.
The presence of a corrupt file does not affect access to other files in any
way. This property enables immediate access to files upon mounting,
avoiding the downtime of a file-system check or journal recovery. A read
is guaranteed to never return garbage data, though stale data (data that
belonged to the file at some point in the past) may be returned.
We intentionally avoided using complex rules and dependencies in
NoFS. We simplified the update protocols, not persisting allocation struc-
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tures to disk. We maintain in-memory versions of allocation structures
and discover data and metadata allocation information in the background
while the file system is running.

5.2.2

Backpointer-based consistency

Backpointer-based consistency is built around the logical identity of filesystem objects. The logical identity of a data block is the file it belongs to,
along with its position inside the file. The logical identity of a file is the list
of directories that it is linked to. This information is embedded inside each
object in the form of a backpointer. Upon examining the backpointer of an
object, the parent file or directory can be determined instantly. Blocks have
only one owner, while files are allowed to have multiple parents. Figure
5.1 illustrates how backpointers link file-system objects in NoFS. As each
object in the file system is examined, a consistent view of the file-system
state can be incrementally built up.
Although conceptually simple, backpointers allow detection of a wide
range of inconsistencies. Consider a block that is deleted from a file, and
then assigned to another file and overwritten. If a crash happens at any
point during these operations, some subset of the data structures on disk
may not be updated, and both files may contain pointers to the block.
However, by examining the backpointer of the block, the true owner of
the block can be identified.
In designing NoFS, we assume that the write of a block along with
its backpointer is atomic (§5.1). This assumption is key to our design, as
we infer the owner of the data block by examining the backpointer. Backpointers are similar to checksums in that they verify that the block pointed
to by the inode actually belongs to the inode. However, a checksum does
not identify the owner of a data block; it can only confirm that the correct
block is being pointed to. Consistency and recovery require identification
of the owner.
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Figure 5.1: Backpointers. The figure shows a conceptual view of the backpointers
present in NoFS. The file has a backpointer to the directory that it belongs to. The data
block has a backpointer to the file it belong to. Files and directories have many backpointers
while data blocks have a single backpointer.

Intuition
We briefly provide some intuition about the correctness of using the
backpointer-based consistency technique to ensure data consistency. We
first consider what data consistency and version consistency mean (§2.6.2),
and the file-system structures required to ensure each level of consistency.
Data consistency provides the guarantee that all the data accessed by a
file belongs to that file; it may not be garbage data or belong to another file.
This guarantee is obtained when a backpointer is added to a data block.
Consider a file pointing to a data block. Upon reading the data block, the
backpointer is examined. If the backpointer matches the file, then the data
block must have belonged to the file, since the backpointer and the data
inside the block were written together. If the data block was reallocated to
another file and written, it would be reflected in the backpointer. Hence,
no ordering is required between writes to data and metadata since the
data block’s backpointer would disagree in the event of a crash. Note that
the data block could have belonged to the file at some point in the past; the
backpointer does not provide any information about when the data block
belonged to the file. Thus, the file might be pointing to an old version of
the data block, which is allowed under data consistency.
Version consistency is a stricter form of data consistency which requires
that in addition to belonging to the correct file, all accessed data must be the
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correct version. Stale data is not allowed in this model. Backpointers are
not sufficient to enforce version consistency, as they contain no information
about the version of a data block. Hence more information needs to be
added to the file system. Specifically, every object and forward pointer in
the file system needs to include a time stamp. For example, each data block
has a timestamp indicating when it was last updated. This timestamp
is also stored in the inode containing the data block. When a block is
accessed, the timestamp in the inode and data block must match. Since
timestamps are a way to track versions, the versions in the inode and data
block can be verified to be the same, thereby providing version consistency.

We decided against including timestamps in NoFS backpointers because updating timestamps in backpointers and metadata reduces performance and induces a considerable amount of storage overhead. Timestamps need to be stored with every object and its parent. Every update
to an object involves an update to the parent object, the parent’s parent,
and so on all the way up to the root. Furthermore, doing so works against
our goal of keeping the file system simple and lightweight; hence, NoFS
provides data consistency, but not version consistency.

Using Checksums. A natural question about the design is whether
checksums can be used instead of backpointers to achieve the required
properties. Backpointers are more powerful than checksums for the following reasons. A backpointer allows mutual verification; the data block
and the file both can verify they have the correct pointer. Two checksums
(at the data block and the file) would be needed to achieve the same effect
– in the case of backpointers, we take advantage of the fact that forward
pointers are already present in the system. Furthermore, while checksums
allow verification, they do not provide identification; a backpointer in a
data block allows us to identify who the parent file potentially is.
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Detection and Recovery
In NoFS, detection of an inconsistency happens upon access to corrupt
files or data. When a data or metadata block is accessed, the backpointer is
checked to verify that the parent metadata block has the same information.
If a file is not accessed, its backpointer is not checked, which is why the
presence of corrupt files does not affect access to other files: checking is
performed on-demand.
This checking happens both at the file level and the data block level.
When a file is accessed, it is checked to see whether it has a backpointer to
its parent directory. This check allows identification of deleted files where
the directory did not get updated, and files which have not been properly
updated on disk.
NoFS is able to recover from inconsistencies by treating the backpointer
as the true source of information. When a directory and a file disagree
on whether the file belongs to the directory or not, the backpointer in the
file is examined. If the backpointer to the directory is not found, the file is
deleted from the directory. Issues involving blocks belonging to files are
similarly handled.

5.2.3

Non-persistent allocation structures

In an order-less file system, allocation structures like bitmaps cannot be
trusted after a crash, as it is not known which updates were applied to
the allocation structures on disk at the time of the crash. Any allocation
structure will need to be verified before it can be used. In the case of
global allocation structures, all of the data and metadata referenced by the
structure will need to be examined to verify the allocation structure.
Due to these complexities, we have simplified the update protocols
in NoFS, making the allocation structures non-persistent. The allocation
structures are kept entirely in-memory. NoFS starts out with empty alloca-
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tion structures and allocation information is discovered in the background,
while the file system is online. NoFS can verify whether a block is in use
by checking the file that it has a backpointer to; if the file refers to the data
block, the data block is considered to be in use. Similarly, NoFS can verify
whether a file exists or not by checking the directories in its backpointers.
Thus NoFS can incrementally (and in the background) learn allocation
information about files and blocks. NoFS starts with zero free data blocks;
it learns of new free blocks as the scan proceeds in the background. Thus,
although NoFS allows reading of files immediately upon mounting, it
requires some time to find free data blocks before allowing writes. Optimizations such as maintaining a list of free blocks (that need not necessarily
be correct) can be implemented at the cost of extra complexity; we have
not done so in our implementation.

5.3

Implementation

We now present the implementation of NoFS. We first describe the operating system environment, and then discuss the implementation of the two
main components of NoFS: backpointers and non-persistent allocation
structures. We describe the backpointer operations that NoFS performs
for each file-system operation.

5.3.1

Operating system environment

NoFS is implemented as a loadable kernel module inside Linux 2.6.27.55.
We developed NoFS based on ext2 file-system code. Since NoFS involves
changes to the file-system layout, we modified the e2fsprogs tools 1.41.14
[285] used for creating the file system.
Linux file systems cache user data in a unified page cache [62]. File
reads (except direct I/O) are always satisfied from the page cache. If the
page is not up-to-date at the time of read, the page is first filled with data
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Action
Create
Read
Write
Append
Truncate
Delete
Link
Unlink
mkdir
rmdir

Backpointer operations
Write backlink into new inode
Translate offset
Verify block backpointer in data block
Translate offset
Verify block backpointer in data block
Translate offset
Write block backpointer into data block
No backpointer operations
No backpointer operations
Write backlink into inode
Remove backlink from inode
Write directory entry backpointer into
directory block
No backpointer operations

The table lists the operations on
backpointers caused by common file system operations. Note that all checks are done in
memory.

Table 5.2: NoFS backpointer operations.

from the disk and then returned to the user. File writes cause pages to
become dirty, and an I/O daemon called pdflush periodically flushes
dirty pages to disk. Due to this tight integration between the page cache
and the file system, NoFS involves modifications to the Linux page cache.

5.3.2

Backpointers

NoFS contains three types of backpointers. We describe each of them in
turn, pointing out the objects they conceptually link, and how they are
implemented in NoFS. Figure 5.3 illustrates how various objects are linked
by different backpointers. Every file-system operation that involves the
creation or access of a file, directory, or data block involves an operation
on backpointers. These operations are listed in Table 5.2.
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Block backpointers
Block backpointers are {inode number, block offset} pairs, embedded inside
each data block in the file system. The first 8 bytes of every data block are
reserved for the backpointer. Note that we need to embed the backpointer
inside the data block since disks currently do not provide the ability to
store extra data along with each 4K block atomically. The first 4 bytes
denote the inode number of the file to which the data block belongs. The
second 4 bytes represent the logical block offset of the data block within
the file. Given this information, it is easy to check whether the file contains
a pointer to the data block at the specified offset. Indirect blocks contain
backpointers too, since they belong to a particular file. However, since the
indirect block data is not logically part of a file, they are marked with a
negative number for the offset.
Our implementation depends on the read and write system calls being
used; data is modified as it is passed from the page cache to the user buffer
and back during these calls. When these calls are by-passed (via mmap) or
the page cache itself is by-passed (via direct I/O mode), verifying each
access becomes challenging and expensive. We do not support mmap or
direct I/O mode in NoFS.
Insertion: The data from a write system call goes through the page
cache before being written to disk. We modified the page cache so that
when a page is requested for a disk write, the backpointer is written into
the page first and then returned for writing. The block offset translation
was modified to take the backpointer into account when translating a
logical offset into a block number.
Verification: Once a page is populated with data from the disk, the
page is checked for the correct backpointer. If the check fails, an I/O error
is returned, and the inode’s attributes (size and number of blocks) are
updated. Note that the page is not checked on every access, but only the
first time that it is read from disk. Assuming memory corruption does not
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Figure 5.3: Implementation of backpointers. The figure shows the different
kinds of backpointers present in NoFS. foo is a child of the root inode /. This link is
represented by a backlink from foo to /. Similarly, the data block is a part of foo, and hence
has a backpointer to foo. Directory blocks also contain backpointers, in the form of dot
entries to their owner’s inode.

occur [314], this level of checking is sufficient.

Directory backpointers
The dot directory entry serves as the backpointer for directory blocks, as it
points to the inode which owns the block. However, the dot entry is only
present in the first directory block. We modified ext2 to embed the dot
entry in every directory block, thus allowing the owner of any directory
block to be identified using the dot entry.
Although the block backpointer could have been used in directory
blocks as well, we did not do so for two reasons. First, the structured
content of the directory block enables the use of the dot entry as the
backpointer, simplifying our implementation. Second, the offset part of
the block backpointer is unnecessary for directory blocks since directory
blocks are unordered and appending a directory block at the end suffices
for recovery.
Insertion: When a new directory entry is being added to the inode, it
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is determined whether a new directory block will be needed. If so, the dot
entry in added in the new block, followed by the original directory entry.
Verification: Whenever the directory block is accessed, such as in
readdir, the dot entry is cross-checked with the inode. If the check fails,
an I/O error is returned and the directory inode’s attributes (size and
block count) are updated.
Backlinks
An inode’s backlinks contain the inode numbers of all its parent directories.
Every valid inode must have at least one parent. Hard linked inodes may
have multiple parents.
We modified the file-system layout to add space for backlinks inside
each inode. The inode size is increased from the default 128 bytes to 256
bytes, enabling the addition of 32 backlinks, each of size 4 bytes. The
mke2fs tool was modified to create a backlink between the lost+found
directory and the root directory when the file system is created.
Insertion: When a child inode is linked to a parent directory during
system calls such as create or link, a backlink to the parent is added in
the child inode.
Verification: At each step of the iterative inode lookup process, we
check that the child inode contains a backlink to the parent. A failed check
stops the lookup process, reduces the number of links for the inode, and
returns an I/O error.
Detection
Every data block is checked for a valid backpointer when it is read from
the disk into the page cache. We assume that neither memory nor on-disk
corruption happens; hence, it is safe to limit checking to when a data
block is first brought into main memory. It is this property that leads
to the high performance of NoFS; because disk I/O is several orders of
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magnitude slower than in-memory operations, the backpointer check can
be performed on disk blocks with low overhead.
Inode backlink checking occurs during directory path resolution. The
child inode’s backlink to the parent inode is checked. Since both inodes
are typically in memory during directory path resolution, the backlink
check is a quick in-memory check, and does not degrade performance
significantly, since a disk read is not performed to obtain the parent or
child inode.
Note that the detection of inconsistency happens at the level of a single
resource, such as an inode or a data block. Verifying that a data block
belongs to an inode can be done without considering any other object in
the file system. The presence of corrupt files or blocks does not affect the
reads or writes to other non-corrupt files. As long as corrupt blocks are
not accessed, their presence can be safely ignored by the rest of the system.
This feature contributes to the high availability of NoFS: a file-system check
or recovery protocol is not needed upon mount. Files can be immediately
accessed, and any access of a corrupt file or block will return an error. This
feature also allows NoFS to handle concurrent writes and deletes. Even if
many writes and deletes were going on at the time of a crash, NoFS can
still detect inconsistencies by considering each inode and data block pair
in isolation.
Examples. We illustrate how backpointers help in detecting inconsistencies with two examples. Figure 5.4 shows three failure scenarios during
the rename of a file. The file-system state before the rename, and the inmemory changes that happen due to the rename are shown. In Scenario #1,
a crash happens before the file is unlinked in the old directory; as a result,
both new and old directories claim the file. Using the inode backlink, the
true owner of the file (the new directory) is determined. In Scenario #2,
the crash happens before both the old directory and the file inode are
updated; once again, both directories claim the file. But in this case the
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Figure 5.4: Failure Scenario: Rename. The figure presents three failure scenarios
during the rename of a file. In each scenario, employing backpointers allows us to detect
inconsistencies such as both the old and new parent directories claiming the renamed file.
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true owner is determined to be the old directory using the inode backlink.
In Scenario #3, only the old directory is updated before the crash. As a
result, the renamed file is missing from both directories. Using the inode
backlink, the file can be restored to the old directory.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the detection of inconsistencies due to a crash
while creating a single byte file. The figure shows the file-system state
before and after the operation, and three crash scenarios. In Scenario #1,
the directory and file inode are updated on-disk before the crash; since the
data block has not been updated, the block backpointer is missing, and
this is detected when the data block is accessed. In Scenario #2, the inode
and the data block are updated on-disk before the crash; as a result, the
directory does not point to the inode. Since the inode backlink is present,
the file system can determine the directory the file is supposed to belong
to; the file-system policy can determine if the directory is updated to point
to the file in cases like this. In Scenario #3, the directory and the data
block are updated before the crash. Since the inode is not updated, an
error is returned when the file is accessed via the directory. The data block
remains unallocated.

Recovery
Having backlinks and backpointers allows recovery of lost files and blocks.
Files can be lost due to a number of reasons. A rename operation consists
of a unlink and a link operation. An inopportune crash could leave the
inode not linked to any directory. A crash during the create operation
could also lead to a lost file. Such a lost file can be recovered in NoFS,
due to the backlinks inside each inode. Each such inode is first checked
for access to all its data blocks. If all the data blocks are valid, it is a
valid subtree in the file system and can be inserted back into the directory
hierarchy (using the backlinks information) without compromising the
consistency of the file system. When adding a directory entry for the
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The figure presents three failure
scenarios during the creation of a file with 1 byte of data. In each scenario, employing
backpointers allows us to detect inconsistencies such as the new file pointing to a data
block that hasn’t been updated.

Figure 5.5: Crash Scenario: File Create.
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recovered inode, it is correct to append the directory entry at the end of
the directory, since directory entries are an unordered collection; there is
no meaning attached to the exact offset inside a directory block where a
directory entry is added. Note that before a file can be inserted back into
a directory, the directory needs to be valid; if the directory has not already
been checked, then the path has to be checked all the way to the root. We
believe that in the common case, most of the directory hierarchy will be
present in memory.
In a similar fashion, it it possible to recover data blocks lost due to a
crash before the inode is updated. A data block, once it has been determined to belong to an inode, cannot be embedded at an arbitrary point
in the inode data. It is for this reason that the offset of a data block is embedded in the data block, along with the inode number. The offset allows
a data block to be placed exactly where it belongs inside a file. Indirect
blocks of a file do not have the offset embedded, as they do not have a
logical offset within the file. Indirect blocks are not required to reconstruct
a file; only data blocks and their offsets are needed.
Using reconstruction of files from their blocks on disk, files can be
potentially “undeleted”, provided that the blocks have not been reused for
another file. We have not implemented undelete in NoFS. Block allocation
would need to be tweaked to not reuse blocks for a certain amount of time,
or until a certain free-space threshold is reached. Undelete might turn up
stale data because NoFS does not support version consistency; the data
block might have been part of an older version of the inode.

5.3.3

Non-persistent allocation structures

The allocation structures in ext2 are bitmaps and group descriptors. These
structures are not persisted to disk in NoFS. In-memory versions of these
data structures are built using the metadata scanner and data scanner. Statistics usually maintained in the group descriptors, such as the number of
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free blocks and inodes, are also maintained in their in-memory versions.
Upon file-system mount, in-memory inode and block bitmaps are
initialized to zero, signifying that every inode and data block is free. Since
every block and inode has a backpointer, it can be determined to be in
use by examining its backlink or backpointer, and cross-checking with
the inode mentioned in the backpointer. As every object is examined,
consistent file-system state is built up and eventually complete knowledge
of the system is achieved.
In the file system, a block or inode that is marked free could mean
two things: it is free, or it has not been examined yet. Since all blocks
and inodes are marked free at mount time, inodes need to be examined
to check that they are indeed free; hence blocks or inodes that have not
been examined yet cannot be allocated. In order to mark which inodes or
blocks have been examined, we added a new in-memory bitmap each for
inodes and data blocks called the validity bitmap. If a block or inode has
been examined and marked as free, it is safe to use it. Blocks not marked
as valid could actually be used blocks, and hence must not be used for
allocation. The examination of inodes and blocks are carried out by two
background threads called the metadata scanner and data scanner. The
two threads work closely together in order to efficiently find all the used
inodes and blocks on disk. File writes can occur while the two threads are
in operation (as long as free inodes and data blocks are available).

Metadata Scan
Each inode needs to be examined to find out if it is in use or not. The
backlinks in the inode are found, and the directory blocks of the referred
inodes are searched for a directory entry to this inode. Note that the
directory hierarchy is not used for for the scan. The disk order of inodes
is used instead, as this allows for fast sequential reads of the inode blocks.
Once an inode is determined to be in use, its data blocks have to verified.
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This information is communicated to the data scanner by adding the data
blocks of the inode to a list of data blocks to be scanned. The inode
information is also attached to the list so that the data scanner can simply
compare the backpointer value to the attached value to determine whether
the block is used. However, if the inode has indirect blocks, the inode
data blocks are explored and verified immediately. An inode with indirect
blocks may contain thousands of data blocks, and it would be cumbersome
to add all those data blocks to the list and process them later; hence
inode data is verified immediately by the metadata scanner. Each inode is
marked valid after it has been scanned, allowing inode allocation to occur
concurrently with the metadata scan.

Data Scan
Observe that a data block is in use only if it is pointed to by a valid inode
which is in use; hence only data blocks that belong to a valid inode need
to be checked, thus reducing the set of blocks to be checked drastically.
The data block scanner works off a list of data blocks that the metadata
scanner provides. Each list item also includes information about the inode
that contained the data block. Therefore, the data scanner simply needs
to read the inode off the disk and compare the backpointer inode to the
inode information in the list item. The data block is marked valid after the
examination is complete.
Since the data scanner only looks at blocks referred to by inodes, there
may be plenty of unexamined blocks which are not referred and potentially
free. These blocks cannot be marked as valid and free until the end of the
data scan, when all valid inodes have been examined. While the scan is
running, the file system may indicate that there are no free blocks available,
even if there are many free blocks in the system. In order to fix this, we
implemented another scanner called the sequential block scanner which
reads data blocks in disk order and verifies them one by one. This thread
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is only started if no free blocks are found for an application write, and
the data scanner is still running. In the future, we plan to start the data
block scanner when the number of data blocks available for allocation falls
below a minimum user-configurable threshold.

5.4

Evaluation

We now evaluate NoFS along two axes: reliability and performance. For
reliability testing, we artificially prevent writes to certain sectors from
reaching the disk, and then observe how NoFS handles the resulting
inconsistency. For performance testing, we evaluate the performance
of NoFS on a number of micro and macro-benchmarks. We compare
the performance of NoFS to ext2, an order-less file system with weak
consistency guarantees, and ext3 (in ordered mode), a journaling file
system with metadata consistency.

5.4.1

Reliability

Methodology. We test whether NoFS can handle inconsistencies caused
by a file-system crash. When a crash happens, any subset of updates
involved in a file-system operation could be lost. We emulate different
system-crash scenarios by artificially restricting blocks from reaching the
disk, and restarting the file-system module. The restarted module will see
the results of a partially completed update on disk.
We use a pseudo-device driver to prevent writes on target blocks and
inodes from reaching the disk drive. We interpose the pseudo-device
driver in-between the file system and the physical device driver, and all
writes to the disk drive go via the pseudo-device driver. The file system
and the device driver communicate through a list of sectors. In the file
system, we calculate the on-disk sectors of target blocks and inodes and
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add them to the black list of sectors. All writes to these sectors are ignored
by the device driver. Thus, we are able to target inodes and blocks in a
fine grained manner.
Note that we do not test writes dropped over a long period of operation or multiple re-ordered file-system operations. Since our reliability
measures are not affected by either the time when writes occurred or other
concurrent writes at the time of the crash, we believe our tests reflect all
the relevant cases.
Example. Consider the mkdir operation. It involves adding a directory
entry to the parent directory, updating the new child inode, and creating
a new directory block for the child inode. We do not consider updates to
the access time of the parent inode. In the reliability test, we would drop
writes to different combinations of these blocks, access the files or data
blocks involved in the test, and observe the actions taken by the file system.
For instance, if the write to the new child inode is dropped, it creates a bad
directory entry in the parent directory, and orphans the directory block
of the new child inode. We observe whether the file system detects this
corrupt directory entry, and whether the orphan block is reclaimed.
Results. Table 5.6 shows the results of our reliability experiments. Each
row in the table corresponds to a different experiment, with one or more
blocks in the file-system update being dropped (i.e, is not updated on
disk). The table rows which have two system calls denote the second
system call happening after the first system call. These particular combinations were selected because they share a common resource. For example,
truncate-write explores the case when a data block is deleted from a file
and reassigned to another file. If the write to the truncated file inode fails,
both files now point to the same data block, leading to an inconsistency.
Similarly unlink-link and delete-create may share the same inode.
The table lists the errors that result from the dropped blocks in each
experiment. The bad directory entry (BD) error indicates that a directory
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Cinode
Cdir
Pdir
Cinode , Cdir
Cinode , Pdir
Cdir , Pdir
Cinode
Pdir
Cinode
Odir
Ndir
Odir
Cdata
Cind
Cinode , Cdata
Cinode , Cind
Cdata , Cind
Odir
Oinode
Odir

C
P
O
N

PBD , COB
CBD
COI , COB
PBD , CBD
COB
COI
CHL
COI
CHL
PBD
OBD
COI
CGD
CGD
COB
COB
CGD
OBD
OT P
OBD

General Key
Child
inode
Parent
dir
Old file/parent
data
New file/parent ind

Key for Error
BD Bad dir entry
OB Orphan block
OI Orphan inode
HL Wrong hard link count
GD Garbage data
TP 2 inodes refer to 1 block

R
EI
ED
EN
EO
EB

× –
√
CED
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –
× –

Action?

mkdir
mkdir
mkdir
mkdir
mkdir
mkdir
link
link
unlink
unlink
rename
rename
write
write
write
write
write
delete-create
truncate-write
unlink-link

NoFS
Detected?

Blocks dropped Error

Action?

System call

Detected?

ext2

√
CEI
√ R , ED
√ C
√ REI
√ C
√ R
√ R
EN
√ C
√ R
EO
√ C EI
√ CEI
√ C
√ R
EB
√ CEB
√ C
√ R
√ R
EB
√ CEO
√ C EB
√ OEO
C

File inode
Directory block
Data block
Indirect block

Key for Action
Block/inode reclaimed on scan
Error on inode access
Error on data access
Error on access via new path
Error on access via old path
Error on block access

The table shows how NoFS and ext2 react to
various inconsistencies that occur due to updates not reaching the disk. NoFS detects all
inconsistencies and reports an error, while ext2 lets most of the errors pass by undetected.

Table 5.6: Reliability testing.
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points to an file that has been deleted or is not initialized. The orphan (OB,
OI) block and inode errors indicate resources that are marked used in the
file system but are not actually in use (e.g., marking a data block as used
when the file it was allocated to is not modified to point to the data block).
The wrong hard link count (HL) indicates that the inode was not updated in
accordance with the directory entries pointing to the inode. The garbage
data (GD) error indicates that the file points to an uninitialized data block.
The TP error indicates that two inodes point to the same data block.

The table also lists the action taken by the file system in response to
the error. Action R indicates that file system reclaims the orphan block
or inode on the next scan. Actions EI, ED, and EB indicate that the file
system returns an error when the inode is accessed (e.g., via ls), when
the directory block is accessed (e.g., via ls), or when the data block is
accessed on a file read. Actions EN and EO indicate that the file system
returns an error when the file is accessed via the new or old directory
paths respectively.

Only one inconsistency, a corrupt directory block, is detected by ext2
(due to the internal structure of a directory block). Other inconsistencies,
such as reading garbage data, are not detected by ext2. All inconsistencies
are detected by NoFS, and an error is returned to the user. When blocks
and inodes are orphaned due to a crash, they are reclaimed by NoFS when
the file system is scanned for allocation information upon reboot. Some
of the inconsistencies could lead to potential security holes: for example,
linking a sensitive file for temporary access, and removing the link later.
If the directory block is not written to disk, the file could still be accessed,
providing a way to read sensitive information. NoFS detects these security
holes upon access and returns an error.
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5.4.2

Performance

To evaluate the performance of NoFS, we run a series of micro-benchmark
and macro-benchmark workloads. We also observe the performance of
NoFS at mount time, when the scan threads are still active. We show that
NoFS has comparable performance to ext2 in most workloads, and that
the performance of NoFS is reasonable when the scan threads are running
in the background. We also measure the scan running time when the file
system is populated with data, the rate at which NoFS scans data blocks
to find free space, and the performance cost incurred when the stat system
call is run on unverified inodes.
The experiments were performed on a machine with a AMD 1 GHz
Opteron processor, 1 GB of memory, and a Seagate Barracuda 160 GB drive.
The operating system was Linux 2.6.27.55. The Seagate drive provides a
maximum of 75 MB/s read throughput and 70 MB/s write throughput.
The experiments were performed on a cold file-system cache, and were
stable and repeatable. The numbers reported are the average over 10 runs.

Micro-benchmarks
We run a number of micro-benchmarks, focusing on different operations
like sequential write and random read. Figure 5.7 illustrates the performance of NoFS on these workloads. We observe that NoFS has minimal
overhead on the read and write workloads. For the sequential write workload, the performance of ext3 is worse than ext2 and NoFS due to the
journal writes that ext3 performs.
The creation and deletion workloads involve doing a large number
of creates/deletes of small files followed by fsync. This workload clearly
brings out the performance penalty due to ordering points. The throughput of NoFS is twice that of ext3 on the file creation micro-benchmark, and
70% higher than ext3 on the file deletion benchmark.
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Figure 5.7: Micro-benchmark performance. This figure compares file-system
performance on various micro-benchmarks. The sequential benchmarks involve reading
and writing a 1 GB file. The random benchmarks involve 10K random reads and writes
in units of 4088 bytes (4096 bytes - 8 byte backpointer) across a 1 GB file, with a fsync
after 1000 writes. The creation and deletion benchmarks involve 100K files spread over
100 directories, with a fsync after every create or delete.
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Figure 5.8: Macro-benchmark performance. The figure shows the throughput
achieved on various application workloads. The sort benchmark is run on 500 MB of data.
The varmail benchmark was run with parameters 1000 files, 100K mean dir width, 16K
mean file size, 16 threads, 16K I/O size and 16K mean append size. The file and webserver
benchmarks were run with the parameters 1000 files, 20 dir width, 1 MB I/O size and
16K mean append size. The mean file size was 128K for the fileserver benchmark and 16K
for the webserver benchmark. Fileserver benchmark used 50 threads while webserver used
100 threads.

Macro-benchmarks
We run the sort and Filebench [82] macro-benchmarks to assess the performance of NoFS on application workloads. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
performance of the three file systems on this macro-benchmark. We selected the sort benchmark because it is CPU intensive. It sorts a 500 MB
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file generated by the gensort tool [198], using the command-line sort utility.
The performance of NoFS is similar to that of ext2 and ext3, demonstrating
that NoFS has minimal CPU overhead.
We run three Filebench workloads. The fileserver workload emulates
file-server activity, performing a sequence of creates, deletes, appends,
reads, and writes. The webserver workload emulates a multi-threaded
web host server, performing sequences of open-read-close on multiple files
plus a log file append, with 100 threads. The varmail workload emulates a
multi-threaded mail server, performing a sequence of create-append-sync,
read-append-sync, reads, and deletes in a single directory.
We believe these benchmarks are representative of the different kind
of I/O workloads performed on file systems. The performance of NoFS
matches ext2 and ext3 on all three workloads. NoFS outperforms ext3 by
18% on the varmail benchmark, demonstrating the performance degradation in ext3 due to ordering points.
Scan performance
We evaluate the performance of NoFS at mount time, when the scanner
is still scanning the disk for free resources. The scanner is configured to
run every 60 seconds, and each run lasts approximately 16 seconds. In
order to understand the performance impact due to scanning, we do two
experiments involving 10 sequential writes of 200 MB each. The writes
are spaced 30 seconds apart.
In the first experiment, we start the writes at mount time. The scanning of the disk and the sequential write is interleaved at 0s, 60s, 120s,
and so on, leading to the write bandwidth dropping to half. When the
sequential writes are run at 30s, 90s, 150s, and so on, the writes achieve
peak bandwidth. In the second experiment, the writes were once again
spaced 30s apart, but were started at 20s, after the end of the first scan
run. In this experiment, the writes are never interleaved with the scan
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Figure 5.9: Interaction of Background Scan and File-System Activity.
Figure (a) depicts the reduction in write bandwidth when sequential writes interleave
with the background scan. Figure (b) shows that the running of the scan increases slowly
with the amount of data in the file system.
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Figure (c) illustrates the rate at
which data blocks are scanned. Figure (d) demonstrates the performance cost incurred
when the stat system call is run on unverified inodes.

Figure 5.10: Cost of the Background Scan.
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reads, and hence suffer no performance degradation. Graph (a) in Figure
5.9 illustrates these results.
Once the scan finishes, writes will once again achieve peak bandwidth.
Running the scan runs without a break causes the scan to finish in around
90 seconds on an empty file system. Of course, one can configure this
trade-off as need be; the larger the interval between scans, the smaller
the performance impact during this phase, but the longer it takes to fully
discover the free blocks of the system.
Graph (b) in Figure 5.9 depicts the time taken to finish the scan (both
metadata and data) when the file system is increasingly populated with
data. In this experiment, the scan is run without a break upon file-system
mount. All the data in the file system are in units of 1 MB files. The
running time of the scan increases slowly when the amount of data in the
file system is increased, reaching about 140s for 1 GB of data. The trend
indicates that the running time for multi-terabyte systems will be tens of
hours. The long runtime is not a problem since the file-system is available
for reading and writing while the scan completes in the background; only
in the case of a almost-full file system will the user encounter a problem.
We also performed an experiment where we created a variable number
of empty files in the file systems and measured the time for the scan to
run. We found that the time taken to finish the scan remained the same
irrespective of the number of empty files in the system. Since every inode
in the system is read and verified, irrespective of whether it is actively
used in the file system or not, the scan time remains constant.
During a file write, if there are no free blocks, the sequential block
scanner is invoked in order to scan data blocks and find free space. The
write will block until free space is found. Graph (c) in Figure 5.10 illustrates
the performance of the sequential block scanner. The latency to scan 100
MB is around 3 seconds, and 1 GB of data is scanned in around 30 seconds.
The throughput is currently around 30 MB/s, so there is opportunity for
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optimizing its performance.
As mentioned in Section 5.5.1, when stat is run on an unverified
inode, NoFS first verifies the inode by checking all its data blocks. We ran
an experiment to estimate the cost of such verification. We created four
identical directories, each filled with a number of 1 MB files. Every 140
seconds, ls -li was run on one directory, leading to a stat on each inode
in the directory. The background scan started at file-system mount and
finished at approximately 250 seconds. We varied the number of files from
128 to 512 and measured the time taken for ls -li in each experiment.
Graph (d) in Figure 5.10 illustrates the results. As expected, the time taken
for ls to complete increases with the total data in the directory. After the
scan completion at 250 seconds, all the inodes are verified, and hence ls
finishes almost instantly.

5.5

Discussion

Although NoFS provides strong consistency guarantees and good performance on many workloads, its unique design affects file-system users
in several ways. We first discuss the limitations of the design. We then
describe appropriate use-cases for NoFS. Finally, we discuss challenges
faced in implementing NoFS.

5.5.1

Limitations

The design of NoFS involves a number of trade-offs. We describe the
limitations that arise from our design choices.
Recovery: NoFS was designed to be as lightweight as possible, avoiding heavy machinery for logging or copy-on-write. As a result, file-system
recovery is limited. For example, consider a file that is truncated, and later
written with new data. After a crash in the middle of these updates (and
subsequent remount), the file may point to a block that it does not own.
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This inconsistency is detected upon access to the data block. However, the
version of the file which pointed to its old data cannot be recovered easily.
By utilizing logging, a file system like ext3 provides the ability to preserve
data in the event of a crash.
Rename: Atomic rename is critical in the following update sequence: 1.
create temporary file; 2. write temporary file with the entire contents of the
old file, plus updates; 3. persist temporary file via fsync(); 4. atomically
rename temporary file over old file. At the end of this sequence, the file
should exist in either the old state or the new state with all the updates.
If rename() is not atomic, a crash could result in the file being lost [59].
Since rename() is not atomic in NoFS, many applications cannot be run
correctly on top of NoFS.
Note that NoFS could be modified to remove this problem. Two changes
would be required. The first is modifying the namespace from the current hierarchical structure to a flat structure like the Google File System [238]. The second change is eliminating the centralized directory
structure, and storing directory information directly inside inodes (similar
to ReconFS [160]). In this new design, a rename only affects a single inode.
Similar to how allocation information needs to be built up in memory on
boot, directory information will also have to be scanned into memory in
the background. We have not implemented this design.
The ABA problem: Since NoFS provides data consistency, a file can
contain a data block that belonged to the file at some point in the past;
similarly, a directory may contain a file that was part of the directory at
some point in the past. NoFS is susceptible to the ABA problem [245, 284]:
if the existence of a file in directory is used by an application to denote
that some external event has not occurred, the application may behave
incorrectly. Such applications require version consistency to behave correctly; NoFS needs to be augmented with time-stamps to achieve version
consistency.
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mmap() support: NoFS intercepts all read() calls, and hence is able to
verify that files are accessing the correct data off storage. NoFS does not
intercept all mmap() calls, and hence an application using mmap() (such as
older versions of LevelDB [93]) cannot be run correctly on top of NoFS.
Accessing unverified objects: For large disks, it is possible that an
object is accessed before the scan has verified it. Accessing such unverified
objects involves a performance cost. The performance cost is felt during
different system calls for inodes and data blocks.
Running the stat system call on an unverified inode may result in
invalid information, as the number of blocks recorded in the inode may
not match the actual number of blocks that belong to the inode on disk. In
order to handle this, NoFS checks the inode status upon a stat call, and
verifies the inode immediately if required, and then allows the system call
to proceed. Since verification involves checking every data block referred
to by the inode, the verification can take a lot of time. Running ls -l on
a large directory of unverified files involves a large performance penalty
arising from reading every file. For verified inodes, the stat will always
return valid data, as the inode’s attributes are updated whenever an error
is encountered on block access. Note that NoFS does not check directory
entries for correctness.
In the case of an unverified data block, no additional I/O is incurred
during reads and partial writes since both involve reading the block off
the disk anyway. However, in the case of a block overwrite, the block has
to be read first to verify that it belongs to the inode before overwriting
it. As a result, a write in ext2 is converted into a read-modify-write in
NoFS, effectively cutting throughput in half. It should be noted that this
happens only on the first overwrite of each unverified block. After the
first overwrite, the block has been verified, and hence the backpointer no
longer needs to be checked.
Thus it can be seen that accessing unverified objects involves a large per-
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formance hit. However, these costs are only incurred during the window
between file-system mount and scan completion.

5.5.2

Use Cases

Given its current design, we feel an excellent use-case for NoFS would
be as the local file system of a distributed file system such as the Google
File System [238] or the Hadoop File System [254]. In such a distributed
file system, reliable detection of corruption is all that is required, since
redundant copies of data would be stored across the system. If the master
controller is notified that a particular block has been corrupted in the
local file system of a particular node, it can make additional copies of the
data in order to counter the corruption of the block. Furthermore, such
distributed file systems typically have large chunk sizes. As shown in
section 5.4, NoFS provides very good performance on large sequential
reads and writes, and is well suited for such workloads.
It should be noted that backpointer-based consistency could also be
used to help ensure integrity in a conventional file system against bugs or
data corruption. The simplicity and low overhead of backpointers makes
such an addition to an existing file system feasible.
By eliminating ordering, backpointer-based consistency allows the
file system to maintain consistency without depending upon lower-layer
primitives such as the disk cache flush. Previous research has shown that
SATA drives do not always obey the flush command [226, 247], which is
essential for file systems to implement ordering. IDE drives have also been
known to disobey flush commands [225, 262]. Using backpointer-based
consistency allows a file system to run on top of such misbehaving disks
and yet maintain consistency.
Potential users of NoFS should note two things. One, any application
which requires strict ordering among file creates and writes should not
use NoFS. Two, if there are corrupt files in the system, NoFS will only
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detect them upon access and not upon file-system mount. Some users
may prefer to find out about corruption at mount time rather than when
the file system is running. Such a use case aligns better with a file system
such as ext3.

5.5.3

Implementation Challenge: Widespread
Assumptions About Block Size

NoFS requires that the backpointer and the data block are written together
atomically to storage. While implementing NoFS, we emulated this by
reducing the amount of data stored in each disk block from 4096 bytes to
4088 bytes (to have space for an 8-byte backpointer). Changing the amount
of data stored in a data block proved surprisingly tricky.
There were two main areas where changes were needed: the file-system
code, and the broader page-cache code. We describe each in turn.
File-System Code. The file-system has to translate a logical byte in a given
file to a byte inside a specific block on disk. The translation requires using
the disk block size. Changing the code to work with a 4088 byte block
involves extensive changes across the code; bit-operations at several places
had to changed into arithmetic operations to work with the 4088 block
size. Simply changing the header #define statements was not enough.
Page-Cache Code. With a 4088-byte block, a 4096 page includes data from
two disk blocks. Implementing this also proved tricky; the kernel code
assumes that the data from a disk block goes exclusively into a single
page. Reading data from two 4088 byte blocks into a 4096 page similarly
involved changing bit operations extensively into arithmetic operations.
The assumption of the block size being a power of two may not hold
true for all storage systems. Several devices allow data (such as checksums)
to be stored in out-of-band areas [223, 274]: if the block and the out-ofband data could be read together in one operation, it would make the
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design of storage systems simpler. Rewriting kernel code so that it does
not make implicit assumptions about the block/page size would improve
the reliability and flexibility of storage systems.

5.6

Proof

Sivathanu et al. provided a logical framework for modeling file systems,
and reasoning about the correctness of new features that are added [256].
We extend that framework to show that that adding backpointers to data
and inode blocks in a file system ensures data consistency. Morever, by
further adding timestamps, we can achieve version consistency.

5.6.1

Notation

The main entities are containers, pointers, and generations. A file system is
simply a collection of containers, which can be freed and reused. They
are linked to each other through pointers. The epoch of a container is
incremented and its timestamp is changed every time the contents of
a container change in memory. Thus, the epoch represents the version
of a container. The generation of a container is incremented after each
reallocation.
A state of the file system in memory or disk is represented by a belief. Beliefs denoted as {}M and {}D are memory beliefs and disk beliefs
respectively. For example, { A 99K B}D indicates a belief that container A
physically points to container B on disk.
Operators. We use a special ordering operator called precedes (≺). Only
a belief can appear to the left of a ≺ operator. A ≺ B means that belief
A occurs before B. The ⇒ operator indicates the belief to the left of the
operator implies the belief on the right.
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Table 5.11: Notations on containers
Symbol
&A
Ax
Ay
g(Ax )
{Ax }M
{Ax }D
A 99K B
A L99 B
A→B
t(A)
ts(B, A)

5.6.2

Description
set of entities that point to container A
the xth version of container A
The yth generation of container A
the generation of the xth version of container A
the xth version of A in memory
the xth version of A on disk
denotes that A has a physical pointer to B
denotes that B has a backpointer to A
denotes that A logically points to B
the time that A was last updated
the timestamp for A that is stored in B

Axioms

In this subsection, we present the axioms that govern the transition of
beliefs across memory and disk.
• If a version of a container exists on disk, it must first have existed in
memory, followed by a write to disk.
{Ax }M ≺ write(A) ⇒ {Ax }D

(5.1)

• B points to A logically in memory (or disk) only if B has a pointer to
A, and A has a backpointer to B in memory (or disk).
{B → A}M ⇐⇒ {B 99K A}M ∧ {B L99 A}M

(5.2)

{B → A}D ⇐⇒ {B 99K A}D ∧ {B L99 A}D

(5.3)

• If A does not belong to any container in memory (or disk), it’s backpointer does not point to any valid container in memory (or disk).
{&A = φ}M ⇒ ∀c¬{c L99 A}M

(5.4)

{&A = φ}D ⇒ ∀c¬{c L99 A}D

(5.5)

• Two versions of container B are different only if their timestamps are
different.
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x 6= y ⇐⇒ t(Bx ) 6= t(By )

5.6.3

(5.6)

Data Consistency

Data consistency indicates that the data blocks of a file will not contain
garbage data after a crash. Since all blocks that logically belong to a file
contain a backpointer to the file, it is trivially true that they belong to the
file (now or at some point in the past) and that they do not contain garbage
data. We now prove that if the block belonged to the file at some point in
the past, it is the same version of the block that is now logically part of the
file.
Formally, if the xth version of B logically points to the zth version of A
on disk, and previously the same version of B pointed to the kth generation
of A, then the in-memory generation and on-disk generation should match.
In other words, the version pointed to in memory is the version stored on
disk.


{Bx → Ak }M ≺ {Bx → Az }D ⇒ (g(Az ) = k)

We assume that g(Az ) 6= k and prove that this leads to a contradiction.


{Bx → Ak }M ≺ {Bx → Az }D ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)

Since the epoch of B (x) is the same on disk and memory, B has not
been changed until the disk write happened. Since B logically points to A,
A has a backpointer to B. g(Az ) 6= k can only happen if block A was freed
and written to disk. After the free, it was re-allocated to B again.
This leads to two cases where the free could have happened - before
the write of B (in memory) or after the write of B (on disk).
Case 1: Block A was freed and written to disk before Block B was
written. However, since A has a backpointer to B on disk, the in-memory
version of A must have had a backpointer to B. This contradicts the initial
assumption that A was freed (and hence has no backpointers).
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⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒


({Bx → Ak }M ∧ (&A = φ) ∧ write(A))

≺ {Bx → Az }D ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)

({Bx L99 Ak }M ∧ (&A = φ) ∧ write(a))

≺ {Bx → Az }D ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k) (Using 5.2)

({Bx L99 Ak }M ∧ ¬{Bx L99 Ak }M )

≺ {Bx → Az }D ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)
(Since, {&A = φ}M ⇒∀c¬{c L99 A}M )

false ≺ {Bx → Az }D ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)

We have arrived at a contradiction (i.e a false belief), and hence this
case cannot occur.

Case 2: Block A was freed and written to disk after Block B was written. If block A was freed and written to disk, it should not have a valid
backpointer. However, A has a backpointer to B. Thus we arrive at a
contradiction.
⇒

⇒


{Bx → Ak }M ≺ ({Bx → Az }D

∧(&A = φ) ∧ write(a)) ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)

{Bx → Ak }M ≺ ({Bx L99 Az }D
∧(&A = φ) ∧ write(a))) ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k) (Using (2))

⇒


{Bx → Ak }M ≺ ({Bx L99 Az }D

∧¬{Bx L99 Az }D ) ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)
( Since {&A = φ}D ⇒ ∀c¬{c L99 A}D )

⇒



{Bx → Ak }M ≺ false ∧ (g(Az ) 6= k)

We have arrived at a contradiction, and hence this case cannot occur.
Thus we have shown that data consistency holds given that the file
system has the backpointer property.
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5.6.4

Version Consistency

Version consistency is a stricter version of data consistency. In version
consistency, each file-system object and forward pointer has a timestamp
associated with it. Each data block has a timestamp indicating when it was
last updated. A corresponding timestamp is also stored in the inode, with
the pointer to the data block. When a block is accessed, the timestamp in
the inode and the data block must match. This helps us detect lost updates
to data blocks. This is reflected in the rule:
{Bx → Ay }D ⇒ {Bx → Ay }M ≺ {Bx → Ay }D

For the L.H.S to hold on disk, writes to both B and A need to have happened. This could have happened in two ways, considering the two possible orderings of the writes to A and B:
{Bx → Ay }D ⇒ ({Bx → Ab }M ≺ write(B))
∨ ({Ba → Ay }M ≺ write(A))

where a and b are arbitrary epochs of containers B and A.
Consider the first case:
{Bx → Ay }D ⇒ ({Bx → Ab }M ≺ write(B))

Now, for the memory and on-disk copies of A to match, we need to prove
that b = y:
{Bx → Ab }M ⇒ ts(Bx , A) = t(Ab )
{Bx → Ay }D ⇒ ts(Bx , A) = t(Ay )
⇒ t(Ab ) = t(Ay )
⇒b=y

Similarly, for Case 2, we can prove that a = x. Hence, when the file
system uses back pointers with timestamps, we have shown that version
consistency holds.
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5.7

Conclusion

Every modern file system uses ordering points to ensure consistency. However, ordering points have many disadvantages including lower performance, higher complexity in file-system code, and dependence on lower
layers of the storage stack to enforce ordering of writes.
In this chapter, we describe how to build an order-less file system,
NoFS, that provides consistency without sacrificing simplicity, availability
or performance. NoFS allows immediate data access upon mounting,
without file-system checks. We show that NoFS has excellent performance
on many workloads, outperforming ext3 on workloads that frequently
flush data to disk explicitly.
Although potentially useful for the desktop, we believe NoFS may
be of special significance in cloud computing platforms, where many
virtual machines are multiplexed onto a physical device. In such cases,
the underlying host operating system may try to batch writes together for
performance, potentially ignoring ordering requests from virtual machines.
NoFS allows virtual machines to maintain consistency without depending
on the numerous lower layers of software and hardware. Removing such
trust is key to building more robust and reliable storage systems.
The source code for NoFS can be obtained at: http://www.cs.wisc.
edu/adsl/Software/nofs. We hope that this will encourage adoption of
backpointer-based consistency.
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6
The Optimistic File System

In this chapter, we present Optimistic Crash Consistency [46], a new crash
consistency protocol that improves performance for several workloads
significantly while providing strong crash-consistency guarantees. Central to the performance benefits of OptFS is the separation of ordering
and durability. By allowing applications to order writes without incurring a disk flush, and request durability when needed, OptFS enables
application-level consistency at high performance. OptFS introduces two
new file-system primitives: osync(), which ensures ordering between
writes but only eventual durability, and dsync(), which ensures immediate durability as well as ordering. Optimistic Crash Consistency tries to
obtain most of the benefits of Backpointer-Based Consistency (presented
in Chapter 5), while still supporting an API like rename() that is critical
for today’s applications. This chapter is based upon the paper, Optimistic
Crash Consistency [46], published in SOSP 13.

First, we present our goals for Optimistic Crash Consistency (§6.1). We
then describe the design of the Optimistic File System (OptFS), which builds
upon the principles of optimistic crash consistency (§6.2). We describe how
we implemented OptFS (§6.3), and evaluate its performance (§6.4). We
show that osync() provides a useful base on which to build higher-level
application consistency semantics (§6.5), and finally conclude (§6.6).
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6.1

Goals

While the No-Order File System (NoFS) (§5) establishes that a file system
can maintain crash consistency without requiring any ordering barriers
or flushes, it loses out on certain features. For example, atomic primitives
such as rename() are not available on NoFS.
A number of applications use primitives such as rename() to atomically
update their files. Indeed, rename() is the only primitive available in many
systems to atomically update files. Thus, although NoFS provides strong
file-system crash consistency, it does not enable application-level crash
consistency.
We wanted to overcome this limitation in the Optimistic File System. At
the same time, we maintain the No-Order File System’s goal of eliminating
or reducing disk-cache flushes required for crash consistency. Thus, we
end up with two goals for Optimistic Crash Consistency:
1. Eliminate disk-cache flushes in the common case. If the user requests
durability (via fsync()), data should be forced to disk. In most other
cases, disk flushes should not be issued.
2. Provide primitives that can be used to build efficient applicationlevel crash consistency. From Chapter 3, we know that applications
require a means to cheaply order their writes. We seek to satisfy this
need in Optimistic Crash Consistency.

6.2

Optimistic Crash Consistency

Given that journaling with probabilistic consistency often gives consistent
results even in the presence of system crashes (§3.3), we note a new opportunity. The goal of optimistic crash consistency, as realized in an optimistic
journaling system, is to commit transactions to persistent storage in a manner that maintains consistency to the same extent as pessimistic journaling,
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but with nearly the same performance as with probabilistic consistency.
Optimistic journaling requires minimal changes to current disk interfaces
and the journaling layer; in particular, our approach does not require
changes to file-system structures outside of the journal (e.g., backpointers [47]).
To describe optimistic crash consistency and journaling, we begin by
describing the intuition behind optimistic techniques. Optimistic crash
consistency is based on two main ideas. First, checksums can remove
the need for ordering writes. Optimistic crash consistency eliminates the
need for ordering during transaction commit by generalizing metadata
transactional checksums [222] to include data blocks. During recovery,
transactions are discarded upon checksum mismatch.
Second, asynchronous durability notifications are used to delay checkpointing a transaction until it has been committed durably. Fortunately,
this delay does not affect application performance, as applications block
until the transaction is committed, not until it is checkpointed. Additional
techniques are required for correctness in scenarios such as block reuse
and overwrite.
We first propose an additional notification that disk drives should
expose. We then explain how optimistic journaling provides different
properties to preserve the consistency semantics of ordered journaling.
We show that these properties can be achieved using a combination of
optimistic techniques. We also describe an additional optimistic technique
which enables optimistic journaling to provide consistency equivalent to
data journaling.

6.2.1

Asynchronous Durability Notification

The current interface to the disk for ensuring that write operations are
performed in a specified order is pessimistic: the upper-level file system
tells the lower-level disk when it must flush its cache (or certain blocks)
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and the disk must then promptly do so. However, the actual ordering
and durability of writes to the platter does not matter, unless there is a
crash. Therefore, the current interface is overly constraining and limits
I/O performance.

Rather than requiring the disk to obey ordering and durability commands from the layer above, we propose that the disk be freed to perform
reads and writes in the order that optimizes its scheduling and performance. Thus, the performance of the disk is optimized for the common
case in which there is no crash.

Given that the file system must still be able to guarantee consistency and
durability in the event of a crash, we propose a minimal extension to the
disk interface. With an asynchronous durability notification the disk informs
the upper-level client that a specific write request has completed and is now
guaranteed to be durable. Thus there will be two notifications from the
disk: first when the disk has received the write and later when the write has
been persisted. Some interfaces, such as Forced Unit Access (FUA), provide
a single, synchronous durability notification: the drive receives the request
and indicates completion when the request has been persisted [137, 304].
Tagged Queuing allows a limited number of requests to be outstanding
at a given point of time [140, 304]. Unfortunately, many drives do not
implement tagged queuing and FUA reliably [174]. Furthermore, a request
tagged with FUA also implies urgency, prompting some implementations
to force the request to disk immediately. While a correct implementation
of tagged queuing and FUA may suffice for optimistic crash consistency,
we feel that an interface that decouples request acknowledgement from
persistence enables higher levels of I/O concurrency and thus provides a
better foundation on which to build OptFS.
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6.2.2

Optimistic Consistency Properties

As described in Section 2.8, ordered journaling mode involves the following writes for each transaction: data blocks, D, to in-place locations on
disk; metadata blocks to the journal, JM ; a commit block to the journal, JC ;
and finally, a checkpoint of the metadata to its in-place location, M. We
refer to writes belonging to a particular transaction i with the notation : i;
for example, the journaled metadata of transaction i is denoted JM : i.
Ordered journaling mode ensures several properties. First, metadata
written in transaction T x : i + 1 cannot be observed unless metadata from
transaction T x : i is also observed. Second, it is not possible for metadata
to point to invalid data. These properties are maintained by the recovery
process and how writes are ordered. If a crash occurs after the transaction
is properly committed (i.e., , D, JM , and JC are all durably written), but
before M is written, then the recovery process can replay the transaction
so that M is written to its in-place location. If a crash occurs before the
transaction is completed, then ordered journaling ensures that no in-place
metadata related to this transaction was updated.
Optimistic journaling allows the disk to perform writes in any order it
chooses, but ensures that in the case of a crash, the necessary consistency
properties are upheld for ordered transactions. To give the reader some
intuition for why particular properties are sufficient for ordered journaling
semantics, we walk through the example in Figure 6.1. For simplicity, we
begin by assuming that data blocks are not reused across transactions (i.e., ,
they are not freed and re-allocated to different files or overwritten); we
will remove this assumption later (§6.2.3).
In Figure 6.1, four transactions are in progress: T x : 0, T x : 1, and T x : 2,
and T x : 3. At this point, the file system has received notification that
T x : 0 is durable (i.e., , D : 0, JM : 0, and JC : 0) and so it is in the process of
checkpointing the metadata M : 0 to its in-place location on disk (note that
M : 0 may point to data D : 0). If there is a crash at this point, the recovery
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In-Memory
M:1

M:2

M:3

On-Disk Journal
JM:0

Jc:0
JM:1
Ck(D:0,M:0)

Jc:1
Ck(D:1,M:1)

Jc:2
Ck(D:2,M:2)

JM:2

JM:3

Jc:3
Ck(D:3,M:3)

In-Place Checkpoint
D:0

M:0

D:1

D:2

D:3

Figure 6.1: Optimistic Journaling. The figure shows four transactions in progress,
involving writes to main memory, the on-disk journal, and to in-place checkpoints on
disk. A rectangle block indicates that the file system has been notified that the write has
been durably completed. Cloud-shaped blocks indicate that the write has been initiated,
but the file system has not yet been notified of its completion and it may or may not be
durable. Circles indicate dirty blocks in main memory that cannot be written until a
previous write is durable; a dashed line indicates the write it is dependent on. Finally, the
solid arrow indicates that the meta-data may refer to the data block.

mechanism will properly replay T x : 0 and re-initiate the checkpoint of
M : 0. Since T x : 0 is durable, the application that initiated these writes can
be notified that the writes have completed (e.g., if it called fsync()). Note
that the journal entries for T x : 0 can finally be freed once the file system
has been notified that the in-place checkpoint write of M : 0 is durable.
The file system has also started transactions T x : 1 through T x : 3; many
of the corresponding disk writes have been initiated, while others are
being held in memory based on unresolved dependencies. Specifically,
the writes for D : 1, JM : 1, and JC : 1 have been initiated; however, D : 1 is
not yet durable, and therefore the metadata (M : 1), which may refer to it,
cannot be checkpointed. If M : 1 were checkpointed at this point and a
crash occurred (with M : 1 being persisted and D : 1 not), M : 1 could be
left pointing to garbage values for D : 1. If a crash occurs now, before D : 1
is durable, checksums added to the commit block of T x : 1 will indicate a
mismatch with D : 1; the recovery process will not replay T x : 1, as desired.
T x : 2 is allowed to proceed in parallel with T x : 1; in this case, the file
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system has not yet been notified that the journal commit block JC : 2 has
completed; again, since the transaction is not yet durable, metadata M : 2
cannot be checkpointed. If a crash occurs when JC : 2 is not yet durable,
then the recovery process will detect a mismatch between the data blocks
and the checksums and not replay T x : 2. Note that D : 2 may be durable at
this point with no negative consequences because no metadata is allowed
to refer to it yet, and thus it is not reachable.
Finally, T x : 3 is also in progress. Even if the file system is notified that
D : 3, JM : 3, and JC : 3 are all durable, the checkpoint of M : 3 cannot yet
be initiated because essential writes in T x : 1 and T x : 2 are not durable
(namely, D : 1 and JC : 2). T x : 3 cannot be made durable until all previous
transactions are guaranteed to be durable; therefore, its metadata M : 3
cannot be checkpointed.

6.2.3

Optimistic Techniques

The behavior of optimistic journaling described above can be ensured
with a set of optimistic techniques: in-order journal recovery and release,
checksums, background writes after notification, reuse after notification,
and selective data journaling. We now describe each.

In-Order Journal Recovery
The most basic technique for preserving the correct ordering of writes after
a crash occurs during the journal recovery process itself. The recovery
process reads the journal to observe which transactions were made durable
and it simply discards or ignores any write operations that occurred out
of the desired ordering.
The correction that optimistic journaling applies is to ensure that if any
part of a transaction T x : i was not correctly or completely made durable,
then neither transaction T x : i nor any following transaction T x : j where
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j > i is left durable. Thus, journal recovery must proceed in-order, sequentially scanning the journal and performing checkpoints in-order, stopping
at the first transaction that is not complete upon disk. The in-order recovery process will use the checksums described below to determine if a
transaction is written correctly and completely.
In-Order Journal Release
Given that completed, durable journal transactions define the write operations that are durable on disk, optimistic journaling must ensure that
journal transactions are not freed (or overwritten) until all corresponding
checkpoint writes (of metadata) are confirmed as durable.
Thus, optimistic journaling must wait until it has been notified by
the disk that the checkpoint writes corresponding to this transaction are
durable. At this point, optimistic journaling knows that the transaction
need not be replayed if the system crashes; therefore, the transaction can
be released. To preserve the property that T x : i + 1 is made durable only
if T x : i is durable, transactions must be freed in order.
Checksums
Checksums are a well-known technique for detecting data corruption and
lost writes [210, 265]. A checksum can also be used to detect whether
or not a write related to a specific transaction has occurred. Specifically,
checksums can optimistically “enforce” two orderings: that the journal
commit block (JC ) persists only after metadata to the journal (JM ) and
after data blocks to their in-place location (D). This technique for ensuring
metadata is durably written to the journal in its entirety has been referred
to as transactional checksumming [222]; in this approach, a checksum is
calculated over JM and placed in JC . If a crash occurs during the commit
process, the recovery procedure can reliably detect the mismatch between
JM and the checksum in JC and not replay that transaction (or any trans-
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actions following). To identify this particular instance of transactional
checksumming we refer to it as metadata transactional checksumming.
A similar, but more involved, version of data transactional checksumming
can be used to ensure that data blocks D are written in their entirety as
part of the transaction. Collecting these data blocks and calculating their
checksums as they are dirtied in main memory is more involved than
performing the checksums over JM , but the basic idea is the same. With
the data checksums and their on-disk block addresses stored in JC , the
journal recovery process can abort transactions upon mismatch. Thus,
data transactional checksums enable optimistic journaling to ensure that
metadata is not checkpointed if the corresponding data blocks were not
durably written.

Background Write after Notification
An important optimistic technique ensures that the checkpoint of the
metadata (M) occurs after the preceding writes to the data and the journal
(i.e., , D, JM , and JC ). While pessimistic journaling guaranteed this behavior with a flush after JC , optimistic journaling explicitly postpones the
checkpoint write of metadata M until it has been notified that all previous
transactions have been durably completed. Note that it is not sufficient
for M to occur after only JC ; D and JM must precede M as well since
optimistic journaling must ensure that the entire transaction is valid and
can be replayed if any of the in-place metadata M is written. Similarly,
M : i + 1 must be postponed until all transactions T x : i have been durably
committed to ensure that M : i+1 is not durable if M : i cannot be replayed.
We note that M : i + 1 does not need to wait for M : i to complete, but must
instead wait for the responsible transaction T x : i to be durable.
Checkpointing is one of the few points in the optimistic journaling
protocol where the file system must wait to issue a particular write until
a specific set of writes have become durable. However, this particular
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waiting is not likely to impact performance because checkpointing occurs
in the background. Subsequent writes by applications will be placed in
later transactions and these journal updates can be written independently
of any other outstanding writes; journal writes do not need to wait for
previous checkpoints or transactions. Therefore, even applications waiting
for journal writes (e.g., by calling fsync()) will not observe the checkpoint
latency. Checkpointing can occur in the foreground, and potentially block
applications, if the journal is full or if there is memory pressure. Both
these situations are uncommon given that today’s systems have plentiful
disk storage and memory.
For this reason, waiting for the asynchronous durability notification
before a background checkpoint is fundamentally more powerful than
the pessimistic approach of sending an ordering command to the disk
(i.e., , a cache flush). With a traditional ordering command, the disk is
not able to postpone checkpoint writes across multiple transactions. On
the other hand, the asynchronous durability notification command does
not artificially constrain the ordering of writes and gives more flexibility
to the disk so that it can best cache and schedule writes; the command
also provides the needed information to the file system so that it can
allow independent writes to proceed while appropriately holding back
dependent writes.

Reuse after Notification
The preceding techniques were sufficient for handling the cases where
blocks were not reused across transactions. The difficulty occurs with
ordered journaling because data writes are performed to their in-place
locations, potentially overwriting data on disk that is still referenced by
durable metadata from previous transactions. Therefore, additional optimistic techniques are needed to ensure that durable metadata from earlier
transactions never points to incorrect data blocks changed in later transac-
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tions. Block reuse can lead to a security issue: if user A deletes their file,
and then the deleted block becomes part of user B’s file, a crash should
not lead to user A being able to view user B’s data. Correct block reuse
is one of the update dependency rules required for Soft Updates [251], but
optimistic journaling enforces this rule with a different technique: reuse
after notification.
To understand the motivation for this technique, consider the steps
when a data block DA is freed from one file MA and allocated to another
file, MB and rewritten with the contents DB . Depending on how writes
are re-ordered to disk, a durable version of MA may point to the erroneous
content of DB .
This problem can be fixed with transactions as follows. First, the freeing
of DA and update to MA , denoted MA 0 , is written as part of a transaction
JMA 0 : i; the allocation of DB to MB is written in a later transaction as
DB : i + 1 and JMB : i + 1. Pessimistic journaling ensures that JMA 0 : i occurs
before DB : i + 1 with a traditional flush between every transaction. The
optimistic techniques introduced so far are not sufficient to provide this
guarantee because the writes to DB : i + 1 in their in-place locations cannot
0
be recovered or rolled back if MA
is lost (even if there is a checksum
mismatch and transactions T x : i or T x : i + 1 are found to be incomplete).
Optimistic journaling guarantees that JMA 0 : i occurs before DB : i + 1
by ensuring that data block DA is not re-allocated to another file until the
file system has been notified by the disk that JMA 0 : i has been durably
written; at this point, the data block DA is “durably free.” When the file
MB must be allocated a new data block, the optimistic file system allocates
a “durably-free” data block that is known to not be referenced by any
other files; finding a durably-free data block is straight-forward given the
proposed asynchronous durability notification from disks.
Performing reuse only after notification is unlikely to cause the file
system to wait or to harm performance. Unless the file system is nearly
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100% full, there should always exist a list of data blocks that are known
to be durably free; under normal operating conditions, the file system is
unlikely to need to wait to be informed by the disk that a particular data
block is available.

Selective Data Journaling
Our final optimistic technique selectively journals data blocks that have
been overwritten. This technique allows optimistic journaling to the strong
consistency semantics of data journaling instead of the weaker (but default)
ordered-journaling semantics.
A special case of an update dependency occurs when a data block
is overwritten in a file and the metadata for that file (e.g., size) must be
updated consistently. Optimistic journaling could handle this using reuse
after notification: a new durably-free data block is allocated to the file and
written to disk (DB : j), and then the new metadata is journaled (JMB : j).
The drawback of this approach is that the file system takes on the behavior
of a copy-on-write file system and loses some of the locality benefits of
an update-in-place file system [215]; since optimistic journaling forces a
durably-free data block to be allocated, a file that was originally allocated
contiguously and provided high sequential read and write throughput
may lose its locality for certain random-update workloads.
If update-in-place is desired for performance, a different technique can
be used: selective data journaling. Data journaling places both metadata
and data in the journal and both are then updated in-place during checkpointing. Data journaling is attractive because in-place data blocks are not
overwritten until the transaction is checkpointed; therefore, data blocks
can be reused if their metadata is also updated in the same transaction. The
disadvantage of data journaling is that every data block is written twice
(once in the journal, JD , and once in its checkpointed in-place location, D)
and therefore often has worse performance than ordered journaling [220].
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Figure 6.2: Optimistic Journaling: Selective Data Journaling. The figure
shows that selective data journaling may be used when transactions involve overwriting
in-place data. Data blocks are now placed in the journal and checkpointed after the
transaction is committed.

Selective data journaling allows ordered journaling to be used for the
common case and data journaling only when data blocks are repeatedly
overwritten within the same file and the file needs to maintain its original
layout on disk. In selective data journaling, the checkpoint of both D and
M simply waits for durable notification of all the journal writes (JD , JM ,
and JC ).
Figure 6.2 shows an example of how selective data journaling can be
used to support overwrite, in particular the case where blocks are reused
from previous transactions without clearing the original references to those
blocks. In this example, data blocks for three files have been overwritten
in three separate transactions.
The first transaction illustrates how optimistic ordering ensures that
durable metadata does not point to garbage data. After the file system has
been notified of the durability of T x : 1 (specifically, of JD : 1, JM : 1, and
JC : 1), it may checkpoint both D : 1 and M : 1 to their in-place locations.
Because the file system can write M : 1 without waiting for a durable
notification of D : 1, in the case of crash it is possible for M : 1 to refer to
garbage values in D : 1; however, the recovery process will identify this
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situation due to the checksum mismatch and replay T x : 1 with the correct
values for D : 1.
The second and third transactions illustrate how optimistic ordering
ensures that later writes are visible only if all earlier writes are visible as
well. Specifically, D : 2 and M : 2 have been checkpointed, but only because
both T x : 2 and T x : 1 are both durable; therefore, a client cannot see new
contents for the second file without seeing new contents for the first file.
Furthermore, neither D : 3 nor M : 3 (or any later transactions) can be
checkpointed yet because not all blocks of its transaction are known to be
durable. Thus, selective data journaling provides the desired consistency
semantics while allowing overwrites.

6.2.4

Durability vs. Consistency

Optimistic journaling uses an array of novel techniques to ensure that
writes to disk are properly ordered, or that enough information exists on
disk to recover from an untimely crash when writes are issued out of order;
the result is file-system consistency and proper ordering of writes, but
without guarantees of durability. However, some applications may wish to
force writes to stable storage for the sake of durability, not ordering. In this
case, something more than optimistic ordering is needed; the file system
must either wait for such writes to be persisted (via an asynchronous
durability notification) or issue flushes to force the issue. To separate
these cases, we believe two calls should be provided; an “ordering” sync,
osync(), guarantees ordering between writes, while a “durability” sync,
dsync(), ensures when it returns that pending writes have been persisted.
We now define and compare the guarantees given by osync() and
dsync(). Assume the user makes a series of writes W1 , W2 , ..., Wn . If no
osync() or dsync() calls are made, there is no guarantee as to file-system
state after a crash: any or all of the updates may be lost, and updates may
be applied out of order, i.e., , W2 may be applied without W1 .
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Now consider when every write is followed by dsync(), i.e., , W1 , d1 , W2 ,
d2 , ..., Wn , dn . If a crash happens after di , the file system will recover to a
state with W1 , W2 , ..., Wi applied.
If every write was followed by osync(), i.e., , W1 , o1 , W2 , o2 , ..., Wn , on ,
and a crash happens after oi , the file system will recover to a state with
W1 , W2 , ..., Wi−k applied, where the last k writes had not been made
durable before the crash. We term this eventual durability. Thus osync()
provides prefix semantics [302], ensuring that users always see a consistent
version of the file system, though the data may be stale. Prior research
indicates that prefix semantics are useful in many domains [52].

6.3

Implementation of OptFS

We have implemented the Optimistic File System (OptFS) inside Linux 3.2,
based on the principles outlined before (§6.2), as a variant of the ext4 file
system, with additional changes to the JBD2 journaling layer and virtual
memory subsystem.

6.3.1

Asynchronous Durability Notifications

Since current disks do not implement the proposed asynchronous durability notification interface, OptFS uses an approximation: durability timeouts.
Durability timeouts represent the maximum time interval that the disk
can delay committing a write request to the non-volatile platter. When a
write for block A is received at time T by the disk, the block must be made
durable by time T + TD . The value of TD is specific to each disk, and must
be exported by the disk to higher levels in the storage stack.
Upon expiration of the time interval TD , OptFS considers the block to
be durable; this is equivalent to the disk notifying OptFS after TD seconds.
Note that to account for other delays in the I/O subsystem, TD is measured
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from the time the write is acknowledged by the disk, and not from the
time the write is issued by the file system.
This approximation is limiting; TD might overestimate the durability interval, leading to performance problems and memory pressure; TD might
underestimate the durability interval, comprising consistency. OptFS errs
towards safety and sets TD to be 30 seconds.

6.3.2

Handling Data Blocks

OptFS does not journal all data blocks: newly allocated data blocks are
only checksummed; their contents are not stored in the journal. This
complicates journal recovery as data-block contents may change after the
checksum was recorded. Due to selective data journaling, a data block
that is not journaled (as it is newly allocated) in one transaction might
be overwritten in the following transaction and therefore journaled. For
example, consider data block D with content A belonging to T x1 . The
checksum A will be recorded in T x1 . D is overwritten by T x2 , with content
B. Although this sequence is valid, the checksum A in T x1 will not match
the content B in D.
This necessitates individual block checksums, since checksum mismatch of a single block is not a problem if the block belongs to a later
valid transaction. In contrast, since the frozen state of metadata blocks are
stored in the journal, checksumming over the entire set is sufficient for
metadata transactional checksums. We explain how OptFS handles this
during recovery shortly.
OptFS does not immediately write out checksummed data blocks; they
are collected in memory and written in large batches upon transaction
commit. This increases performance in some workloads.
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6.3.3

Optimistic Techniques

We now describe the implementation of the optimistic journaling techniques. We also describe how OptFS reverts to more traditional mechanisms in some circumstances (e.g., when the journal runs out of space).
In-Order Journal Recovery: OptFS recovers transactions in the order they
were committed to the journal. A transaction can be replayed only if all
its data blocks belong to valid transactions, and the checksum computed
over metadata blocks matches that in the commit block.
OptFS performs recovery in two passes: the first pass linearly scans
the journal, compiling a list of data blocks with checksum mismatches
and the first journal transaction that contained each block. If a later valid
transaction matches the block checksum, the block is deleted from the
list. At the end of the scan, the earliest transaction in the list is noted. The
next pass performs journal recovery until the faulting transaction, thus
ensuring consistency.
OptFS journal recovery might take longer than ext4 recovery since
OptFS might need to read data blocks off non-contiguous disk locations
while ext4 only needs to read the contiguous journal to perform recovery.
In-Order Journal Release: When the virtual memory (VM) subsystem
informs OptFS that checkpoint blocks have been acknowledged at time
T , OptFS sets the transaction cleanup time as T +TD , after which it is freed
from the journal.
When the journal is running out of space, it may not be optimal to wait
for the durability timeout interval before freeing up journal blocks. Under
memory pressure, OptFS may need to free memory buffers of checkpoint
blocks that have been issued to the disk and are waiting for durability
timeouts. In such cases, OptFS issues a disk flush, ensuring the durability
of checkpoint blocks that have been acknowledged by the disk. This allows
OptFS to clean journal blocks belonging to some checkpointed transactions
and free associated memory buffers.
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Checksums: OptFS checksums data blocks using the same CRC32 algorithm used for metadata. A tag is created for each data block which stores
the block number and its checksum. Data tags are stored in the descriptor
blocks along with tags for metadata checksums.
Background Write after Notification: OptFS uses the VM subsystem to
perform background writes. Checkpoint metadata blocks are marked
as dirty and the expiry field of each block is set to be T + TD (the disk
acknowledged the commit block at T ). T will reflect the time that the entire
transaction has been acknowledged because the commit is not issued until
the disk acknowledges data and metadata writes. The blocks are then
handed off to the VM subsystem.
During periodic background writes, the VM subsystem checks if each
dirty block has expired: if so, the block is written out; otherwise the VM
subsystem rechecks the block on its next periodic write-out cycle.
Reuse after Notification: Upon transaction commit, OptFS adds deleted
data blocks to a global in-memory list of blocks that will be freed after the
durability time-out, TD . A background thread periodically frees blocks
with expired durability timeouts. Upon file-system unmount, all list blocks
are freed.
When the file system runs out of space, if the reuse list contains blocks,
a disk flush is issued; this ensures the durability of transactions which
freed the blocks in the list. These blocks are then set to be free. We expect
that these “safety” flushes will be used infrequently.
Selective Data Journaling: Upon a block write, the block allocation information (which is reflected in New state of the buffer_head) is used to determine
whether the block was newly allocated. If the write is an overwrite, the
block is journaled as if it was metadata.
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Workload
Append

Overwrite

Delayed Blocks
Data
JM , JC
Multiple blocks
Data
JM , JC
Multiple blocks

Crash points
Total Consistent
50
50
50
50
100
100
50
50
50
50
100
100

Table 6.3: Reliability Evaluation. The table shows the total number of simulated
crashpoints, and the number of crashpoints resulting in a consistent state after remounting
the file system and running recovery.

6.4

Evaluation

We now evaluate our prototype implementation of OptFS on two axes:
reliability and performance. Experiments were performed on an Intel Core
i3-2100 CPU with 16 GB of memory, a Hitachi DeskStar 7K1000.B 1 TB
drive, and running Linux 3.2. The experiments were repeatable; numbers
reported are the average over 10 runs.

6.4.1

Reliability

To verify OptFS’s consistency guarantees, we build and apply a crashrobustness framework to it under two synthetic workloads. The first
appends blocks to the end of a file; the second overwrites blocks of an
existing file; both issue osync() calls frequently to induce more ordering
points and thus stress OptFS machinery.
Crash simulation is performed using the following steps:
1. Capture an image of the file-system in its initial state.
2. Run workload and trace all writes performed. The trace also includes
write data.
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3. Re-order the writes in the trace (while obeying flush semantics).
4. Pick a random point P in the trace.
5. Drop all writes after point P from the trace.
6. Apply writes from trace to initial file-system image to obtain a crash
image
7. Mount file system from crash image and allow it to recover.
The resulting file-system state emulates file-system after a crash at a
random point of time; at the point of the crash, some writes would have
become durable (and therefore available after the crash), while other writes
would be in the volatile disk cache (and therefore lost due to the crash).
Table 6.3 shows the results of 400 different crash scenarios. OptFS
recovers correctly in each case to a file system with a consistent prefix of
updates (§6.2.4).

6.4.2

Performance

We first present a figure that depicts how write requests pass through
different layers in the storage stack for ext4 and OptFS. We then analyze the performance of OptFS and ext4 over several micro- and macrobenchmarks.
Illustrating OptFS I/O Handling. Figure 6.4 shows how write requests
are processed in ext4 and OptFS, while running the Varmail workload. This
figure allows us to intuitively understand why using osync() on OptFS
is faster than using fsync() on ext4. ext4 issues a FLUSH to ensure that D
and JM are persisted before JC – persisting all those writes requires 51.3
milliseconds. ext4 also issues a FLUSH to ensure checkpointing happens
after JC is persisted; this results in an additional 8.5 milliseconds. Overall,
the application waits a total of 61.8 milliseconds before it can issue the
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next set of writes. In contrast, OptFS does not issue flushes when the
application calls osync(); this results in the wait time reduced from 61.8
ms to a mere 3 ms (the time for the writes to propagate down the storage
stack to the disk cache).
We analyze the performance of OptFS under a number of micro- and
macro-benchmarks. Figure 6.5 illustrates OptFS performance under these
workloads; details of the workloads are found in the caption.
Micro-benchmarks: OptFS sequential-write performance is similar to
ordered mode; however, sequential overwrites cause bandwidth to drop to
half of that of ordered mode as OptFS writes every block twice. Random
writes on OptFS are 3x faster than on ext4 ordered mode, as OptFS converts
random overwrites into sequential journal writes (due to selective data
journaling). If the journal size is set to 1 GB, and 2 GB of random writes
are issued, OptFS performs 15% worse than ordered mode due to journal
checkpointing overhead.
On the Createfiles benchmark, OptFS performs 2x better than ext4
ordered mode, as ext4 writes dirty blocks in the background for a number
of reasons (e.g., hitting the threshold for the amount of dirty in-memory
data), while OptFS consolidates the writes and issues them upon commit.
When we modified ext4 to stop the background writes, its performance
was similar to OptFS.
Macro-benchmarks: We run the Filebench Fileserver, Webserver, and
Varmail workloads [171]. OptFS performs similarly to ext4 ordered mode
without flushes for Fileserver and Webserver. Varmail’s frequent fsync()
calls cause a significant number of flushes, leading to OptFS performing 7x
better than ext4. ext4, even with flushes disabled, does not perform as well
as OptFS since OptFS delays writing dirty blocks, issuing them in large
batches periodically or on commit; in contrast, the background pdflush
threads issue writes in small batches so as to not affect foreground activity.
Finally, we run the MySQL OLTP benchmark from Sysbench [12] to
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Performance is shown normalized to
ext4 ordered mode with flushes. The absolute performance of ordered mode with flushes is
shown above each workload. Sequential writes are to 80 GB files. 200K random writes are
performed over a 10 GB file, with an fsync() every 1K writes. The overwrite benchmark
sequentially writes over a 32 GB file. Createfiles uses 64 threads to create 1M files.
Fileserver emulates file-server activity, using 50 threads to perform a sequence of creates,
deletes, appends, reads, and writes. Webserver emulates a multi-threaded web host server,
performing sequences of open-read-close on multiple files plus a log file append, with
100 threads. Varmail emulates a multi-threaded mail server, performing a sequence of
create-append-sync, read-append-sync, reads, and deletes in a single directory. Each
workload was run for 660 seconds. MySQL OLTP benchmark performs 200K queries
over a table with 1M rows.

Figure 6.5: Performance Comparison.
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investigate the performance on database workloads. OptFS performs 10x
better than ordered mode with flushes, and 40% worse than ordered mode
without flushes (due to the many in-place overwrites of MySQL, which
result in selective data journaling).
Background Writes: On the Createfiles and Varmail benchmark, we
notice that even after disabling flushes, ext4 does not perform as well as
OptFS. This is due to a difference in how dirty data in the buffer cache
is written out to disk. The pdflush daemon threads are responsible for
writing out dirty data. Data writeout is affected by a number of systemwide parameters in /proc/sys/vm. Reproducing the three most significant
parameters from the kernel documentation:
dirty_ratio. Contains, as a percentage of total available memory that contains free pages and reclaimable pages, the number of pages at which a process which is generating disk writes will itself start writing out dirty data.
The ratio could also be expressed as a number of bytes with dirty_bytes.
The default is 10 percent.
dirty_background_ratio. Contains, as a percentage of total available
memory that contains free pages and reclaimable pages, the number of
pages at which the background kernel flusher threads will start writing
out dirty data. The default is 5 percent.
dirty_expire_centisecs. This tunable is used to define when dirty data is
old enough to be eligible for writeout by the kernel flusher threads. It is
expressed in 100’ths of a second. Data which has been dirty in-memory
for longer than this interval will be written out next time a flusher thread
wakes up. The default is 30 seconds.
Table 6.6 shows how file-system performance is affected when these
parameters are tuned. The workload used is Filebench Createfiles. As
dirty_ratio and dirty_background_ratio are increased to make the
background threads lazier, ext4 performance gets closer to OptFS performance. With values of 90 for both these parameters, ext4 performance
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DBR
5
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Setup
DR DEC (s)
10
5
50
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270
80
540
90
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Ratio:
OptFS / ext4
2.02 (default)
1.55
1.29
1.15
0.92

The table shows how tuning
dirty block writeout by pdflush threads affects file-system performance for the Filebench
Createfiles workload. OptFS writes out dirty blocks lazily, collecting them into big batches.
ext4 dirty data is written out eagerly (when 5 percent of memory is dirty) by background
threads. When the background threads are tuned to behave more lazily, ext4 performance
is similar to OptFS. Ext4 performs better when the background threads batch writes more
than OptFS. Legend: DBR – Dirty Background Ratio. DR – Dirty Ratio. DEC – Dirty
Expire Centiseconds (shown here in seconds).

Table 6.6: Dirty Block Background Writeout.

is similar to OptFS performance. Although dirty_expire_centisecs affects background writeout behavior (blocks are not written out until they
have been dirty for as long as this parameter indicates), it is not the determining factor for file-system performance. We have not explored the
relation between these parameters and their effect on file-system performance deeply.
Summary: OptFS significantly outperforms ordered mode with flushes
on most workloads, providing the same level of consistency at considerably lower cost. On many workloads, OptFS performs as well as ordered
mode without flushes, which offers no consistency guarantees. OptFS may
not be suited for workloads which consist mainly of sequential overwrites.

6.4.3

Resource consumption

Table 6.8 compares the resource consumption of OptFS and ext4 for a
660 second run of Varmail. OptFS consumes 10% more CPU than ext4
ordered mode without flushes. Some of this overhead in our prototype can
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Figure 6.7: Performance with Small Journals. The figure shows the variation
in OptFS performance on the MySQL OLTP benchmark as the journal size is varied.
When OptFS runs out of journal space, it issues flushes to safely checkpoint transactions.
Note that even in this stress scenario, OptFS performance is 5x better than ext4 ordered
mode with flushes.

be attributed to CRC32 data checksumming and the background thread
which frees data blocks with expired durability timeouts, though further
investigation is required.
OptFS delays checkpointing and holds metadata in memory longer
than ext4, thereby increasing memory consumption. Moreover, OptFS
delays data writes until transaction commit time, increasing performance
for some workloads (e.g., Filebench Createfiles), but at the cost of additional
memory load.

6.4.4

Journal size

When OptFS runs out of journal space, it issues flushes in order to checkpoint transactions and free journal blocks. To investigate the performance
of OptFS in such a situation, we reduce the journal size and run the MySQL
OLTP benchmark. The results are shown in Figure 6.7. Note that due to
selective data journaling, OptFS performance will be lower than that of
ext4 without flushes, even with large journals. We find that OptFS performs well with reasonably sized journals of 512 MB and greater; only
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with smaller journal sizes does performance degrade near the level of ext4
with flushes.

6.5

Case Studies

We now show how to use OptFS ordering guarantees to provide meaningful application-level crash consistency. Specifically, we study atomic
updates in a text editor (gedit) and logging within a database (SQLite).

6.5.1

Atomic Update within Gedit

Many applications atomically update a file with the following sequence:
first, create a new version of the file under a temporary name; second, call
fsync() on the file to force it to disk; third, rename the file to the desired
file name, replacing the original atomically with the new contents (some
applications issue another fsync() to the parent directory, to persist the
name change). The gedit text editor, which we study here, performs this
sequence to update a file, ensuring that either the old or new contents are
in place in their entirety, but never a mix.
To study the effectiveness of OptFS for this usage, we modified gedit
to use osync() instead of fsync(), thus ensuring order is preserved. We
then take a block-level I/O trace when running under both ext4 (with
and without flushes) and OptFS, and simulate a large number of crash
points and I/O re-orderings in order to determine what happens during a
crash. Specifically, we create a disk image that corresponds to a particular
subset of writes taking place before a crash; we then mount the image, run
recovery, and test for correctness.
Table 6.9 shows our results. With OptFS, the saved filename always
points to either the old or new versions of the data in their entirety; atomic
update is achieved. In a fair number of crashes, old contents are recovered,
as OptFS delays writing updates; this is the basic trade-off OptFS makes,
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File system
ext4 ordered mode with flushes
ext4 ordered mode without flushes
OptFS

CPU %
3.39
14.86
25.32

Memory (MB)
486.75
516.03
749.4

Table 6.8: Resource Consumption. The table shows the average resource consumption by OptFS and ext4 ordered mode for a 660 second run of Filebench Varmail.
OptFS incurs additional overhead due to optimistic techniques such as data transactional
checksumming.

gedit
SQLite
ext4 w/o ext4 w/ OptFS ext4 w/o ext4 w/ OptFS
flush flush
flush flush
Total crashpoints
50
50
50
100
100
100
Inconsistent
7
0
0
73
0
0
Old state
26
21
36
8
50
76
New state
17
29
14
19
50
24
Time per op (ms) 1.12
39.4
0.84
23.38
152
15.3
The table shows the number of
simulated crashpoints that resulted in a consistent or inconsistent application state after
remounting. It also shows the time required for an application operation.

Table 6.9: Case Study: Gedit and SQLite.

increasing performance but delaying durability. With ext4 (without flush),
a significant number of crashpoints resulted in inconsistencies, including
unmountable file systems and corrupt data. As expected, ext4 (with flush)
did better, resulting in new or old contents exactly as dictated by the
fsync() boundary.
The last row of Table 6.9 compares the performance of atomic updates
in OptFS and ext4. OptFS delivers performance similar to ext4 without
flushes, roughly 40x faster per operation than ext4 with flushes.
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6.5.2

Temporary Logging in SQLite

We now investigate the use of osync() in a database management system,
SQLite. To implement ACID transactions, SQLite first creates a temporary
log file, writes some information to it, and calls fsync(). SQLite then
updates the database file in place, calls fsync() on the database file, and
finally deletes the log file. After a crash, if a log file is present, SQLite uses
the log file for recovery (if necessary); the database is guaranteed to be
recovered to either the pre- or post-transaction state.
Although SQLite transactions provide durability by default, its developers assert that many situations do not require it, and that “sync” can
be replaced with pure ordering points in such cases. The following is an
excerpt from the SQLite documentation [262]:

As long as all writes that occur before the sync are completed
before any write that happens after the sync, no database corruption will occur. [...] the database will at least continue to be
consistent, and that is what most people care about (emphasis ours).

We now conduct the same consistency and performance tests for SQLite.
With a small set of tables (≈30KB in size), we create a transaction to move
records from one half the tables to the other half. After a simulated disk
image that corresponds to a particular crash-point is mounted, if consistent,
SQLite should recover the database to either the pre-transaction (old) or
post-transaction (new) state. The results in Table 6.9 are similar to the gedit
case-study: OptFS always results in a consistent state, while ext4 (without
flushes) does not. OptFS performs 10x better than ext4 with flushes, while
providing the same level of consistency.
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6.6

Conclusion

We presented Optimistic Crash Consistency, a new approach to maintaining crash consistency in file systems. In contrast to standard pessimistic
consistency techniques (such as journaling), which always flush the disk
cache to order writes, optimistic crash consistency takes advantage of the
fact that crashes are rare, and that ordering can be achieved by several
light-weight mechanisms (such as checksums).
Optimistic Crash Consistency allows the file system to write to storage
in any order (with the exception of checkpoint writes). Since the storage
controller is no longer constrained by write orders, it can write to the
storage in the manner that maximizes performance. By speculatively persisting writes, and making writes visible to the user only at well-defined
points, Optimistic Crash Consistency allows the file system to obtain excellent performance and strong crash-consistency guarantees.
We implemented the principles of Optimistic Crash Consistency in
the Optimistic File System (OptFS), a variant of the ext4 journaling file
system. We emulate random crashes and show that OptFS provides strong
consistency guarantees. We evaluate OptFS performance using a variety
of micro- and macro-benchmarks, and show that OptFS performance is
significant higher (an order of magnitude in some cases) than the default
mode of ext4.
We introduce two new file-system primitives, osync() and dsync(),
which decouple ordering from durability. We study two applications,
Gedit and SQLite, and show that both applications can employ the new
primitives to obtain high performance and meaningful semantics. We
believe that such decoupling holds the key to resolving the constant tension
between consistency and performance in file systems.
The source code for OptFS can be obtained at: http://www.cs.wisc.
edu/adsl/Software/optfs. We hope that this will encourage adoption of
the optimistic approach to consistency.
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7
Discussion
We now discuss how the systems built as part of this dissertation compare
with each other, and how techniques presented in this dissertation can be
used in other contexts. First, we compare NoFS and OptFS among several
axes (§7.1). We then describe how optimistic techniques could be used
in other contexts (such as on new storage technologies) (§7.2). We then
discuss the challenges in using the osync() system call (§7.3). Finally, we
describe our interactions with industry about the new interfaces proposed
in this dissertation (§7.4).

7.1

Comparing NoFS and OptFS

NoFS and OptFS were designed to satisfy different goals: NoFS was designed to separate crash consistency from I/O ordering, while OptFS was
designed to separate crash consistency from I/O durability. Thus, they
involve different design decisions. We now compare them along several
axes: hardware requirements, usability, and performance.

7.1.1

Hardware Requirements

NoFS and OptFS require different hardware support. NoFS requires that
the storage device provides the ability to write an 8-byte backpointer and a
4K block atomically. OptFS requires that the drive informs the file system
when submitted writes have become durable.
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SCSI drives provide the Data Integrity Field, atomically writing 8 bytes
of extra data with each 512 byte sector [274]. Seagate offers drives that
store 4K block plus a few bytes of additional data integrity information in
an atomic fashion [246]. However, the extra 8 bytes are usually used by
the device driver to write checksums or similar redundant information;
current device drivers do not allow the developer to write arbitrary content
into the 8 bytes.
Although we have described the most general and ideal version of
asynchronous durability notifications in this work, there are several ways
in which durability notifications could be realized on storage systems.
Implementing durability notifications does not require that the hardware
be modified; for example, one could envision a service that keeps track
of the durability of in-flight writes, issues flushes periodically, and sends
durability notifications to the file system. We have not explored how best
to implement durability notifications in software.
In summary, we believe it will be possible to run both OptFS and NoFS
on today’s hard drives. NoFS will require writing new device drivers,
while OptFS will require writing new software layers.

7.1.2

Usability

An important feature missing in NoFS is the atomic rename() system call
that is used to atomically update files. Atomic rename is critical in the
following update sequence:
1. Create temporary file
2. Write temporary file with the entire contents of the old file, plus
updates
3. Persist temporary file via fsync()
4. Atomically rename temporary file over old file.
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At the end of this sequence, the file should exist in either the old state or
the new state with all the updates. If rename() is not atomic, or operations
can be re-ordered, the entire file could be lost due to an inopportune crash
(something that has been observed in deployment [59]). Thus, hundreds
of applications will have to rewritten to achieve atomicity in a different
manner on NoFS.
OptFS supports rename() since journal transactions are applied atomically to the file system (all rename() changes end up in the same transaction). By providing both osync() and dsync(), applications can choose at
different points to achieve ordering or durability. Applications will still
have to rewritten to take advantage of osync(), but current applications
will run correctly on top of OptFS.

7.1.3

Performance

A straight-forward comparison of the performance is NoFS and OptFS
is challenging as they provide different semantics. For example, a user
cannot order writes in NoFS. The best way to compare is consider a use case
where the application does not need to order any writes, and hence never
calls osync() (or dsync() for ordering purposes). Furthermore, consider
that OptFS uses extremely large transactions. Thus, all application writes
in OptFS will be part of one big journal transaction, with no additional
transactions for ordering.
In this example, the primary difference between NoFS and OptFS is
that all writes go to the journal in OptFS, whereas they are written in-place
in NoFS. This will cause performance differences if the checkpoint traffic
in OptFS interferes with the journal writes. For example, for the MySQL
OLTP benchmark, selective data journaling causes two writes every time a
file block is overwritten. Such double writes result in OptFS performance
being significantly lower than NoFS.
NoFS performance will always be equivalent or higher than that of
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OptFS, since NoFS does not worry about write ordering or atomicity of
file-system operations.

7.1.4

Summary

NoFS and OptFS are meant for different use cases. NoFS demonstrates
that it is possible to achieve file-system crash consistency without ordering writes. However, it is intended for applications that do not require
rename()(§5.5.2). For these applications, NoFS delivers high performance.
OptFS demonstrates that decoupling ordering and durability significantly improves performance. While OptFS is backward-compatible with
existing applications, it improves significantly for applications that use
the osync() primitive.

7.2

Optimistic Techniques in Other Contexts

In Section 6.2, optimistic techniques were described in a specific context:
the ext4 journaling file system. We now describe how these optimistic
techniques can be applied in other contexts.

7.2.1

Optimistic Techniques in Other Crash-Consistency
Mechanisms

Optimistic Crash Consistency has a core requirement: the file system
should be able to query the dirty/clean status of writes in the cache (e.g., via
asynchronous durability notifications). Given this primitive, it is then
possible to convert any crash-consistency mechanism that uses ordering
points into an optimistic protocol. We now briefly discuss different crashconsistency mechanisms and the challenges in making them optimistic.
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Journaling. The main difference between ext4 and other journaling file
systems such as XFS [272], ReiserFS [229], and JFS [27] is that only ext4
provides data journaling. Optimistic Journaling uses Selective Data Journaling (§6.2.3) to provide guarantees equivalent to data journaling mode of
ext4. Hence, without modifications to add data journaling, the optimistic
versions of the other file systems will not be able to provide the strong
crash-consistency guarantees of ext4. The other differences between the
file systems (such as using extent-based allocation instead of block-based
allocation) do not significantly affect crash consistency.

Copy-on-Write. Copy-on-write file systems such as WAFL [114], ZFS [29]
and Btrfs [166] lend themselves nicely to optimistic techniques. Since all
data and metadata is versioned, writing to a new subtree replaces writing
to the journal, with the root pointer change replacing the transaction commit. The checkpointing phase is done away with entirely. However, new
challenges arise due to garbage collection, and new optimistic techniques
specific to copy-on-write file systems will need to be developed.

Soft Updates. Soft Updates depends entirely on carefully ordering writes
for crash consistency. Ordering writes is usually done via disk cache
flushes. Given a primitive such as asynchronous durability notifications,
Soft Updates could be modified to maintain crash consistency without
issuing flushes, thus increasing performance significantly.

File-System Check. File systems such as ext2 [38], which depend upon
the file-system checker [175] to restore consistency after a crash, will not
benefit from employing optimistic principles. Such file systems do not
need to issue flushes to maintain crash consistency. However, from a user’s
point of view, introducing osync() in such file systems will make it easier
to build crash-consistent applications.
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Technology
DRAM
NAND FLash
PCM
Disk

Read
60 ns
25 µs
115 ns
2–15 ms

Write
60 ns
20–500 µs
120 µs
2–15 ms

Table 7.1: Access Latency of Different Storage Media. The table shows the
read and write latency for small, random I/O on different storage media. These numbers
are based on demonstrated prototypes [243, 298].

7.2.2

Optimistic Techniques in Other Media

We now discuss whether optimistic techniques would be relevant or useful
on other storage media such as Flash [9] or non-volatile memory such
as phase-change memory [149], Spin-Transfer Torque RAM [116], and
memristors [270]. Table 7.1 lists the access latencies of some of these
technologies.
We discuss the performance of OptFS on Flash, and then discuss how
optimistic techniques could be applied in non-volatile memory storage
systems.
Optimistic Techniques on Flash
Most Flash SSDs available (as of July 2015) are equipped with DRAM write
caches. Several high-end SSDS available on the market today are equipped
with super-capacitors [55, 122, 259]. These super-capacitors ensure that all
the dirty data in the volatile cache is made persistent in the event of power
loss. However, recent work has shown that despite these super-capacitors,
power loss leads to corruption and data loss on many SSDs [150, 317].
Hence, flushing dirty data from the caches is still recommended to ensure
durability.
Therefore, it seems worthwhile to investigate the performance cost of
flushing on Flash SSDs. We ran experiments to compare the performance
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System
ext4 (with flush)
ext4 (without flush)
OptFS
OptFS (without selective journaling)

Op/s
13018.89
13835.74
6794.84
13321.56

The table shows the
performance of ext4 and OptFS in different modes for the Filebench Varmail workload
running on top of an SSD.

Table 7.2: ext4 and OptFS performance on SSDs.

of ext4 and OptFS on the Filebench Varmail workload running on top of an
SSD. The SSD was Intel SSD 520 series (120 GB). The results are presented
in Table 7.2.
We make several observations based on the results. First, the performance difference between enabling and disabling flushes on SSDs (6%) is
significantly lower than on disks. We suspect that this results from storagestack latencies: our experiments revealed that a write takes around one
millisecond to propagate down the Linux kernel stack. Given that the stack
propagation delay is 2X–50X the latency of a write, software latencies dominate the hardware access latencies. On flash-optimized storage system
such as DFS [130], Onyx [10] Moneta [41], the results may be different.
Second, OptFS performance is about 50% that of ext4 for this workload.
When selective journaling is turned off in OptFS, OptFS performance is
similar to ext4. We have not analyzed why selective journaling leads to
different performance on disks and SSDs.
The current implementation of OptFS is not optimized for SSDs. Since
an SSD write only requires a few hundred microseconds [298], any additional CPU processing performed by OptFS significantly affects system
performance. For example, our preliminary test results show that the
CRC32 checksum computation is a significant part of the total run-time of
the Filebench Varmail workload. We could optimize this by using a computationally lighter checksum. However, our results indicate that unless
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the time taken to propagate a write down the storage stack is optimized,
such optimizations will have limited effect on performance.

7.2.3

Optimistic Techniques on NVM

Recent work on non-volatile memory place non-volatile memory directly
on the memory bus, side-by-side with DRAM [56, 159, 190]. The reasoning
behind this decision is that NVM has low access latencies (in the hundreds
of nanoseconds for PCM [298]. STT-RAM is expected to be even faster);
putting NVM behind an I/O bus would waste the performance benefits
of NVM while also forcing block-based access [56].
However, putting NVM on the memory bus leads to crash-consistency
challenges that are similar to ones discussed in this dissertation. A write
is first stored in volatile CPU caches, and later written back to non-volatile
memory (similar to how a write is stored first in the page cache and later
written to the disk). The order in which non-volatile memory is updated
is important for crash consistency.
Thus, storage systems are required to enforce ordering on the writes
to non-volatile memory. Similar to the situation for disks, flushing the
CPU caches is an extremely expensive way to order writes to non-volatile
memory. Different research groups have come up with different ways to
tackle this problem.
BPFS [56] introduces a new hardware primitive called the epoch barrier
to order writes to non-volatile memory. Using the epoch barrier allows
BPFS to decouple ordering and durability, similar to OptFS. However,
while OptFS required hardware changes only to the storage device, BPFS
requires changes to the processor core, the caches, and memory controller,
and the non-volatile memory chips.
Mnemosyne [298] builds on Intel’s fence and flush instructions [123]
to provide barriers and flushes without requiring additional hardware
modifications. Volos et al. show that it is possible to build higher-level
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interfaces such as atomic regions and transactions on top of these low-level
primitives.
We believe that asynchronous durability notifications are more powerful than fence instructions, and that they will lead to better performance
in the common case. Given a complex graph of dependencies, figuring
out the order of writes in which the minimum number of barriers are
required is not trivial. In the case of asynchronous durability notifications,
each layer in the system that is concerned about ordering among writes
will take care to issue its own writes in the correct order, not worrying
about writes of other layers. In contrast, we believe that using barriers in a
multi-layer storage stack will lead to a proliferation of barriers. As of 2010,
the Linux kernel no longer supports barriers, instead using Forced Unit
Access commands [60].
Work done at CMU by Moraru et al. [190] and Lu et al. [159] is closely
related to OptFS. In both works, the hardware is modified so that the
dirty status of writes in the caches can be queried by software. Instead of
notifications when a write becomes durable, the tag associated with the
write is changed in each cache level. Similar to optimistic crash consistency,
Lu et al. speculatively write to new locations on non-volatile memory, and
make the new writes visible upon commit.
Thus, optimistic principles are relevant and applicable to non-volatile
memory. Introduction of new non-volatile technologies such as STT-RAM
and memristors will create new challenges for storage-system designers
who seek to employ optimistic principles.

7.2.4

Optimistic Techniques in Distributed Systems

The principles of optimistic crash consistency are not limited to singlenode systems. Distributed systems that employ disks with volatile caches
face crash-consistency problems similar to those of single-node systems;
optimistic techniques can be applied in such distributed systems.
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In collaboration with Microsoft Research, we employed optimistic
techniques in a distributed storage system, Blizzard1 . The Blizzard work
was published as a paper titled Blizzard: Fast, Cloud-scale Block Storage for
Cloud-oblivious Applications in NSDI 2014 [180]. We now briefly describe
the problem Blizzard was trying to solve, its relation to OptFS, and how it
differed from OptFS. We describe only the aspects of Blizzard that relate to
optimistic crash consistency – please refer to the paper [180] for complete
details.
Motivation
With the advent of cloud computing, enterprises are looking to move their
applications onto the cloud. Given that cloud service providers such as
Amazon have scale-out storage services, enterprises reasonably expect that
their application performance will improve drastically. POSIX applications
have two characteristics that make them a poor fit for scale-out storage:
1. POSIX applications issue small, random I/Os that are typically 32–
128 KB in size [151, 297]. Many scale-out file systems, such as the
Google File System [238], are built to optimize large, sequential I/Os.
2. POSIX applications order their writes using fsync() to ensure consistency [216]. Such fsync() calls serialize writes and block the application, preventing applications from exploiting I/O parallelism.
Due to these characteristics, simply running POSIX applications on
scale-out file systems does not provide the required performance for POSIX
applications. This poses a problem since there are hundreds of POSIX
applications that customers would like to run on the cloud, yet most
customers do not have the technical knowledge and skills to rewrite their
applications for cloud platforms.
1

Work done as an intern at Microsoft Research, Redmond
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Blizzard aims to solve this problem. Blizzard allows unmodified, cloudoblivious POSIX applications to run on fast, scalable cloud storage [195]
and obtain 2–10× performance. Blizzard is a high-performance block
store that is exposed to Windows applications as a virtual SATA drive.
However, Blizzard translates block reads and writes to parallel I/Os on
remote drives.
Using Optimistic Principles in Blizzard
Let us assume that the client application can generate enough I/O to saturate the combined I/O bandwidth of the storage cluster. Ideally, Blizzard
would like to write to all remote disks in parallel. Unfortunately, many
applications use fsync() to serialize writes to ensure consistency [216].
Each fsync() causes a SATA FLUSH command at the drive. Some applications, such as databases, interact with the SATA drive directly, and issue
SATA FLUSH commands to serialize writes. Each FLUSH command acts as a
write barrier, preventing writes issued after the command from becoming
durable until all writes issued before the command have become durable.
This prevents Blizzard from making writes durable in parallel.
Storage Substrate. Blizzard uses Flat Datacenter Storage (FDS) as its lowlevel storage substrate [195]. FDS is a datacenter-scale blob store that connects all clients and disks using a network with full-bisection bandwidth,
i.e., no oversubscription [99]. FDS also provisions each storage server
with enough network bandwidth to match its aggregate disk bandwidth.
For example, a single physical disk has roughly 128 MB/s of maximum
sequential access speed. 128 MB/s is 1 Gbps, so if a storage server has ten
disks, FDS provisions that server with a 10 Gbps NIC; if the server has
20 disks, it receives two 10 Gbps NICs. The resulting storage substrate
provides a locality-oblivious storage layer; any client can access any remote
disk at maximum disk speeds. A Blizzard virtual disk is backed by a single
FDS blob.
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Flushes as Ordering Barriers. Blizzard solves this problem by issuing
writes in a way that respects flush-order semantics. Each FLUSH request
starts a new flush epoch. When Blizzard’s virtual disk receives a FLUSH
request, it immediately acknowledges the flush to the client application,
even though Blizzard has not made writes from that flush epoch durable.
If the client or the virtual disk crashes, the disk will always recover to a
consistent state in which writes from different flush epochs will never be
intermingled – all writes up to some epoch N − 1 will be durable; some
writes from epoch N will be durable; and all writes from subsequent
epochs are lost. Note that this is similar to the semantics offered by OptFS,
with epochs defined by FLUSH commands instead of osync() or fsync()
commands. Similar to OptFS, Blizzard provides eventual durability.
Design Overview. Blizzard provides eventual durability by using techniques similar to OptFS. When a write becomes durable at a remote drive, it
is not immediately visible to the application. The Blizzard client makes prefixes of durable writes visible to the application. Similar to asynchronous
durability notifications, a process running at each remote drive sends a
message to the Blizzard client when a write has become durable. Thus,
Blizzard can issue writes in parallel and out-of-order, and based on notifications from remote drives, can make a prefix visible to the application.
This allows Blizzard to exploit I/O parallelism to significantly increase
performance.
To maximize the rate at which writes are issued, Blizzard defines a
scheme that allows writes to be acknowledged immediately and issued
immediately, regardless of their flush epoch. This means that writes may
become durable out-of-order. However, Blizzard enforces eventual durability using two mechanisms. First, Blizzard uses a log structure to avoid
updating blocks in place; thus, if a particular write fails to become durable,
Blizzard can recover a consistent version of the target virtual disk block.
Second, even though Blizzard issues each new write immediately, Blizzard
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uses a deterministic permutation to determine which log entry (i.e., which
<tract,offset>) should receive the write. To recover to a consistent state
after a crash, the client can start from the last checkpointed epoch and
permutation position, and roll the permutation forward, examining log
entries and determining the last epoch which successfully retired.
Data Structures. Let there be V blocks in the virtual disk, where each
block is of equal size, a size that reflects the average I/O size for the client
(say, 64 KB or 128 KB). The V virtual blocks are backed by P physical
blocks (where P > V) in the underlying FDS blob. Blizzard treats the
physical blocks as a log structure. Blizzard maintains a blockMap that
tracks the backing physical block for each virtual block. Blizzard also
maintains an allocationBitMap that indicates which physical blocks are
currently in use. When the client issues a read to a virtual block, Blizzard
consults the blockMap to determine which physical block contains the
desired data. Handling writes is more complicated, as explained below.
Blizzard maintains a counter called currEpoch; this counter is incremented
for each flush request, and all writes are tagged with currEpoch. Blizzard
also maintains a counter called lastDurableEpoch which represents the
last epoch for which all writes are retired.
Virtual-to-Physical translation. When Blizzard initializes the virtual disk,
it creates a deterministic permutation of the physical blocks. This permutation represents the order in which Blizzard will update the log. For
example, if the permutation begins 18, 3,. . . , then the first write, regardless of the virtual block target, would go to physical block 18, and the
second write, regardless of the virtual block target, would go to physical
block 3. Importantly, Blizzard can represent a permutation of length P in
O(1) space, not O(P) space. Using a linear congruential generator [138],
Blizzard only needs to store three integer parameters (a, c, and m), and
another integer representing the current position in the permutation. As
we will describe later, the serialized permutation will go into the check-
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points that Blizzard creates.
Handling Reads and Writes. Handling reads is simple: when the client
wants data from a particular virtual block, Blizzard uses the blockMap to
find which physical block contains that data; Blizzard then fetches the
data.
Handling writes requires more bookkeeping. When a write arrives,
Blizzard issues the write to the next unallocated physical block in the
deterministic permutation. Blizzard then places the write in a queue.
Blizzard uses the write queue to satisfy reads to byte ranges with in-flight
(but possibly non-durable) writes.
Note that once the write is issued, Blizzard does not update blockMap
or allocationBitMap – those structures are reflected into checkpoints, so
they can only be updated in a way that respects eventual durability.
When the write becomes durable, Blizzard checks whether, according
to the permutation order, the write was the oldest un-retired write in
lastDurableEpoch+1. If so, Blizzard removes the relevant write queue
entry, and updates blockMap and allocationBitMap. Otherwise, Blizzard
waits for older writes to commit first. Once all writes in the associated
epoch are durable, Blizzard increments lastDurableEpoch.
Writing Expanded Blocks. When Blizzard issues a write to FDS, it actually
writes an expanded block. This expanded block contains the raw data
from the virtual block, as well as the virtual block id, the write’s epoch
number, and a CRC over the entire expanded block. As we explain below,
Blizzard will use this information during crash recovery.
If the client issues a write that is smaller than the size of a virtual
block, Blizzard must read the remaining parts of the virtual block before
calculating the CRC and then writing the new expanded block. This readbefore-write penalty is similar to the one suffered by RAID arrays that use
parity bits. This penalty is suffered for small writes, or for the bookends
of a large write that straddles multiple blocks. For optimal performance,
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Blizzard’s virtual block size should match the expected I/O size of the
client. For example, POSIX applications like databases and email servers
often have a configurable “page size”; these applications try to issue reads
and writes that are integral multiples of the page size, so as to minimize
disk seeks. For these applications, Blizzard’s virtual block size should be
set to the application-level page size.
Checkpointing. Periodically, the client checkpoints the blockMap, the
allocationBitMap, the four permutation parameters, lastDurableEpoch,
and a CRC over the preceding quantities. For a 500 GB virtual disk, the
checkpoint size is roughly 16 MB. Blizzard does not update the checkpoint
in place; instead, it reserves enough space on the FDS blob for two checkpoints, and alternates checkpoint writing between the two locations for
reliability [234].
Recovery. To recover from a crash, Blizzard inspects the two serialized
checkpoints and initializes itself using the latest correct checkpoint (as
indicated by lastDurableEpoch). Blizzard then scans physical blocks in
the order in which they appear in the virtual log, starting from the last
virtual block indicated in the checkpoint. Upon reading a current physical
block, one of three things can happen:
• If the allocationBitMap says that the current physical block is in
use, Blizzard inspects the next physical block.
• If the block belongs to a previous epoch, Blizzard terminates recovery.
If the CRCs of the block replicas don’t match, Blizzard terminates
recovery.
• If the block is legitimate, Blizzard updates the block’s allocation
status in allocationBitMap and translation in blockMap. Allocation
and translation status for the previous physical block backing this
virtual block are also updated. The value of lastDurableEpoch is
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updated to match the block’s epoch. The last virtual block in the
checkpoint is also updated.

How Blizzard Differs From OptFS
Blizzard demonstrates how Optimistic Crash Consistency can be applied
in a distributed systems setting. While the Optimistic File System applies
Optimistic Principles at the file-system level, Blizzard applies it at the blockdevice level, showing that the principles can be applied in a file-system
agnostic manner. While OptFS was developed for the Linux operating
system, Blizzard runs on Windows, showing that the ideas are not limited
to a specific operating system.

7.3

Using Osync

As implemented in OptFS, an osync() call will end the currently running transaction, and begin a new one. Since all writes go into a single
currently-running global transaction, this means that osync() is effectively
a global ordering barrier. Since osync() does not return until the entire
transaction is present in the disk cache, every osync() call has a delay
associated with it (≈ 1 millisecond). Therefore, osync() should not be
called indiscriminately.
Unfortunately, it is not trivial to figure out where osync() should be
called, especially if the developer did not write the code originally. Modern
applications have their update protocols (i.e., the sequence of writes they
use to update their on-disk state) spread across multiple files [216]. They
heavily make use of libraries and frameworks that have their own ordering
requirements. Some applications call fsync() excessively to order writes,
while others do not call fsync() even if required for crash consistency,
fearing its performance cost [216].
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Given the code for a crash-consistent application (i.e., the application
enforces ordering where required using fsync()), the task then becomes
one of figuring out which of the fsync() calls are meant for ordering, and
replacing those fsync() calls with osync() calls.
In collaboration with other students at UW Madison, we have developed ALICE [216], a tool that can be used to figure out where osync()
calls should be inserted in an application. The developer provides ALICE
with an input workload, and a checker. The checker can be run on the
application state (after a crash) to verify whether certain invariants hold.
For example, if one inserts a row into a SQLite [263] database, regardless
of when a crash happens, the database should not contain a corrupt row.
ALICE then constructs different on-disk states that could occur after a
crash, and uses the checker to detect when an invariant is violated. ALICE can determine if the violation was due to application writes being
re-ordered; if so, ALICE can determine where osync() should be inserted.
ALICE has certain limitations. It is not complete; it figures out where
osync() should be inserted in a given trace of the application. It does
not guarantee that an fsync() call can be safely replaced by osync() in
all runs of the application. The developer should use ALICE to obtain
hints about where osync() calls may be inserted, and use their expertise
to confirm that the replacement is sound.

7.4

Interactions with Industry

We now describe our experience talking with developers in industry about
the new interfaces proposed in this dissertation.
ADNs. We interacted with developers at Seagate and other storage companies about supporting asynchronous durability notifications (ADNs).
Developers were concerned about the performance cost of ADNs as presented in this dissertation (§6.2.1). They suggested variations where the
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notifications are batched together based on block address range (e.g., notifications for blocks in range 1000–2000), or time (e.g., notifications for
blocks submitted in last 5 seconds). Samsung is interested in a variation
of ADNs for their mobile systems.
osync. We presented the ideas behind osync() at the Linux FAST Summit
2014 [291] that brought together Linux kernel developer and researchers
in file-system and storage community. Developers were interested in the
performance impact of the osync() call. They were concerned that using
osync() would imply that full data journaling mode would be used by the
file system; they were interested in how selective data journaling works.
The developers were resistant to the idea of introducing a new system
call; this is usually done only when a number of applications are strongly
requesting the new system call.
Kernel developers are extremely wary about accepting new code from
researchers. The developers are concerned that researchers will “patchand-vanish”, introduce new code into the Linux kernel, and then disappear
without providing proper support over the years. Due to this reason, ideas
moving from academia to the Linux kernel happens rarely: either because
the idea is simple to understand and implement [221], or because the
researcher is a long-time kernel developer with sufficient standing in the
community [63].

7.5

Summary

In this chapter, we discussed how NoFS and OptFS compare along several
axes. In terms of hardware requirements, both systems require specific
hardware support. The atomic write required by NoFS is available on
today’s drives. Durability notifications can be built in software, thus
enabling OptFS to be run on commodity drives. Although NoFS provides
strong crash-consistency, the lack of atomic rename() restricts usability; in
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contrast, OptFS enables applications to build efficient update protocols.
Both OptFS and NoFS eliminates flushes in the common case; however,
since OptFS provides additional semantics (via osync()), its performance
is lower than that of NoFS.
We described how optimistic techniques can be used in other contexts. File-system crash-consistency techniques such as copy-on-write
can be adapted to operate in an optimistic manner. Removing ordering
constraints has been shown to increase performance in other media such
as non-volatile memory; such storage systems will benefit from using
optimistic techniques. We described how Blizzard, a distributed storage
system, has been modified to take advantage of optimistic techniques.
Finally, we discussed the challenges application developers face in
using osync() in application update protocols. We described our efforts
in encouraging industry to adopt asynchronous durability notifications
and the osync() primitive.
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8
Related Work
In this chapter, we discuss research and systems that are related to this
dissertation. First, we describe efforts over the years to provide safe recovery from crashes (§8.1). Then, we describe work related to the specific
techniques used in our work (§8.2). We discuss efforts at testing file systems similar to work on BOB (§8.3). Finally, we discuss different interfaces
used to obtain consistency and durability (§8.4).

8.1

Crash Recovery

Designing systems to recover safely after crashes has been the focus of systems researchers for many years. We first describe how databases provided
crash consistency, and then explain how file systems and applications built
on top of these techniques to build crash consistency protocols.
Crash Recovery in Databases. The database community pioneered the
transaction abstraction [97, 98, 188] for atomic updates and introduced
two techniques to optimize how transactions are persisted: logging and
checkpointing [96, 105, 188], and group commit [71, 89, 188]. Mohan et al.
brought these techniques together in the ARIES algorithm [188] that has
been implemented in a number of industrial and research systems [39, 43,
64, 70, 109, 239, 244].
Crash Recovery in File Systems. File systems adapted techniques such as
logging to update data and metadata in a consistent fashion. Section 2.6.2
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describes the different approaches taken by file systems. Logical disks [65,
100] sought to separate out file management from crash recovery; atomic
updates would be provided by a logical disk that works with different
file-system structures. In a similar vein, systems such as the Inversion
File System [200, 268] layer file systems on top of databases to exploit
their transactional capabilities; however, such systems are not widely
adopted due to their complexity and poor performance. TableFS [230, 231]
builds a file system on top of LevelDB [93]; TableFS takes advantage of
the sequential layout of LevelDB to increase performance. However, the
LevelDB files need to be stored on another file system, so while TableFS
increases performance, it relies upon both LevelDB and the underlying file
system to recover correctly from a crash; the complex interactions between
LevelDB and the file system make this a challenge [216].
Crash Recovery in Applications. Stasis [248] builds on write-ahead logging [106] to provide transactional storage for applications. The crash
recovery mechanisms of Stasis are built around the same principles as
journaling file systems like OptFS. However, Stasis transactions provide
properties such as isolation which applications may not need (and may
not be willing to be pay for).
A number of modern applications use databases such as SQLite [263]
to atomically update their on-disk state. The heavy performance cost
associated with SQLite [126] has led to many applications creating adhoc protocols for achieving crash consistency [216]. The ad-hoc nature
of these protocols lead to data loss and corruption on some file-system
configrations [216].
Recent work builds on transactional flash storage to allow applications
to update state in an atomic fashion [187]. By using transactions, Min et
al. hope to avoid the bugs that plague ad-hoc protocols. Their CFS file
system requires that the underlying storage provide multi-page atomic
writes. Providing such atomic writes in software (via techniques like
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atomic recovery units [65]) will incur additional performance overhead
and complexity.

8.2

Reliability Techniques

We describe work related to the various techniques used in this dissertation:
using embedded information (§8.2.1), incremental fsck in the background
(§8.2.2), ordering updates to storage (§8.2.3), and trading durability for
performance (§8.2.4).

8.2.1

Using Embedded Information

The idea of using information inside or near the block to detect errors
has been used in several systems. The Cambridge File Server [72] used
certain bits in each cylinder (cylinder map) to store the allocation status
of blocks in that cylinder. The Cedar File System [106] used labels inside
pages to check their allocation status. Embedding logical identity of blocks
(inode number + offset) has been done in RAID to recover from lost and
misdirected writes [141]. Transactional flash [223] embeds commit records
inside every page to provide transactions and recovery. However, NoFS is
the first work that we know of that clearly defines the level of consistency
that such information provides and uses such information alone to provide
consistency.
The design of the Pilot file system [228] is similar to that of NoFS. Pilot
employs self identifying pages and uses a scavenger to reconstruct the
file system metadata upon crash. However, like the file-system check, the
scavenger needs to finish running before the file system can be accessed. In
NoFS, the file system is made available upon mount, and can be accessed
while the scan is running in the background.
Pangaea [236] uses backpointers for consistency in a distributed wide
area file system. However, its use of backpointers is limited to directory
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entry backpointers that are used to resolve conflicting updates on directories. Similar to NoFS, Pangaea also uses the backpointer as the true source
of information, letting the backpointers of child inodes dictate whether
they belong to a directory or not.
Btrfs [166] supports back references that allow it to obtain the list of
the extents that refer to a particular extent. Although back references are
conceptually similar to NoFS backpointers, the main purpose of btrfs back
references is supporting efficient data migration, rather than providing
consistency. Other mechanisms such as checksums are used to ensure that
the data is not corrupt in btrfs. Another key difference is that btrfs does not
always store the back reference inside the allocated extent: sometimes the
back references are stored as separate items close to the extent allocation
records.
Backlog [163] also uses explicit back references in order to manage
migration of data in write anywhere file systems. The back references in
Backlog are stored in a separate database, and are designed for efficient
querying of usage information rather than consistency. Backlog’s back
references are not used for incremental file-system checking or resolving
ownership disputes.
The Selfie virtual disk format [310] embeds metadata into data blocks to
allow data blocks to be written without requiring an associated metadata
write, thus increasing performance significantly for data writes. Similar
to the non-persistent allocation structures of NoFS, Selfie’s lookup table in
maintained in memory, and reconstructed from the on-disk version after
a crash. While NoFS uses an out-of-band area for storing backpointers,
Selfie depends on the data being compressed to make room for metadata
inside a block. Thus, although Selfie does not depend upon hardware
characteristics, it is dependent on workload characteristics.
The ideas behind ReconFS [161] are similar to those of NoFS. ReconFS
makes the directory structure volatile, and recovers it from the on-disk
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structure by embedding extra information into the on-disk structures to
make them recoverable. While NoFS maintains both forward and backward pointers, ReconFS maintains only backward pointers (inverted indices). NoFS is concerned with the crash consistency of the whole file
system, while ReconFS focuses on the consistency of the name-space alone.
ReconFS and Selfie are good testaments to our design choices of not persisting certain metadata structures and allowing I/O to be re-ordered.

8.2.2

Incremental FSCK in the Background

NoFS performs the checks done by fsck incrementally in the background.
There have been previous work that modified fsck in a similar manner.
McKusick’s background fsck [173] could repair simple inconsistencies
such as lost resources by running fsck on snapshots of a running system.
Chunkfs [112] is similar to NoFS, providing incremental, online file-system
checking. Chunkfs differs from NoFS in that the minimal unit of checking
is a chunk whereas it is a single file or block in NoFS. Chunkfs does not
offer online repair of the file system, while it is possible in NoFS, due to
backpointers and non-persistent allocation structures.

8.2.3

Ordered Updates

Soft Updates [87] shows how to carefully order disk updates so as to never
leave an on-disk structure in an inconsistent form. In contrast with OptFS,
FreeBSD Soft Updates issues flushes to implement fsync() and ordering
(although the original work modified the SCSI driver to avoid issuing
flushes).
Given the presence of asynchronous durability notifications, Soft Updates could be modified to take advantage of such signals. We believe
doing so would be more challenging than modifying journaling file systems; while journaling works at the abstraction level of metadata and
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data, Soft Updates works directly with file-system structures, significantly
increasing its complexity.
OptFS is similar to that of Frost et al.’s work on Featherstitch [84],
which provides a generalized framework to order file-system updates, in
either a soft-updating or journal-based approach. OptFS instead focuses
on delayed ordering for journal commits; some of our techniques could
increase the journal performance observed in their work.
Lu et al.’s work on loose-ordering consistency [159, 190] has a similar
flavor to OptFS. They increase the performance of writes to persistent
memory by allowing speculative writes and only making the writes visible
at transaction commit. The dirty status of writes in the cache are identified
using extra tag bits in the cache.
Apart from file systems, write order is important in a different (but
related) context. A number of storage systems today use SSD or RAM
devices as caches to increase performance [115, 240]. For such storage
systems, the policy controlling how data is transferred from the cache to
the backing device is crucial for performance and reliability. The setup in
these systems is similar to the buffer cache and the disk storage device.
Koller et al. propose writeback policies (ordered write-back and journaled writeback) to ensure consistency at the storage level (either pointin-time or epoch-based) [139]. Qin et al. take advantage of the fact that
applications do not have consistency expectations in between two barrier events (e.g., fsync()) to further increase performance [224]. OptFS
writeback is similar to the journaled writeback policy of Koller et al., with
fsync() calls or time-duration triggers defining epochs.
Write ordering is also important in non-volatile memory systems. Recent work by Pelley et al. [214] explores how memory consistency models
relates to persistent writes in non-volatile memory, and how the write
orders may be relaxed while maintaining consistency.
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8.2.4

Delaying Durability

The work of Nightingale et al. on “rethinking the sync” [196] has a similar
flavor to OptFS. In that work, the authors cleverly note that disk writes
only need to become durable when some external entity can observe said
durability; thus, by delaying persistence until such externalization occurs,
huge gains in performance can be realized. OptFS is complimentary, in
that it reduces the number of such durability events, instead enforcing a
weaker (and higher performance) ordering among writes, but avoiding
the complexity of implementing dependency tracking within the OS. In
cases where durability is required (i.e., , applications use dsync() and
not osync()), optimistic journaling does not provide much gain; thus,
Nightingale et al.’s work still can be of benefit therein.

The work of Keeton et al. on disaster recovery argues that durability can be traded for increased performance for many applications [134].
Snapmirror [212], Seneca [128], and the Smoke and Mirrors File System
(SMFS) [303] are asynchronous (or semi-synchronous) mirroring systems
that trade off durability for performance, similar to OptFS. All three systems use a modified form of log-structured file systems [234] and employ
techniques similar to journaling. Using the terminology of Seneca [128],
OptFS provides asynchronous out-of-order atomic updates. The major
difference between OptFS and these systems is that OptFS can gain performance without any data loss. If we define data loss as committed data
that becomes unavailable, the performance gain of OptFS comes from
using osync() – where users have no expectations about the durability of
data. In contrast, Snapmirror, Seneca, and SMFS can lose committed data
if there is a disaster.
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8.3

Testing File Systems

There have been several efforts to test the reliability of storage systems.
We discuss the work most closely related to BOB (§4).
Zheng et al. developed a framework for testing whether commercial
databases violate ACID properties under power failure scenarios [316].
They trace the writes resulting from one of four hand-crafted workloads,
and replay different sequences of those writes to detect ACID violations.
Their framework differs from BOB in two significant ways. First, they do
root-cause analysis on ACID violations to help engineers diagnose the
bug. Since BOB was not developed for the purpose of diagnosing bugs, it
does not contain tools for root-cause analysis. Second, their framework
is limited to SCSI devices (as they modify the iSCSI driver); BOB, on the
other hand, works above the device-driver level, and therefore works on
any storage device.
The EXPLODE framework [311] systematically checks storage systems
for errors. It drives the system into rare corner cases and tests system
behavior. EXPLODE is a powerful framework that can be used to test
applications, file systems, and software at any level of the storage stack for
errors. However, for the simple task for testing persistence properties of file
systems, we feel it is needlessly complex. For example, EXPLODE requires
developers to carefully annotate complex file systems using choose() calls.
BOB, on the other hand, does not require any annotation or specialized
knowledge of the file system being tested.
There has been interest in the Linux kernel community towards more
effective power-failure testing. Josef Basik, a software engineer at Facebook,
has been developing a tool based on the device mapper to easily reproduce
power failures [24, 25]. Similar to BOB, the tool logs writes and then creates
new disk images based on the traces. However, the focus of the tool is on
whether file systems properly make acknowledged writes durable, and
not on testing persistence properties.
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Zheng et al. have tested the reliability of SSDs and disk drives under
power failure [317]. Unlike the other work discussed here, they developed
hardware to cut power to the devices being tested and examined device
behavior. Hardware testing is essential for testing storage devices, since
the firmware is closed-source, and we cannot emulate the effects of power
loss, as we do for software layers in the storage stack. Thus, Zheng et al.’s
work is complementary to tools such as BOB.
We note that none of the tools discussed in this section examine or test
the persistence properties of file systems. File-system persistence behavior
was largely unexplored before our work, and BOB represents the first step
in defining and examining persistence properties.

8.4

Interfaces for Consistency and Durability

We now describe interfaces used in various systems to achieve consistency
and durability.
Transactions. Several file systems have provided a transactional interface, allowing developers to update application state with ACID guarantees [199, 218, 252, 261]. However, either due to the performance cost (14%
in TxOS [218]), or high complexity [199], transactional file systems have
not been adopted widely.
Several storage devices provide support for the transactional interface [48, 54, 85, 133, 157, 158, 206, 209, 223]. Applications or file systems
can build on top of these devices to allow the user to atomically update
application state [187].
Atomic Update. Several recent systems offer an interface for users to
obtain atomicity (without isolation) [164, 208, 293]. Park et al. offer an
atomic version of msync() [208], while Verma et al. provides failure-atomic
writev(), msync(), and syncv() [293]. The MariaDB database builds on
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top of the atomic write offered by FusionIO SSDs [164].
At the application level, atomic update is usually carried using the
rename() system call [101]. There are subtle problems with using rename(),
depending upon the file-system configuration [59, 216]. Specialized interfaces such as exchangedata() [17] and replacefile() [181] are also used
to achieve atomic updates.
Barriers and Flushes. The osync() and dsync() primitives are similar to
the fence and flush memory primitives in the Intel architecture [123]. The
key difference is that a dsync() issues a flush at the end of osync(), and
thus is a superset of osync(); on the other hand, flushes do not guarantee
the ordering provided by barriers. Mnemosyne [298], a lightweight system
for exposing storage-class memory to user-mode programs, builds upon
the Intel primitives to offer the persistent-memory version of flush and
fence primitives to users (among other interfaces such as transactions).
Since Mnemosyne is only concerned with data in processor caches and
storage-class memory, Intel’s primitives are sufficient, and no additional
hardware support is required. In contrast, since current disks do not offer
the fence primitive, hardware modifications like asynchronous durability
notifications are required for OptFS.
BPFS [56] is another file system built on top of phase-change memory.
BPFS introduces two new hardware primitives: 8-byte atomic writes and
epoch barriers. Similar to osync(), epoch barriers order writes without
affecting durability. Note that while BPFS uses epoch barriers internally,
it does not present an interface such as osync() to the user. While OptFS
requires modifications to the storage device, BPFS requires modifications
to the processor core, the cache, the memory controller, and the phasechange memory chips.
Featherstitch [84] provides similar primitives for ordering and durability: pg_depend() is similar to osync(), while pg_sync() is similar to
dsync(). The main difference lies in the amount of work required from
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application developers: Featherstitch requires developers to explicitly
encapsulate sets of file-system operations into units called patchgroups
and define dependencies between them. Since osync() builds upon the
familiar semantics of fsync(), we believe it will be easier for application
developers to use.
We believe that barriers and flushes are the most fundamental of these
interfaces; other interfaces can be implemented using barriers and flushes.
Mnemosyne [298] builds transactions and atomic updates using barriers
and flushes; it also exposes the low-level primitives to users so that they can
build their own consistency mechanisms. We advocate a similar approach
for applications using file systems to store state.
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9
Future Work
In this chapter, we outline directions in which our work could be extended
in the future. These fall into three main categories: removing a limitation
of our work such as requiring special hardware support (§9.1), enabling
developers and users to more easily benefit from our work (§9.2, §9.3), and
applying the principles learnt in our work in different contexts (§9.4, §9.5).

9.1

Software Async Durability Notifications

We developed the notion of Asynchronous Durability Notifications (ADNs)
for Optimistic Crash Consistency [46]. The drawback of ADNs is that they
are not supported on any current hardware. Hardware manufacturers
are reluctant to introduce new hardware features that will not directly
increase performance. Once a manufacturer is convinced, developing and
manufacturing hardware that support ADNs will take a number of years.
Software ADNs can be developed to address this challenge. We propose a new system that acts as an intermediary between file systems and
traditional storage devices. The system communicates with traditional
storage devices and issues flushes and FUA requests as required. The
file system submits writes to the new system and gets software ADNs
indicating when different writes have become durable.
Without hardware support, the system cannot query the storage device
for the durability status of I/O. Instead, the system forces writes to be
durable using either flushes or flags such as FUA. The system keeps track
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of writes that have been submitted to the device; a flush would make all
of the submitted writes durable. The system would then send software
ADNs to the file system (or a database) indicating that certain writes have
become durable.
The system could be configured to issue flushes based on different
policies. For example, flushes could be issued periodically, depending on
the window of vulnerability that client applications are comfortable with.
A flush could also be issued once a certain amount of data has queued up
in the system’s buffers; this policy would be determined by the maximum
amount of data (rather than time) that the client applications would be
comfortable losing.
Tracking the durability status of all in-flight writes at a fine granularity
without excessive space overheads or CPU consumption will be a challenge.
Allowing some writes to be un-ordered and un-tracked (e.g., writes to
debug files) may help address this challenge. The semantics between
ordered writes and un-ordered writes will have to be carefully defined.
Hardware ADNs allow the storage device to make I/O durable in the
order that maximizes performance (e.g., by minimizing seeks [308]). The
absence of flushes essentially allow a bigger “working set” of I/O requests
that the device can pick from, when choosing the next request to service.
Flushes reduce the size of the working set by forcing I/O to be serviced
at various points. Thus, by using flushes, storage performance would be
reduced from the maximum attainable. We expect that this performance
reduction would be compensated by enabling optimistic crash consistency
to be employed on traditional storage devices.

9.2

Automatic Osync Substitution

In Section 7.3, we discussed how it is not trivial to figure out where osync()
calls should be inserted in an application. Although ALICE provides
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hints as to where osync() should be called [216], it cannot do automatic
substitution of osync() for fsync() calls. Given the large number of
applications that use fsync() for only ordering their writes [216], there
is a large opportunity for transparently increasing the performance of
applications by doing automatic, sound replacements of a number of
fsync() calls with osync() calls.
We can identify fsync() calls used for ordering using this intuition:
if there is a fsync() call before the application process communicates
externally (via I/O to an external device, messages to another process,
etc.), that fsync() call was meant for durability; otherwise, the fsync()
call was used for ordering. This intuition is a process-specific form of
external synchrony [196].
The idea behind the rule is simple: processes usually make state
durably before telling an external party that they have performed an
action. For example, a bank needs to make your transaction durable before
informing you that it has your money. Application-update protocols that
we examined in the ALICE project supports this intuition [216].
It is easy to see that fsync() calls that occur in the middle of an application’s update protocols (with the end defined as external communication)
can be safely replaced by osync() calls, as a later fsync() call will ensure
durability before anyone external can observe it.
The question is whether this rule is too conservative. If we define
external parties to include the kernel (as two processes may communicate
via the kernel), then all fsync() calls may be flagged as calls for durability.
We need to experiment with several applications to find a definition of
external parties that is not too restrictive.
Combined with software ADNs (§9.1), transparently replacing fsync()
calls with osync() calls has the potential to increase the performance of
thousands of applications running on commodity hardware. External
synchrony [196] is hard to apply since it involves modifications to the
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kernel, and requires tracking all dependencies inside the operating system. By contrast, software ADNs and osync() replacement can be done
without changing the kernel, or even involving the original developers of
applications.

9.3

Tools for Testing File-System Crash
Consistency

As part of this dissertation, we developed tools to test whether file-systems
could reliably recover after crashes. As part of the NoFS project, we developed a pseudo-device driver that drops specified writes. The pseudodevice driver allows us to do targeted testing. As part of the OptFS project,
we developed a tool that allows us to emulate random crashes.
There are no tools publicly available at this time to robustly test the
crash consistency of file systems. Currently, slow power-cycle testing
is used to test crash reliabilty [208, 317]. Zheng et al. have developed
tools to test the crash reliability of databases [316], but the workloads and
testing methodology is specific to the ACID properties of databases. While
KVM XFS provides some crash-consistency tests [281], it is heavyweight,
requiring a virtual machine to be booted up using KVM. Our tools can test
crash-consistency completely in user-space without requiring a virtualmachine setup.
Our tools were built specifically for NoFS and OptFS, and hence require
some development to work correctly with all file systems. We believe
modifying our tools in such a manner and making them open-source
would be of significant benefit to the file-system community.
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9.4

Verifying Crash Consistency for Complex
Stacks

Modern storage stacks are comprised of a large number of layers. For
example, the Windows I/O stack has 18 layers between the application
and the storage [283]. As we show in this dissertation, crash consistency
depends upon each layer correctly handling flags like FUA and passing
down flush requests down to the storage device. Unfortunately, there are
many instances where a layer does not pass along flush requests to the
lower layer [153, 294]. In such cases, the application (and perhaps the file
system) loses consistency if there is a power loss or a crash.
With the advent of software-defined storage, we believe applications
will soon be able to request and automatically obtain customized storage
stacks [79, 119, 193]. Amazon EC2 already does this at a coarse level by
allowing users to specify the storage they require for each virtual machine [1]. The day is not far off when storage stacks will be constructed on
the fly, mixing and matching different layers like block re-mappers, logical
volume managers, and file systems [295, 296].
How does one test if an application is crash-consistent on a given
storage stack? Developers test their applications comprehensively on one
storage stack, and deploy their applications on storage stacks that offer
the same API. Several vendors provide API compatibility to facilitate such
testing and deployment [4, 5].
Unfortunately, while a common API guarantees that applications will
execute on different stacks, it does not guarantee that they will do so
correctly. Most API specifications simply describe what operations are
offered by the storage stack. The specifications do not describe the semantics offered by the system: for example, whether two operations are
persisted in order or whether an operation is persisted atomically. Yet,
recent work has shown that application correctness hinges on storage-stack
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semantics [216, 316]. For example, LevelDB [93] required the rename of a
file to be persisted before the unlink of another file. If the storage stack
does not order these operations, it results in data corruption [2, 216].
Testing whether an application will be crash-consistent on a storage
stack is challenging for two reasons. First, the guarantees that an application requires from storage are not well-specified; if the developer has
only been testing on one platform, they may not even realize that their
application depends on certain features of the platform. Our work on
application crash vulnerabilities suggests that the required guarantees are
complex, and cannot be expressed in simple binary checks or numeric
limits [216]. Second, modern storage stacks are composed of many layers [283]. Each layer builds upon the guarantees given by lower layers to
provide guarantees to higher layers. To identify the guarantees given by a
dynamically composed stack, we have to examine the guarantees given by
each layer in the stack.
We tackle each challenge by borrowing techniques from the programming languages community. First, we propose to specify complex storage
guarantees in a formal language (such as Isar [305]). We suggest that the
same language could be used to specify the high-level design of each layer
of the storage stack. Second, proof assistants (such as Isabelle [197]) can
be used to prove that the stack provides the guarantees required by the
application. Just as a statement could be proved given a collections of axioms and theorems, we propose that guarantees required by applications
could be proved given the guarantees offered by each storage-stack layer.
In collaboration with colleagues at UW Madison, we used Isar to specify
the design of a simple two-layer storage stack, and used Isabelle to prove
that the put operation in a simple key-value store is failure atomic [11].
We believe such verification will be essential for software-defined storage in clouds and datacenters. When storage stacks are constructed on the
fly, the corresponding high-level specifications for different layers can be
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retrieved, and the guarantees of the resulting stack can then be compared
with application requirements. Such checking can be used to construct
the optimal storage stack (in terms of resource utilization or other metrics)
that will satisfy the given application requirements.

9.5

OptFS for SSDs

Given the prevalence of SSDs, it is interesting to examine the behavior of
OptFS when running on SSDs instead of disk drives. Our preliminary tests
show that OptFS does not increase performance significantly (compared
to ext4 with flushes) when run on top of flash SSDs (§7.2.2).
We found that employing selective data journaling cuts performance
by half for the Filebench Varmail workload. Initially, we believed that the
performance degradation was due to the double writes of data journaling.
However, if that is the case, Varmail on hard drives should also experienced
similar performance degradation; instead, OptFS (with selective data
journaling enabled) increases Varmail performance significantly on hard
drives. More investigation is required to understand the cause of the
performance degradation.
We observed that checksum calculation time was a significant percentage of the total run time for the Varmail workload. We plan to investigate
whether using lightweight checksums increases performance significantly
for a range of workloads.
Finally, we need to re-architect the storage stack so that the time taken
for a write to propagate down the stack is minimal. Currently, the propagation delays is around one millisecond; given that the write delay for
an SSDs is in the order of hundreds of microseconds, stack propagation
delay dominates the write latency of small writes.
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9.6

Summary

In this chapter, we described how our dissertation work can be extended
in the future. First, we describe how asynchronous durability notifications
can be implemented as a software layer between the file system and the
storage device. We then discuss how application code can be analyzed
to automatically insert osync() calls, by using a variation of external synchrony. We explain the need for tools to inject targeted and random crash
failures in file systems. We describe how storage stacks have become so
complex that automated methods are required to check that an application is crash-consistent on a given storage stack. Finally, we discuss the
challenges in running OptFS on top of Flash SSDs.
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10
Lessons Learned and
Conclusions
Everyday, increasing amounts of data vital to our well-being are being
stored digitally [95, 127, 162, 169, 306]. Safely updating this data is a challenge due to interruptions by power loss or crashes [53, 131, 176, 178, 192,
292, 313]. While a number of solutions exist, ranging from the file-system
check [175] to journaling [106], they result in significant performance
degradation. Many practitioners turn off consistency solutions, risking
data loss and corruption rather lose so much performance. In this dissertation, we presented solutions that offer both strong consistency guarantees
and excellent performance.
We started by analyzing how crashes lead to file-system inconsistency.
We also analyzed how file systems persisted dirty writes to storage in the
absence of fsync() calls in the application; file systems doing this in the
right order is crucial for application-level crash consistency. Our analysis
leads to two conclusions. First, there is a need for new crash-consistency
techniques that provide strong guarantees without significantly degrading
performance. Second, applications require new primitives they can use to
explicitly order their on-disk updates.
In the second part of our dissertation, we presented our solutions to
these problems. We introduced Backpointer-Based Consistency, a new
crash-consistency techniques that does not required writes to storage to
be ordered. We presented Optimistic Crash Consistency, a new crash-
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consistency protocol that eliminates disk-cache flushes in the common case.
Both these techniques increase performance significantly while providing
strong crash-consistency guarantees. Finally, we introduced the osync()
primitive, which allows applications to order writes without making them
durable.
In this chapter, we first summarize our analysis and solutions (§10.1).
We then describe a set of lessons we have learned in the course of this
dissertation work (§10.2). Finally, we conclude (§10.3).

10.1

Summary

This dissertation is comprised of two parts. In the first part, we analyzed
the behavior of file systems when flushes are disabled, and when applications don’t explicitly call fsync(). In the second part, we built upon the
insights from the first part to develop new crash-consistency mechanisms,
and new interfaces to help applications maintain crash consistency. We
summarize each part in turn.

10.1.1

Crash-Consistency Analysis

The first part of this dissertation is about analyzing how crashes lead to
file-system inconsistency, and how file systems affect application-level
crash consistency. First, we studied the factors that affect whether a crash
leads to file-system inconsistency. Some practitioners had observed that
crashes don’t lead to file-system inconsistency for certain workloads [286].
We termed this Probabilistic Crash Consistency [46], and built a framework
to investigate the probability of file-system inconsistency for various workloads under different conditions. We found that for some workloads, such
as large sequential writes or static web servers, a crash would rarely leave
the file-system inconsistent. For other workloads, such as email servers or
database update queries, there is a significant risk of inconsistency upon
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crash. Thus, for practitioners who seek to obtain high performance and
strong crash consistency, simply turning off flushes is not enough.
Second, we studied file-system behavior that affects application-level
crash consistency. For applications to be consistent after a crash, their
updates to on-disk state need to be persisted in a specific order. Due to the
high cost of fsync() calls, applications do not enforce this order; instead,
they depend upon the file system persisting writes in the correct order.
We defined the aspects of file-system behavior that affect application-level
consistency as persistence properties [216]. We built a tool, the BlockOrder Breaker (Bob), and studied how persistence properties varied across
sixteen configurations of six widely-used file systems. We found that
persistence properties varied widely among different file systems, and even
among different configurations of the same file system. Thus, applications
cannot depend upon the file-system persistence behavior to persist writes
in the right order, and must instead do so via an explicit interface.

10.1.2

Crash-Consistency Solutions

In the second part of this dissertation, we presented solutions to the problems we discovered in the first part. First, we presented Backpointer-Based
Consistency [47], a new crash-consistency solution that does not require
disk writes to be ordered. Backpointer-Based Consistency embeds a backpointer into each object in the file system, and builds consistency based
upon mutual agreement between objects. We implemented BackpointerBased Consistency in the No-Order File System (NoFS), a variant of the
ext2 file system. We showed that NoFS provides performance equivalent
to that of ext2, and that it provides strong crash-consistency guarantees
(similar to ext3). While NoFS provides excellent performance, it does not
support atomic primitives such as rename(). A large number of applications use such primitives to safely update their on-disk state. Hence, the
usability of NoFS was limited.
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To address this limitation of NoFS, we designed Optimistic Crash
Consistency, a new crash-consistency protocol [46]. Optimistic Crash Consistency takes advantage of the fact that ordering file-system updates
could be accomplished by means significantly cheaper than disk-cache
flushes. For example, atomicity and ordering are duals of each other: thus,
making a group of updates atomic removes the need for ordering among
them. We implemented the principles of Optimistic Crash Consistency
in the Optimistic File System (OptFS). OptFS introduces two new interfaces: asynchronous durability notifications at the storage level, and the
osync() primitive at the application level. OptFS decouples the ordering
of writes from durability. Applications can use osync() to order their
writes (without making them durable), thus building correct, efficient application update protocols. We show that two applications, Gedit [91] and
SQLite [263], can utilize osync() effectively to maintain application-level
consistency at high performance.

Working on this dissertation allowed us to understand the relative importance of different file-system design goals. While crash consistency is a
basic requirement for a file system, it is not sufficient for many applications.
Thus, while NoFS provides a consistent file system, many applications will
need to be modified to run correctly on top of NoFS. Atomically updating
on-disk state is an important concern for many applications. Such atomic
updates require either a transaction-like atomicity primitive (that can include multiple files) or a combination of a single-file atomicity primitive
(such as rename()) and a primitive to order file-system operations. With
OptFS, we fulfill such application requirements in addition to providing
file-system crash consistency.
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10.2

Lessons Learned

In this section, we present a list of general lessons we learned while working on this dissertation.

10.2.1

The Importance of Interface Design

In this dissertation, we studied existing crash-consistency problems in file
systems and applications. Most of these problems can be directly traced
to bad interfaces provided by storage devices and file systems.
Storage Interface. Storage devices at the lower end of the market (such
as SATA and IDE drives) expose the flush command for managing the
disk cache. There are two problems with the flush interface: coarseness,
and lack of visibility. First, the flush interface is too coarse: there is no
option to selectively flush a few blocks to non-volatile storage. If the cache
is filled with dirty data, out of which the file system only wants to make a
few blocks durable, the current interface forces a lot of inefficient waiting.
Second, file systems do not have visibility into the durability status of
blocks in the disk cache. Combined with the coarseness of the flush
interface, this leads to a lot of un-necessary waiting for the file system.
File-System Interface. File systems implement the POSIX interface [278]
that includes the fsync() system call for making dirty writes durable. The
fsync() call results in a flush command at the storage level, and therefore
inherits the performance problems associated with the flush interface. As
mentioned in Section 6.2.4, the fsync() interface couples together ordering
and durability; applications desiring only ordering between writes are
forced to pay the cost of durability.
These interface flaws have led to widespread problems: disk drives
that lie about flushing [153, 226], system administrators who deliberately
put their systems at risk for performance [59], systems that do not honor
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flush requests [294], and finally, application developers who do not use
fsync() fearing the performance cost [280].
The importance of open interfaces. We believe that the closed nature of
storage-device interfaces have resulted in significant additional complexity
and loss of performance. Much of file-system research can be traced
back to working around the pitfalls of badly-designed interfaces. We
believe that making the device interface open will greatly aid the storage
community. Several groups are working towards this with open-channel
SSDs [205, 253, 300].

10.2.2

The Importance of Asynchrony

The benefits of asynchrony have long been known in the software world [8,
179]. For example, when asynchronous Javascript was introduced, it enabled the creation of exciting, responsive web applications such as Google
Suggest and Google Maps [88].
Yet, the role of asynchrony in storage systems has been limited. Until
the 1990s, storage systems were essentially synchronous, performing one
operation at time [172, 250]. With the introduction of tag queuing in
SCSI disks [15, 81, 304], disks could accept sixteen simultaneous requests.
Unfortunately, many devices do not implement tag queuing correctly [174].
In this dissertation, we have shown that asynchronous, orderless I/O
has significant advantages. First, not constraining the order of I/O allows
large performance gains, especially on today’s multi-tenant systems [283].
Recent work on non-volatile memory has shown that removing ordering
constraints on I/O can increase performance by 30× [214].
Second, using interfaces such as asynchronous durability notifications
allows each layer to introduce optimizations such as delaying, batching,
or re-ordering I/O, without affecting the correctness of the file system or
the application. Increasing the independence of each layer in the storage
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stack leads to a more robust storage system.

10.2.3

The Need for Better Tools

During the course of this dissertation work, we realized that there is a
need for better frameworks for analyzing, testing, and verifying file-system
crash consistency. Despite decades of research on file systems, there are
few open-source tools available for inspecting file-system consistency.
Tools for Analyzing Crash Consistency. While working on Probabilistic
Crash Consistency, we had to build a framework to analyze the different ordering relationships that need to hold for a journaling file system to remain
consistent in the event of a crash. Analyzing these relationships eventually
led us to discover Selective Data Journaling [46], the precise circumstances
in which not journaling data blocks provides the same crash-consistency
guarantees as when data blocks are journaled. Specifically, if the data
block is not already part of a file, journaling it does not provide any additional crash guarantees. Selective Data Journaling improves performance
significantly for workloads where large files are updated atomically via
mechanisms such as rename()(e.g., in text editors such as Gedit [91]).
In multiple interactions, researchers and developers in the file-system
community have reported that the Selective Data Journaling idea was
obvious once explained. However, this insight has eluded file-system
researchers and practitioners for many years (although it is known in the
software transactional memory community [7, 75, 108]). We believe this is
due to two reasons: the inherent complexity of protocols like journaling,
and the complexity associated with implementations such as ext4 [194].
Without using a framework to analyze the guarantees provided by these
systems and the requirements for those guarantees, even simple insights
are hard to obtain. Just as practitioners in distributed systems formally
specify the design of their systems and verify optimizations [145, 194], we
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believe a similar effort is required in the realm of file systems.

Tools for Testing Crash Consistency. While building the No-Order File
System and the Optimistic File System, we needed to test the reliability of
the file system. We found that there were no open-source tools available to
inject either targeted failures or random failures. As a consequence, we had
to develop our own tools for this purpose. We have received requests from
other universities to share these tools. Although the current versions of
these tools are specific to NoFS and OptFS, we believe generalized versions
of these tools would be greatly aid file-system development and research.
We strongly advocate for better tools that aid file-system research to made
open-source (e.g., the Filebench suite [171]).

Tools for Verifying Crash Consistency. Modern storage stacks are complex and consist of many layers [283]. Crash consistency of the application
on top of the stack depends on every layer between the application and
storage handling requests such as flushes and FUA correctly. Configuration options at each layer (e.g., journaling mode of file system) affects the
crash consistency of the application.
We believe that storage stacks have grown so complex that it is not
feasible for humans to observe the composition of a storage stack and
reason about whether a given application will obtain crash consistency
on top of that stack. Furthermore, with customized on-demand softwaredefined storage [79, 193, 295, 296], a human verifying a composed storage
stack is not practical.
We believe that the design of each layer (the aspects that relate to crash
consistency) must be formally defined, and that we should develop tools
to automatically verify the crash guarantees that a storage stack claims to
provide. We have undertaken initial efforts in this direction [11].
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10.3

Closing Words

With the world becoming increasingly digitized, the safety of data is
paramount. The threat of power loss and crashes still remains; thus, it is
important to design systems that can safely recover in the face of interruptions. Given that most applications access storage via a file system,
file-system crash consistency is an important problem.
However, existing solutions degrade performance to such a large extent
that many practitioners believe that systems cannot achieve both strong
crash consistency and high performance at the same time. In this dissertation, we show that this dichotomy is false; we present solutions that offer
both high performance and strong crash-consistency guarantees.
Most of the crash-consistency problems described in this dissertation
arise from poorly-designed interfaces. In this dissertation, we design new
interfaces for both file systems and storage, and show that these interfaces
allow richer functionality and better performance.
The storage landscape is set to change drastically, with the coming of
new storage technologies such as 3D XPoint Storage [83], and the advent
of software-defined storage [79, 193, 295]. We urge the designers of these
systems to craft the storage-system interfaces carefully, keeping in mind
that interfaces are extremely resistant to change. As we show in this
dissertation, with well-designed interfaces, these new technologies could
offer both correctness and performance.
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A
Appendix A
A.1

Source Code

We strongly believe that releasing research prototypes helps in reproducing results, building on prior research, and increasing impact. To this end,
we have made both the major systems developed as part of this dissertation
work publicly available.
The source code for NoFS can be obtained at: http://www.cs.wisc.
edu/adsl/Software/nofs. The source code for OptFS can be obtained
at: http://www.cs.wisc.edu/adsl/Software/optfs. To further aid researchers interested in OptFS, we have also released virtual-machine images with the file system (and modified kernel) installed: users only need
a hypervisor such as VirtualBox installed to try out OptFS.

